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Abstract
Brain-monitoring is rapidly becoming an important field of research, with
potentially significant impacts on how people interact with technology. As
the inner-workings of the brain become better understood, sensing technologies are also advancing, becoming smaller, cheaper, and ubiquitous. It is
expected that new forms of computing that take advantage of brain state information to deduce user mental contexts (emotions, intentions, and moods)
will be developed. This capability would enable systems to perform streamlined user-interaction, monitoring, and assistance, as they would access, manage, and respond to real-time brain state dynamics for adaptive applications
and services. In this new domain of brain-monitoring, particularly for nonrehabilitative purposes, there are few studies that consider how to leverage
distributed agent architectures. Additionally, current approaches to brain
monitoring systems have tended toward non-scalable, single user, single application situations. However, for a ubiquitous system, it is unrealistic for
each possible application to have the specialized overhead required; hence a
distributed, yet still personalized, approach is essential.
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To realize this, a multi-purpose agent system for brain-monitoring and management of brain context is the goal of this work. It involves the selection
of a brain-monitoring paradigm, an agent architecture, an inferencing mechanism, and the combination of the three towards a unified framework. This
general framework is implemented and tested on an application scenario,
leveraging brain context as part of a service-oriented architecture. Finally,
an assessment is conducted of the technology, studying the implications of
the system. By contributing a unique methodology and approach to making
such systems tenable, this work helps to pave the way toward making futuristic, adaptive, human-aware information systems that are both effective and
practical.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
“The failure of large complex systems to meet their deadlines,
costs, and stakeholder expectations are not, by and large, failures
of technology. Rather, these projects fail because they do not recognize the social and organizational complexity of the environment
in which the systems are deployed.” – Baxter & Sommerville,
2011 [19]
Socio-technical system gaps are considered to underlie many of the failures
and inefficiencies of organizational information systems [19, 152]. These gaps
can occur whenever social and technological subsystems [152] drift out of
synch with each other. Such situations may result in mere systemic annoyances and inefficiencies, but could also lead to severe situations and catastrophies [240]. It is the goal of successful socio-technical system software
to address the challenges related to maintaining this synchronicity between
1

systems. A major challenge in this regard involves streamlining information
within the system in order to improve sense-making

1

and reduce cognitive

load for humans-in-the-loop . Also, data deluge and information overload are
known to be increasing in prevalence and scale [168, 96, 20]. Additionally,
information system work is common to many professions [185, 28], especially domains involving controlling and operating equipment, or assessing
data for understanding trends and making effective decisions [168]. Sensemaking under these conditions is crucial [235], and software solutions must
allow humans-in-the-loop to better address complexities within the system
environment, whether this pertains to situational data, or the hardware and
software technologies in use. When successful, such systems enable the overall human-machine partnership to keep pace with the (potentially rapid)
unfolding dynamics of real-world situations.
Increased social and technological synergy is required, and to meet this requirement the focus of socio-technical software must be multi-dimensional,
and interdisciplinary, encompassing the multivariate facets of social systems.
This “human-factor” is essential, and may be considered according to the
five-layer model of Vicente [240] (based on ethnographic interface design research), highlighting the fitness between social and technological aspects of
a system from physical, psychological, social (team), organizational, and political dimensions. The physical dimension proposes that technologies must
1

Sense-making is the process of developing a mental model of a situation based on
presented information [122].
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fit the human physical form and function. The psychological dimension proposes that technologies must fit the human psychological capabilities and
cognitive functions. The social dimension proposes that technologies must
fit the human social networks and their functions, roles, and capabilities.
The organizational dimension proposes that technologies must fit human organizations and their functions, hierarchies, culture, and norms. The political
dimension proposes that technologies must fit the human political landscape,
and its laws, and other normative properties. These human-factors provide a
holistic methodology, and a guideline towards what technology’s role should
be in supporting humans-in-the-loop.
In this work improving the relationship people have with technology through
streamlining of technological adaptation is the overall aim. Predicting, preventing, and protecting against failures in socio-technical systems is essential
— particularly for domains such as healthcare, or the military, where effective information processing is critical. The central theme is to understand the
individual in the socio-technical system, targeting the psychological human
factor; providing brain-based features to technologies via brain-monitoring
which may enable such technologies to better adapt to the human condition.
Features, like mental fatigue, stress, overload, attention level, and performance level are all useful inputs to a system where the challenge is to develop
a brain-monitoring framework to recognize the user state and situation and
trigger an appropriate adaptation, depending on the application domain. A
hybrid approach for pattern recognition and decision-making is presented as
3

key to realizing this kind of adaptive socio-technical system software.

1.1

Adaptive Software Systems

The need for adaptive socio-technical software is addressed by the development of ambient intelligence (Am-I). Am-I systems are aimed towards
“realizing environments that are sensitive and responsive to the presence of
people...” [7] and Am-I proposes systems with the characteristics of being
embedded, context-aware, personalized, adaptive, and anticipatory. The embedded nature of these systems highlights the pervasiveness of technology,
and a trend towards embedded environmental intelligence and the notion of
ubiquitous and wearable computing [7]. The prevalence of devices such as
smart-phones are indicators of this trend, along with the advancing research
and adoption of wireless sensor networks and wireless body area networks
[254, 183, 153, 242]. Context-awareness is important as a concept for such
systems and refers to any system that makes use of context to provide relevant information and services to users [50]. Context itself is defined as “any
information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity”. This
context may be inferred directly from the user’s states (implicitly) or may be
obtained directly from the user via a user interface (explicitly). The personalization, adaptation, and anticipatory nature of Am-I systems is related to
the “kind” of context-awareness being developed, whether based on environmental context, or user psycho-physiological (brain and body) context, as in
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Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Monitoring the brain, body, and environment to support humans
with technology. The focus in this work is on brain-based context.
The overlap of these domains provides for a detailed description of a user.
Environmental models encompass aspects such as a user’s situation, localization, time of day, weather, objects nearby, and objects in use, etc. Body
monitoring provides information about a user’s posture, localization, gestures, actions, and other information deduced from a direct observation of
the user’s physical states. Brain-monitoring directly observes a user’s mental states and provides potential insights into the user’s cognition; such as
perception, intentions, focus, moods, or working memory. Hence, practical
5

Am-I and context-aware systems make efficient use of environmental monitoring, and more recently, bio-signal, or psycho-physiological monitoring [7, 43].
While there has been significant focus on these core domains, the use of brain
cognitive context in systems remains a distinct challenge [77].

1.2

Brain Context for Adaptive Systems

Cognitive-brain contexts are among the most difficult to understand, analyze
and predict, yet can provide novel and direct insights about users’ mental
states. Systems that can derive cognitive contexts are incipient, but would
be useful in supporting users by adapting to mental state. These are beginning to be researched for everyday ubiquitous situations and applications
[10], however are primarily for a single user of a fixed brain-related application. There is little work aimed at developing a more generic solution; one
which could support multiple applications and multiple users, regardless of
the particular domain. Also, as users are different it is difficult and infeasible
for each different application to store and support the brain monitoring of
each user, unless a generalized approach is employed. For instance, a single
brain-monitoring vehicle application would need to support any number of
potentially very different drivers, hence a personalized, yet still extensible,
approach is needed for multiple applications and users.
Making sense of brain context (states and patterns of activity) on the fly
involves adequate measurement methods, inferencing techniques, and also a
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control architecture that captures these signals and makes use of them appropriately. This architecture is needed to monitor, infer, learn, make decisions,
and take actions on behalf of users, based on their cognitive and emotional
states. To be effective in multiple situations and in parallel operation, it
must also perform these tasks while servicing multiple concurrent applications, as expected in ubiquitous and pervasive system scenarios. Currently,
while the measurement and inferencing methods to determine user states are
well studied [10], the development of robust control architectures that are
flexible, fast, autonomous, and applicable in multiple scenarios remain to be
explored. Hence, adaptive brain-computer interface researchers are developing customized solutions for adapting to brain measurements, but in very
specific scenarios [185, 220, 186], and general-purpose architectures have yet
to emerge.
The focus of this work is on developing this adaptive architecture and response framework which supports psycho-physiological based software adaptation across multiple applications. Agent control architectures are used to
develop the system as their design incorporates rigorous methodologies for
creating software with autonomous, reactive, proactive, and socially relevant
behaviors [252]. As such they provide a reasonable software development
approach that may be useful for adaptive brain monitoring controllers and
are good candidate architectures for personalized, long-term (learning) brain
cognitive context monitoring systems, as they are already in use for monitoring, decision-making, communications and control [242, 64, 234].
7

1.3

Chapter Summary

This work proposes that agent architectures are well suited for brain monitoring applications and aims to develop a dedicated brain-monitoring agent,
known as FRIEND (a Fuzzy Reactive Intelligent Expert Neuro-Device). It
targets the exploration of FRIEND for context management applications,
towards the higher level goal of smart brain-monitoring software assistants.
The central concept is that adapting socio-technical systems to user psychophysiological states is important, and that FRIEND agent architectures are
useful foundations for brain-monitoring applications in multi-user and multipurpose scenarios. The development of a system with this focus addresses the
question of how to make use of brain cognitive context in a general way for
a pervasive system. This includes exploring how to measure brain cognitive
context and develop an adaptive software architecture to combine brain and
situation contexts, as well as how to use brain cognitive context in practical
applications (see Figure 1.2 for a graphical overview of this research).
The novelty of such a system is evident in that there are, at present, only few
software agent frameworks that have attempted to provide a general-purpose
brain monitoring and management of brain context for multiple simultaneous
applications. As such, this work contends that more focus needs to be on
making agent computing systems adaptive to brain contexts. The central
hypothesis is that a hybrid agent, with beliefs-desires-intentions (BDI) and
soft-computing, can adequately manage personalized brain and situational
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context information for multiple applications; such as passive-monitoring,
noise filtering, or other shared control tasks.

9

Figure 1.2: Conceptual overview: To mitigate inefficiencies in socio-technical
organizations a focus on improving the social subsystem is highlighted; The
psychological dimension provides opportunities for adapting to brain states,
and this work provides an approach involving brain monitoring and decisionmaking, leveraging this context for key applications.
10

The goal is to develop this general-purpose agent system to manage brain
context information for multiple applications. This entails the objectives of:
i) obtaining mobile technology for brain signal acquisition; ii) developing a
hybrid agent architecture (FRIEND) to make use of captured brain data in
real-time; iii) implementing the FRIEND brain monitoring agent; iv) exploring the usefulness of FRIEND agent on applications using cognitive states
(i.e., passive user monitoring, noise filtering, or autonomous shared control;
and v) assessing the implications of brain-monitoring (with FRIEND agents)
from a distributed multi-agent system perspective.
The main scope of the work hones in on the specific development of an
agent-based architecture and test scenarios. This architecture makes use of
existing electroencephalographic (EEG) monitoring technology to infer mental states from this information. It applies this information to applications
and allows for evaluating the usefulness of cognitive context agents in these
applications. This work selects a brain-monitoring paradigm, an agent architecture paradigm, an inferencing mechanism, and the combination of the
three towards a unified framework.
This research also contributes to the literature by exploring: i) a methodology
towards bridging socio-technical gaps with human-aware agents, ii) an agent
architecture for general use of brain data, iii) a cognitive inference approach
for brain data, and iv) a service-oriented approach for using brain context
information in mobile and pervasive applications. It also helps to evaluate
agent architectures for context management and the overall agent-oriented
11

approach for brain-monitoring. The discussion of these concepts is presented
as organized below:
• Chapter 1: Has provided a high level overview of the core aims of the
research, and hints toward the potential merger of human-aware context systems with brain-monitoring for advanced socio-technical software systems.
• Chapter 2: Provides a discussion of the literature background and opportunities for a multi-purpose brain context management architecture
and framework. This investigates the domains of context-aware Am-I
scenarios and architectures, cognitive science measures, brain-computer
interfaces for pattern-recognition, and multi-agent approaches to context services for automated sense-making.
• Chapter 3: Presents a proposed architecture (FRIEND), including its
components, design considerations, and target application scenarios.
• Chapter 4: Presents a framework based on the FRIEND architecture
that provides details on a unique instantiation and combination of the
core concepts.
• Chapter 5: Explores a presentation of experiments to highlight the
multi-purpose usage of the FRIEND approach. In particular it investigates the hypothesis that a general-purpose hybrid agent approach can
manage brain and situation context for multiple application scenarios.
12

• Chapter 6: Presents a discussion and evaluation of the FRIEND
architecture and corresponding framework, including comparative approaches.
• Chapter 7: Provides general conclusions and thoughts on the development, benefits, limitations, and potential avenues for future work,
including the implications to relevant audiences, the contribution of
the approach to scholarship, and final remarks.
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Chapter 2
Background
“Perhaps the solution is to merge with our creations.” – Michio
Kaku, Physics of the Impossible, p.124 [108]

2.1

Overview

The development of a hybrid agent architecture for context awareness of human cognitive and physiological states requires the maturity of a number of
technologies and research areas. Providing frameworks that merge the features of context-awareness, BDI agency, soft-computing, and brain monitoring in a single architecture is an open problem. These involve socio-technical
systems, human-computer-interaction (HCI), soft computing, agent-oriented
computing, context-awareness, wireless body sensing, and brain-computerinterfaces (BCI).
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These different fields have all advanced to the point where a combination
of techniques is very feasible. However, there is insufficient research on the
combination of these approaches towards the early dreams of smart assistants working closely with human users. In [152], the author overviews the
field of socio-technical systems, outlining that the term represents all forms
of systems involving the inter-relationships between social structures and the
technologies that are used to support those structures in their functions.
These systems are discussed as being in need of adaptive capabilities. These
adaptive qualities are the goal of two related areas of research, context awareness and ambient intelligence. This research targets the intersection between
the general disciplines of awareness modelling, monitoring, and intelligent
systems paradigms (see Figure 2.1).
To address the problems related to the development of an adaptive sociotechnical system for the management of brain context information requires a
combination of techniques and a multi-disciplinary perspective. The primary
question of this work, i.e., “How to make use of brain cognitive context in a
general way for a pervasive system,” leads to the consideration of the state
of the art in four domains; i) context aware ambient intelligence, ii) cognitive
sciences, iii) brain-computer interfaces, and iv) hybrid soft-computing and
multi-agent context services.
The context-aware ambient intelligence perspective provides a view of literature on scenarios and architectures, to identify recent definitions and
developments in accessing user context, and as a means toward appropri15

Figure 2.1: Literature for the project involves a merger of context-awareness
and intelligent agents [159].
ate computation of context from a multi-dimensional, and multi-disciplinary
standpoint.
The cognitive sciences perspective centers on measures to identify essential
concepts in the psycho-physiological understanding of the brain and its cognitive functions. This allows for isolating cognitive concepts that allow for
deducing appropriate user context.
The brain-computer interfaces perspective highlights pattern-recognition in
order to identify recent trends and standards in transforming brain data into
information about user states, and intentions. This provides a means toward
addressing the need for measurement and application of brain information in
multiple domains.
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The hybrid soft-computing and multi-agent context services approach centers on sense-making in order to identify methods and mechanisms of making
situationally appropriate use of user context, especially for multi-purpose
applications.

This provides a means of understanding decentralized ap-

proaches and architectures for context awareness and management, and of
deciding and justifying the use of agent-oriented concepts for generalized
decision-making, especially hybrid soft-computing and multi-agent systems
approaches. As such, this literature review aims to highlight a selection of
the state of the art in these domains with a view to highlight key issues,
recent approaches, and research opportunities.

2.2

Context-aware Ambient Intelligence

The field of context-awareness has its roots in the early vision of cybernetics
[14], i.e., “the science of control and communication, in the animal and the
machine.” Such early perspectives considered the notion of human-computer
symbiosis and online human-computer communications [132, 133] well before
the advance of technology made the concept possible, and then feasible, towards what is today an inevitable trend in systems engineering. This section
overviews the background in context-aware ambient intelligence and highlights the early, recent, and current advances in the field.
In terms of early work (circa 1990’s) toward ambient intelligence, these have
been spurred on by new technologies, networking, and computing power,
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refining the vision of such systems. The notion of context-aware computing applications is examined and overviewed, as in [207], as an early challenge for distributed computing. Similarly, wearable computing, as another
core technology of context-aware systems, has been investigated, including
human-powered devices [225], and early wearable agent notification systems
for augmented memory have been explored [200]. Also, the work on affective
wearables [188] has highlighted the usage and adaptations to sensor information.
Along these lines wearable augmented reality devices have also been explored,
with human modeling, and networked devices toward user assistance [228]
and the notion of humanistic computing and wearable computing as a framework [144]. Supervision and fault-detection using soft-computing approaches
from control theory have also made an impact on the ambient intelligence
domain, as in [99]. Hence, early work in human-computer interfaces provided
a conceptualization, as presented in multi-modal interfaces work integrating
sensors and decision-making units [213].
As such, the core concepts of context and context awareness have been standardized [8], including the definition of context as “any information that can
be used to characterize the situation of an entity” while context-awareness
refers to systems that “use context to provide relevant information and/or
services to the user.” This de-facto definition has come to shape the perspective of the field, with prototype architectures presented and considered
along these lines, as in [51].
18

Recent work (circa 2000’s) accepted and expanded on these early notions,
highlighting the problem of systems that adapt and learn from context, as in
[134], therein crystallizing the problem, and highlighting the need for minimal human interaction in adaptive systems [238]. The need for architectures for context support and for building context-aware applications has
been considered as well [50], including conceptual frameworks and design
processes. Further works on adaptive interfaces have continued to be a focus, particularly towards intelligent adaptation mechanisms [55]. Likewise,
wearable computing work developed further proofs of concept systems toward the humanistic intelligence concept [145], and the challenges to aiding
users [226, 227]. Along these lines, the notions of mobile devices, networks,
and smart artifacts have been explored [67], along with the concepts related
to dynamic task allocation between humans, and multi-tasking in adaptive
systems [215].
Wireless sensor networking systems, combined with intelligent algorithms,
have been continued for user monitoring research, and the wireless body
area network has been explored [104, 254, 117] for contextual domains such
as sleep staging [48], natural HCI recognizing motion and gestures [60], and
autonomic nervous system response (respiration, heartrate, etc.) [26]. Expanded notions of wearable systems for application domains such as health
care, military, air-traffic control, and other monitoring systems have been
considered [141, 167, 176, 149, 138], along with wearable bio-signal based
interfaces and gesture interfaces [15]. Also, augmented cognition work, as
19

in [196, 197], showed the military focus on cognitive state assessment and
the impact of enabling anyone, anytime, anywhere applications, with heavy
focus on neuroscience advances, sensors, and adaptation in systems.
The vision of autonomic computing has also been proposed, as in [111], regarding adaptive systems that are based on the properties of self-configuring,
self-healing, self-optimizing, and self-protection. Similar to the early contextawareness conceptualization, the exploration of ambient intelligence foundations, as a paradigm, has been presented [7], based on technology features
of being embedded, context aware, personalized, adaptive, and anticipatory
[43]. Recent surveys such as [97] show the large growth of studies in the
field of context-aware systems, and highlight the focus of researchers towards
multiple layers, namely those classified as network, middleware, application,
and user infrastructure layers. Likewise, as in [21], research has targetted
context modelling and reasoning approaches involving object-role, spatial,
and ontological groups, bringing to light the need for hybrid approaches to
context modelling. In addition to those mentioned above, other work at the
end of this period involves applications in domains such as detecting driver
distraction [131, 130].
Currently (since 2010), research has aimed at the improvement of contextawareness concepts in applications, merging human-factor modelling, agent
theories, and psycho-physiological monitoring along with sensor networking, toward practical applications [157]. In particular, sensing technologies
have improved, and body area networking approaches and applications have
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been furthered [183, 123], including work on self-adapting cognitive sensor
networks [18]. Also, future intelligence analysis applications continue for
military and defense research, towards shared awareness, collaboration, and
decision making [74], highlighting trends that merge advances in multiple
areas; such as sensing, visual analytics, and smart-environments. Further
applications are being considered regarding context-based advertising, as in
[78] and context-aware recommender systems [179, 32], in addition to the
refinement of context aware systems toward the “5-Rights” [63], providing
“the right information at the right time in the right place in the right way to
the right person.” Extensible architectures and mobile web applications are
continued in research [58], along with human emotion recognition approaches
[262]. Likewise, human-computer interaction with context-aware agents are
considered [75] for military uses, with the advance of voice recognition for
spoken commands and recognizing conversational context becoming accepted
in applications and mobile devices [66]. Advances in wearable augmented reality displays have now become market-ready, and research on methods of
aiding human users, such as with EyeTap [146] or new commercially available
mass augmented reality displays has now become more prevalent [151].
Thus, the field of ambient intelligence continues, with further automated devices and scenarios involving drivers and automated vehicles bringing important issues to the forefront, such as approaches and ethical decision-making
for automated systems [72]. Hence it may be seen that the ambient intelligence domain is vast, encompassing numerous research avenues, established
21

over decades. It is just now beginning to have mass appeal and traction,
showing evidence for the kinds of scenarios and potential for such context
based adaptive systems.

2.3

Cognitive Sciences

This section provides a general background of the cognitive and neuroscience
concepts relevant to potential state measures, and provides a perspective on
early, recent, and current work.
Early work in cognitive science (circa 1990’s) is vast, encompassing psychology, neurophysiology, and theories of mind research (such as [212]) to understand how the brain works to generate consciousness, cognition, and perform
cognitive functions. Among these, work involving affective states and emotions is particularly relevant, as overviewed in [46]. Likewise, early notions
of emotion and emotion modelling have given rise to the two-dimensional
approach to core affect [204]. This maps subjective terms of emotion (e.g.,
happy, or angry) onto the more crisp two-dimensional, quadrant system of
arousal and valence. Much of the subjective affective states are accounted for
by these two dimensions (although dominance is often considered as a third
[147]). This dimensional approach is also applied to other cognitive science
features such as temperament. Also developed was an understanding of potential applications of human sensing, from a multi-disciplinary perspective,
as a communication mechanism [110] toward a future “window to the mind”
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[239].
More recent work involves the merger of cognitive and neuroscience, applied
to various domains like human performance modeling and human factors
[73]. In particular are approaches based on biologically inspired neural computation architectures, as in [247]. Also, the discussion on emotion has been
expounded in work like [205] where a general approach to emotion is suggested and adopted [69]. Similarly, emotions are increasingly considered
for HCI systems [92], highlighting the changes between physiology and the
two-dimensional approach of valence and arousal [204], and mapping the
standard emotional groups (anger, fear, disgust, surprise, happiness, pleasure, contentment, boredom, and sadness) to a quadrant space; correlating
tasks and sensor data with subjective responses. Further, the research into
affective neuroscience has increased, mapping brain regions to emotion, physiology and emotional experience/moods, particularly of psycho-physiological
structures such as the limbic system [46]. Emotion recognition systems are
considered, based on bio-feedback from multiple sources, including heart signals (electrocardiogram, skin temperature and conductance, as source data
for classification of emotional states like sadness, anger, stress, or surprise
[112].
Likewise, sensing mechanisms and emotional classification are considered theoretically for the augmented cognition purposes of “cognitive processing” to
perform system adaptations. The cognitive science for these is shown in work
like [257], including mathematical models for perceptual, cognitive, and mo23

tor control systems. The deepening of the field continued using EEG and
neuroimaging for meditation studies [29], and other studies that center on
the physiological basis of attention (i.e., focus and divided attention); particularly for vigilance or tonic alertness studies [175]. These show the multifaceted uses of EEG for cognition and the interaction between cognitive
system models and architectures, as well as its potential impact on social
simulation studies, and highlight the potential for applications of cognitive
models [232]. Although these cognitive models are not pattern-recognition
oriented, they highlight the need for systems and models that account for
human cognitive factors.The use of multi-disciplinary approaches to cognitive systems has become standard [100], involving a merged understanding
of physiology and modeling approaches, such as nonlinear dynamics, complex systems and network science, intelligent agent architectures, neural networks, evolutionary algorithms, and fuzzy logic tools and techniques. Studies involving these approaches for cognitive states like emotion include work
like [143, 248], and additional measures, other than physiological also include gestures, vocal, face monitoring, and various multi-modal recognition
approaches [248]. Lastly, in addition to emotion, mental workload is also
considered for cognitive engineering applications [181], highlighting the need
for such approaches in situation awareness applications.
More current work has continued the trend towards understanding cognitive
states, emotions, and methods of application of these factors. In particular, biosignal processing, or psycho-neuro-physical mechanisms [237] have
24

been further applied to human computer interfaces. Basic signal processing
techniques are also considered as standard pre-requisites for affective studies, particularly for automatic classification of emotions from biosignal data
[237]. The use of the dimensional model in applications remains strong, as in
multiple recent classification studies (e.g. [105, 236, 173, 31, 88, 262]). The
core channels of understanding emotion are also common in the literature,
as visual, audio, text, and physiology, with multiple cues [262] and pattern
recognition, particularly with soft-computing with fuzzy inference systems
being considered, using the channels of data previously identified.
Affect detection remains a research challenge with much focus on pattern
recognition [52], based on varied stimuli, such as videos, or images. Other
aspects of cognitive science, such as the impact of learning are also advancing
[109], and also center on predicting stress responses [249], however the work
on affect has been the primary focus of this review. Hence it may be seen that
multiple approaches from the cognitive and neuroscience fields indicate that
measurement of cognitive states from the brain are indeed feasible, particularly the use of dimensional models for emotion assessment. The following
background section furthers this by uncovering the appropriate methods of
pattern recognition for use in practical applications, as brain-computer interfaces.
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2.4

Brain-computer Interfaces

This section overviews the field of brain computer interfaces (BCI’s) and the
background for cognitive state estimation and passive monitoring. Technologies that aim to make use of the brain are still open research areas and can
be considered based on their use of input to and output from the brain itself.
In this vein, a brain computer interface is defined as “a communication system in which messages or commands that an individual sends to the external
world do not pass through the brain’s normal output pathways of peripheral nerves and muscles,” [10]. Sending commands intentionally as output
to control a device distinguishes a BCI from other technologies. Passively
monitoring the brain, and making actions based on non-intentional signals,
represents a sub-domain of BCI’s where using inputs from the brain, without
a specific control focus, is the distinguishing factor [10].
There have been very significant advances in the field of passive brain sensing and BCI that relate to this work. The development of non-invasive brain
sensing techniques have advanced to the point where it is arguably on equal
footing with invasive brain sensing techniques [10], when enough sensors are
used. Surgically invasive brain sensing is among the earliest techniques, involving implantations of sensing devices directly into the brain, either on
the surface with electrocortigrams (ECOG), or within the tissue with intracortical sensors [76]. These invasive approaches result in high fidelity signal
detection, and instead of sensing only, activators/stimulators (including brain
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stimulator chips) have been implanted [172] and have been shown useful as
a unique feedback channel to the brain through intra-cortical stimulations
[150].
Non-invasive brain sensing, however, operates on a scalp surface level, detecting brain activities according to signals emitted by the brain during operation. These signals are captured in several ways. One technique involves
EEG; electronic signals detectable from the scalp, after being filtered through
the skull. The use of EEG is an established method that is common in literature [77], despite being subject to noisy signals from muscle movement and
eyeblinks. A second approach involves measuring brain activity according to
the change in blood oxygenation levels. This approach, known as functional
near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS), uses light-wave reflections to distinguish
between blood oxygenation levels near the brain, which has been shown to
correlate with brain activity [220, 185]. These two approaches, EEG and
fNIRS, both have small sized equipment, involving sensors that are now wearable. In recent work they have been attached to headbands [185, 184], and
wireless headsets, such as the Emotiv Epoc [1], and the Neurosky Mindset
[2]. However, only the EEG headsets are currently commercially available,
and low-cost.
Other non-invasive brain sensing techniques require larger devices such as
for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) equipment, and positronic emissions
topography and cat-scans (PET/CT). These provide high resolution images
of the brain, but are not useful in a practical, ubiquitous setting since the
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equipment is bulky [251]. This is important to mention, since in the past
most brain sensing was primarily for research and rehabilitative purposes,
such as disabled and locked-in patients [77], and have only recently been
geared towards everyday, non-rehabilitative uses. Ubiquitous brain sensing
technologies are just becoming the focus of such research, as seen in [10].
For instance, brain data has recently been introduced with mobile phone
applications, although these are currently for showing states of relaxation,
or activity [186]. These applications are few but, with recent commercial
availability of headsets, are becoming more practical [10].

2.4.1

Biosignals and Cognitive State Estimation

Understanding human behavior is a large and open research area in artificial intelligence, particularly for anticipation of affective and cognitive states,
and approaches are still early, as seen in [180]. In terms of biosignals, various
physiological sensors may be used (such as cardiovascular activity, electrodermal activity, skin temperature, respiration, and muscle activity) in order to
classify features associated with emotional and cognitive states [237]. However brain monitoring derives signal classification directly from the cognitive
source.
The procedure for making use of data read from the brain has become a
common process found in many BCI projects [77]. This involves signal acquisition, signal processing, and signal results usage. Signal acquisition has
been discussed above. Signal processing for brain information involves pre28

processing, feature extraction, and classification or translation of features
into commands. These standard techniques have been described in works
like [129, 82, 209].
As mentioned, in this work the focus is not on command and control of devices via a BCI, but rather decision making and shared control of devices
based on brain data. Hence it is the stages of signal acquisition, and signal
processing that are relevant from this field. Cognitive metrics are derived
from computations based on spiking brain signal patterns known as evoked
potentials, or sensorimotor rhythms[76], such as the steady state visually
evoked potential (SSVEP) (based on selective attention), the P300 wave
(based on selective attention), SCP and others (based on training), as well
as event related (de)synchronization (ERD/ERS), based on imagined movement. These can be seen in more detail in [76], with classification algorithms
developed, as in [56].
One instance is the field of augmented cognition, which is based on the notion of using “cognitive state gauges” as estimates of user cognitive loads
[223]. There has been much research on this area [211, 196, 197], and multiple gauges of cognitive load have been investigated. Among these, EEG and
fNIRS are found to have statistically significant effects on relating cognitive
workload to tasks [223]. The EEG measures derived in this domain [223],
include percentage high vigilance, probability low vigilance, and executive
load, along with several event-related potentials. Also, in [56], other states
like cognitive load were assessed according to power spectral density analy29

sis (PSD) of EEG channels at different frequency bands. These frequency
bands have been associated with brain states such as attention, and working
memory [13].
Likewise, in [61], a measure for error related potentials is identified, for both
feedback errors, as well as observed errors, leveraging the fact that particular spiking activities take place only when a user discovers a mistake while
controlling a device such as a shared BCI controlled wheelchair. In [221],
fNIRS is used to detect mental states during multi-tasking as a foundation
for brain-based adaptive user interfaces. In [80], working memory load is
classified using EEG while performing cognitive tasks. In [126], task classification is conducted using EEG data for classifying rest, mental arithmetic
and mental rotation tasks. These studies show that it is possible to classify
a number of useful cognitive states from brain activity. The next subsection
explores the aspects related to active and passive uses of BCI’s.

2.4.2

Active and Passive BCI’s

Brain-computer interfaces involve the use of brain neuro-physiological signals in order to inform applications. In general the procedure used in BCI’s
involves a form of bio-signal generation by a user, an acquisition of these
signals, signal pre-processing (involving noise filtering, the extraction of particular features from the signal), the classification of states from features by
a trained learning algorithm, and the translation of these into device commands, which affect the environment and give feedback to or about the user
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[77, 250]. Despite the kind of signal approach being selected for the application, BCI’s may be considered based on the kind of application, whether for
active control of an application function by the user via brain signals, or for
passive control of application functions by signal monitoring architectures.
Applications for brain-monitoring and brain-context management do not require a user to actively generate signals in order to manipulate or perform
device commands directly. In such cases, the focus is on passive monitoring devices and approaches. Active BCI’s have traditionally been used for
communication and control purposes, for an increasingly diverse range of
applications. These may be seen in [77, 250] where active BCI’s have a
historically rehabilitative focus, such as for locked-in patients. In [77] the
authors highlight the BCI as a new output channel that does not require activation as motor output; one that converts brain signals into control signals
for applications and devices. These signals are obtained using both invasive
and non-invasive recording methods (such as ECoG and EEG) and can be
categorized into strategies which translate to active commands (such as via
SSVEP, P300, SCP, Spiking Activities, and ERD/ERS. These are grouped
to those approaches which take advantage of selective attention, operant
conditioning, or motor imagery) [77]. The state of the art in active BCI’s
show approaches that involve real-time BCI, and many make use of EEG
recordings, although other formats like fMRI, ECoG, and fNIRS, are also
used [81, 77]. Popular applications involve P300 spellers (BCI-based text
and command input mechanisms), and the control of manipulators, such as
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wheelchairs and cybernetic/robotic limbs [81].
However, it is agreed that there is no killer app as yet for BCI’s, particularly
for active BCI’s [77], although there is much potential within a number of disciplines. The key BCI challenges are sensors, tasks, and brain effects, where
the key factors are the cost and effort of the device, the throughput of the
device, the utility, the integration of solutions, and the physical form-factor
appearance of the technology [77]. Active BCI’s used to enact controller
commands comprise the majority of the field research [150].
In terms of passive BCI’s, there have been numerous studies on the cognitive neuroscience of attaining states from brain data sources. This body of
literature may be regarded according to the states they aim to classify. In
particular these are: i) affect, emotion, relaxation, meditation, or distress; ii)
workload memory or task load; iii) illness detection of epilepsy or Alzheimer’s
states; iv) alertness, focus, engagement, or drowsiness; and v) sleep or anaesthesia studies. There are also several miscellaneous mental states considered,
such as error detection. While any of these measures may be considered for
usage in a BCI, this work explores the developments relating to affect and
emotion, as a promising avenue for being able to ascertain interesting states
about users; the background for this is highlighted in the following subsection.
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2.4.3

Passive BCI’s and Affect

Work on the recognition of emotional or affective states is common to the
passive BCI literature. Recent work over the past decade has shown a number of approaches, as seen in the tables below. The factors related to the
collection of data for emotion processing may be considered as in [189], discriminating between: i) subject-elicited versus event-elicited emotion, ii) lab
setting versus real-world setting, iii) emphasized expression versus feeling,
iv) providing an open-recording versus a hidden-recording, and v)specifying
emotion as purpose of the collection versus other-purposes of the collection.
Also, recording methodologies are considered, such as whether to record a
single subject on the same day or over multiple days [189]. Also, studies have
shown that emotional imagery corresponds to arousal and valence levels, as
seen in [189]), which maps onto Russell’s Affective Circumplex [204]. Some
specific emotions that have been assessed includes work on anger and grief
[189]. Also, valence and intensity have been shown, in works like [210], to
be correlated with frontal activity. Feature sets that correlate with emotion have been proposed, typically based on arousal and valence, and various
statistical measures [189].
A selection of the literature on BCI approaches toward affect measurement,
from 2001 to present, is shown in the tables below. Upon surveying the literature, it is shown that within the period of 2001 - 2010 (Table 2.1), that
a significant number of approaches make use of the arousal-valence model
for emotion and affect, assessed across a wide number of subjects. These
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emotional states were elicited using a variety of stimulus media, including
audio, and visual approaches along with problem solving, or meditative reflection. The majority of works employ EEG from multiple channels, and
multiple signal processing mechanisms are employed, typically using bandpass filtering, Fourier transforms, principal component analysis, or common
average referencing methods. These are converted into classification features
using varied approaches across the literature, including frequency equations.
Similarly, varied classification and machine learning techniques are shown,
with feasible accuracy rates, ranging from approximately 70 - 94%.
Likewise in recent work from 2011 - 2013 (Tables 2.2 and 2.3), the arousalvalence approach is still commonly used, in addition to others, for emotion
selection, across multiple subjects. These approaches make use of similar
media (audio, visual, problem solving, etc.) to elicit states. Multiple signal processing approaches are shown, including a focus on using discrete
wavelet transforms for isolating frequencies in addition to those approaches
mentioned previously. Similarly approaches to feature extraction and classification are varied, including fuzzy and neuro-fuzzy classification methods,
all having fairly significant error rates. This shows the different techniques
used in the field to acquire and assess emotional and affective states based
on EEG.
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Table 2.1: Selected literature related to affect measurement in passive BCI’s, from 2001 - 2010.
Approaches

Target
tion

Schmidt2001
[210]

Emo-
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Subjects Selected Media

Signal Acquisition

Signal Processing

Feature Extraction

Classification Mechanism

Accuracy
or Error
Rates

Valence and Intensity

59 subjects

Music; four orchestral excerpts

EEG; 4 Channels

N/A

Arousal

4
subjects

Images (IAPS)

EEG-64 channels,
plus peripherals

Asymmetrical frontal
activity and Absolute
frontal activity
5 features ; primarily
occipital

Statistical (ANOVA)

Chanel2006 [35]

Fisher
Discriminant
Analysis; Naive Bayes

Max 70%
accuracy

Oude-Bos2006
[23]

Valence, Arousal

5
subjects

EEG; 3 channels

Max accuracy 94%

17 subjects

64 channels; plus
peripherals

Valence-Arousal

10 subjects

Koelstra2010
[116]

Valence-Arousal,
Like/Dislike

6
subjects

EEG; 32 channels; plus peripherals

PSD; common spatial
patterns; statistical features

Linear support vector
machine

Max accuracy approx
76%

Liu2010 [137]

Arousal-Valence

Bandpass filter

Valence-Arousal

Higuchi fractal dimension algorithm
Spectral power computations

Higuchi fractal dimension algorithm
Multilayer perceptron,
Support vector machine

N/A

Lin2010 [135]

22 subjects
26 subjects

Selection of Music videos (audiovisual) (two minutes)
IADS
(Audio);
1minute each
Movie
soundtracks

Bandpass filter, Laplacian filter for BSS,
STFT
Fourier
Transform,
Common spatial patterns;
Common Avg.
Ref.,
bandpass filter, BSS

9 frequency bands per
channel

Li2009 [128]

Images, and reflection on subjective experiences
Face imagery

Correlation
analysis;
multi-class regression;
multiple class.
Linear
discriminant
analysis,
Support
Vector Machine
Linear support vector
machine

Max accuracy 75%

Chanel2007 [34]

Pleasure,
Arousal, Dominance
Valence-Arousal

Combinations of Beta
and Alpha for F3 and
F4
Amplitude normalization

Binary Linear Fisher
Discriminant Analysis

Heraz2007 [90]

Audio
(IADS);
Images (IAPS);
39 stimuli
IAPS images

Bandpass filter;
visual scoring; Discrete
Fourier Transform
Bandpass filter; Signal subtraction (for eyeblinks)
Bandpass filter; Fourier
Frequency
Analysis;
PCA
Frequency analysis

Images

EEG; 4 channels

HAF-HOC
adaptive
scheme

4 Classifiers; Quadratic
Discriminant
Analysis,
k-NN,
SVM,
Mahalanobis,

Max
accuracy
approx.
85%

Petrantonakis2010 Valence Arousal
[187]

3
subjects

16 subjects

EEG; 3 channels

EEG;
nels;

62

chan-

EEG; 14 channels
(Emotiv)
EEG; 32 channels;

Visual
inspection;
short-time
fourier
transform
Bandpass filter, averaged segments; FFT

Log of variance of trials

;

Hybrid
filtering,

Max accuracy 79%
Approx.
93.5%

Max accuracy 82%

Table 2.2: Selected literature (continued) related to affect measurement in passive BCI’s, from 2011 - 2012.
Approaches

Target
tion

Jraidi2011 [106]

Mampusti2011
[142]

Subjects

Selected Media

Signal Acquisition

Signal Processing

Feature Extraction

Classification Mechanism

Accuracy or Error
Rates

Arousal, Valence;
certainty, uncertainty

38 subjects

4 channels; plus
peripherals

Fast Fourier Transform

Beta/ (Alpha + Theta)
ratio

Naive Bayesian, Decision tree, Support Vector Machine

Max accuracy 81%

boredom, confusion, engagement,
frustration
Disgust, happiness,
surprise,
fear, and neutral
Arousal-Valence

19 subjects

Problem solving;
logic
questions
with
varied
difficulty
Bergs Card Sorting task

EEG; 14 channel;(Emotiv)

Bandpass filter

Statistical features;

K-NN; SVM; multilayer
perceptron

Max accuracy 54%

20 subjects

Audio-visual
stimulii

EEG; 64 Channels

Max accuracy of 86%

EEG; 32 channel

6 subjects
34 subjects

Videos

EEG; 62 channels;
EEG 32 channels

5-subjects

Movie clips

EEG 62 channels

Bandpass filters, Fast
Fourier Transform
Embedded system filters (hardware-based)
Fast fourier transform

No
classification;
ANOVA for analysis
Linear support vector
machines
No classification; statistical analysis (t-test)
K-NN, Multilayer Perceptron, SVM

N/A

Valence, Arousal,
Dominance
Fear,
Sadness,
Peace, Happiness
Arousal-Valence

Audio IADS and
Visual IAPS
Movie clips

Statistical
features
(Sdev, Var, Power,
Entropy)
Mean alpha power using
Welchs method;
Log Band Energy

Linear KNN and LDA

24 subjects

Laplacian Filter, DWT
(db8); Alpha to Gamma
band
High pass filter

25 subjects

Visualization
game
IAPS images

EEG 2 channels

Simple moving average

N/A

N/A

Hamdi2012 [84]

Arousal (Alphawaves), Valence;
Arousal Valence

N/A - ANOVA

N/A

Happy, fear, disgust

Recursive wavelet energy

ANFIS

Min
0.82

Liu2012 [136]

Arousal, Valence,
Dominance

DEAP
dataset (32
subjects)
11 subjects

N/A - Emotiv Expressiv tool (FFT)
Discrete wavelet transform

N/A Proprietary

Harischandra2012
[85]

EEG 14 channels;
ECG
EEG 32 channels;
plus peripherals
EEG 14 channels

Discrete Fourier Transform, Power spectral
density

Beta/Alpha ratios

Support vector machine

Max accuracy 75.17%

Murugappan2011
[164]
Muhl2011 [160]
Nie2011 [171]
Park2011 [182]
Wang2011 [246]
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DeSmedt2012 [47]

Emo-

16 subjects

Videos for training; Face images
for testing
Sound
audio
IADS

Relative Band power
Time-domain features ;
log power spectrum per
band
N/A

Average
87.53%
N/A

accuracy

Average
66.51%

accuracy

RMSE

approx.

Table 2.3: Selected literature (continued) related to affect measurement in passive BCI’s, from 2012 - 2013.
Approaches

Target
tion

Nasehi2012 [165]

Ramirez2012
[192]
Yazdani2012 [256]

Emo-

Subjects

Selected Media

Signal Acquisition

Signal Processing

Feature Extraction

Classification Mechanism

Accuracy or Error
Rates

Happiness, surprise, anger, fear,
disgust, sadness
Arousal Valence

10 subjects

Facial
(POFA)

EEG 4 channels;

DWT, GaborSD function

PCA

Max accuracy approx
65%

6 subjects

Audio, IADS

EEG 14 channels

Arousal
Liking

6 subjects

Video Imagery

EEG 32 channels;
plus peripherals

Beta and alpha ratios
and left-right difference
DWT; wavelet entropy;
Statistical measures

EEG 12 channels
from 64channel
device
EEG; 124 channels

Bandpass
filtering,
Fourier Analysis
Bandpass
filtering,
Orthogonal projection
BSS
Bandpass filter, notch
filter, wavelet decomp.
(WLD)
IIR; Bandpass; FFT,
spectral weighting, spatial filter
ICA; Short-time Fourier
Transform

Improved
particle
swarm
optimization;
Prob.-NN
LDA; SVM

valence,

Images
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Zhang2012a [259];
Zhang2012b
[260];
Koth2013 [118]

Arousal-Valence

11 subjects

Affective Images
(IAPS)

Positive/Negative
Valence;

12 subjects

Kwon2013 [121]

Positive/Negative
Valence

6 subjects

Guided imagery
scenarios
(12),
memory recall
Affective Videos

Mathieu2013
[169]

Arousal-Valence
(3classes each)

34 subjects

Affective Images
IAPS

EEG 12 channels

EEG 78 channels

Butterworth bandpass
filter; Spatial filtering

Left-right diff; Gabor
func.; fuzzy GIST on
images; PCA;
Logistic regression with
elastic -net regularization
Left-right diff in alpha and gamma; Fuzzy
GIST
ERP potentials; Signal
and Signal plus Noise
Ratio (SSNR) (top 3)

Support
chine

Vector

Ma-

Avg. accuracy approx.
80%
Avg. accuracy approx
74%

ANFIS

Accuracies from 40-90%
based on threshold.

Filter Bank Common
spatial patterns algorithm
ANFIS

Avg accuracy 71%

Shrinkage linear discriminant analysis

Varied;
87%

Avg EEG only accuracy
65%;
between
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2.5

Sense-making Approaches

The following sections consider decision-making based on soft-computing
techniques, agent reasoning systems (and their distributed multi-agent system variants), and the potential for a hybrid usage of these approaches. Softcomputing approaches provide the ability to deduce situational states from
data, and apply an expert system model to determine an output response
that is, at least partially, influenced by how a human expert would assess a
situation. Agent-oriented approaches provide deliberative planning and goal
achievement properties, as a controller mechanism, and as an approach for
incorporating social policies into communication mechanisms for distributed
systems. A hybrid soft-computing and agent-oriented approach would fit the
context management problem, since it involves the deduction of state from
context source signals and the determination of a response action based on
this state, along with the assessment of how an action impacts an overall
design objective. Also a distributed multi-agent system would manage usage
and access to context information by enforcing negotiation based on social
policies between the context management system and its applications.

2.5.1

Soft-computing

One approach to context modelling that has been proven is that of soft computing. Soft computing involves the combined research domains of Fuzzy
Logic, Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), and Evolutionary Algorithms. These
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are well established fields that have been explored in detail (see [148], and
[217]) particularly for purposes of classification, inference, and pattern recognition, in applications such as speech analysis, image and facial recognition.
Hybrid Fuzzy Inferencing Systems involve combinations of these fields, and
results in improved capabilities. For instance, artificial neural networks provide machine learning capabilities as universal classifiers, while fuzzy systems
act as problem solving agents that work well with uncertainty in data through
rule-based logic and membership functions that take on a range of acceptable values [216], [148]. Meanwhile, evolutionary algorithms are useful for
evolving an optimum architecture for a neural network [148].
Hence these mechanisms that are a good fit for the context awareness problem, and have recently been employed in this direction with the increase in
context awareness research. Classification of biometric signals is one type
of context problem that has been shown to use hybrid neuro-fuzzy techniques [148]. In [11] the authors show a fuzzy inference engine for situation
awareness using semantic hierarchies fuzzy rules, and neurofuzzy classifiers.
In [24] fuzzy classification is shown for dynamic environments that rely on
fuzzy min-max neural networks. In particular the author provides an algorithm for incremental fuzzy classification allowing systems to adapt internal
fuzzy rules over time based on situational inputs. This implies that hybrid
neurofuzzy systems can remain in synch with current contexts. A further relevant study involves [89], where fuzzy clustering of EEG data with a neural
network is found to correlate with five mental tasks, and a fuzzy inference
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system is presented. Finally, in [261], dynamic fuzzy logic is presented for
the development of a context awareness agent system for inferencing stock
market fluctuations.

2.5.2

Agent Systems and Multi-agent Services

Agents are largely considered as hardware or software control paradigms
that have a degree of autonomic, social, reactive, and proactive behavior
[252]. This general definition is extended with the addition of notions of belief, desires, and intentions [194, 252]. These systems have been developed in
the 1990’s, alongside context awareness research and represent a significant
field with contributions to distributed artificial intelligence, robot control,
modelling and simulation, human-agent teamwork, and even wireless sensor
networks [163, 218, 153, 155, 45, 9]. The field focuses essentially on agent
theory developments for reasoning with cognitive agents, agent architecture
methodologies for designing such agents, and agent languages for programming and implementation [252].
Agent theory has a modal logic background, particularly possible worlds theory, and (as discussed in [194, 193, 252]) has led to the development of popular
agent architectures. The work of [27] is relevant as a general overview that
highlights the development of the BDI architecture. Agent architectures are
defined as design methodologies that must continuously “transform perception into a useful mental representation R; apply a cognitive process f to
R to create R’, a representation of desired actions; and transform R’ into
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the necessary motor or neural effects” [27]. Core architectural paradigms,
based on research trends, include namely the behavior-based AI, two and
three layered systems, belief-desire and intention (BDI) architectures, and
Soar/Act-R [27], and hybrid approaches amongst these architectures are also
presented. Agent design methodologies are highlighted as following the three
principles of modularity of design and control, hierarchically organized action
selection, and a parallel environment monitoring system [27].
Such BDI agents have been proposed in [194], as a “Pnuelian reactive system”
based on modal logics, and have given rise to the subsequent development of
a BDI agent language, Agentspeak [193]. Similar work in this area has been
translated into agent programming languages such as JASON [22], Brahms
[42], and AgentFactory [174]. There are also multiple logic-based languages
that have been developed for programming agent systems, as surveyed in
[206], and [162]. Context aware applications are closely intertwined with
agent technology; since the development of Dey, et al’s, conference assistant
[51], and in general a context-aware application fits the previous definitions
of an agent application [27, 252].

2.5.3

Hybrid Soft-computing and Multi-agent Services

Hybrid soft-computing systems are partially autonomous, and reactive inference systems, whereas agents must also be proactive (goal oriented) and
social. As such, hybrid soft computing approaches to context can benefit from agent architectural developments, particularly when multiple dis41

tributed agents are involved, as is the case for a ubiquitous context management system. Also, many context problems can be described/modeled
easily based on higher level BDI languages such as Agentspeak [22]. However, BDI agent systems have proven to have large development overheads,
as they must track growing amounts of belief data, active goals, and active plans (i.e., sequences of actions already in progress but not necessarily
complete). As such they benefit from the complimentary deliberative efficiencies of the soft-computing approaches. In particular, several works have
demonstrated mixed agent-oriented and soft-computing approaches, such as
[261], where an agent is combined with a fuzzy logic approach towards predicting the stock market. These hybrid approaches have been presented as
early as 2004 where, in [214], an agent fuzzy decision-making framework is
presented and the authors highlight agent decision-making as an inherently
fuzzy process and propose a fuzzy-bdi agent interpreter. Also, in [199], an
agent’s model of uncertainty is presented using fuzzy set theory to provide
the uncertainty-handling benefits of fuzzy logic to agent systems. Further, in
[83], a neurofuzzy BDI agent model is applied to the problem of controlling a
simulation of an autonomous underwater vehicle. In [139], a neurofuzzy BDI
agent has been presented for scheduling and assigning berths for vessels in
container terminals, based on changing environment data. Lastly, in [124],
a neurofuzzy controller is combined with a BDI agent architecture for plan
automation.
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2.6

Chapter Summary

This section has presented the key literature background in brain monitoring agents, highlighting that the key technologies are mature enough to be
applied together successfully for brain-monitoring in adaptive systems. Although the benefits for crossovers between hybrid soft-computing-agents are
clear, there remains the need for a practical architecture that provides these
capacities for brain context. Hence, the use of such an agent in an active
context management system is still an open area of exploration. This thesis
fits this domain by targetting the development of a hybrid neurofuzzy BDI
agent for context awareness of brain EEG data. The focus is on the development of a hybrid control architecture that acts as a broker and intermediary
for EEG related cognitive state information on behalf of a user; i.e., the core
component in a cognitive context awareness system. Literature has shown
that few approaches make use of hybrid soft-computing-agents for control or
context management with brain data. This work proposes that these kinds
of agents are a logical next step for work on EEG classification and trends
in this direction. The following section will discuss the proposed solution in
more detail.
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Chapter 3
FRIEND Architecture
“During the precursor stage, the prerequisites of a technology exist, and dreamers may contemplate these elements coming together.” – Ray Kurzweil, The Age of Spiritual Machines, p.19
[120].

3.1

Overview

This chapter provides an architectural overview of FRIEND, including its
development decisions and architectural components. These components are
described in detail, along with the main scenarios to be explored by FRIEND
systems.
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3.1.1

A Brain-monitoring Agent Architecture

To address the primary and sub-questions of this research, a new architecture
is proposed to i) measure brain cognitive context, ii) infer cognitive patterns
from brain data, iii) combine brain (cognitive) and situational contexts, iv)
use brain cognitive context in multi-purpose, practical application scenarios,
and v) evaluate the effective usage of brain context in a context-aware system. This architecture, FRIEND (Fuzzy Reactive Intelligent Expert NeuroDevice), targets the gaps in the recent literature for a multi-purpose, multidimensional, and multi-component solution to context management, primarily for brain-contexts. The main characteristics of the system include:
• Fuzzy: Decision-making models and learning algorithms based on softcomputing.
• Reactive: Responsiveness to user stimuli, and user states.
• Intelligent: Application of artificial intelligence techniques, such as
autonomous, goal-oriented, and social behavior [252].
• Expert: Specialization in context management and ubiquitous system
applications.
• Neuro-sensing: Pattern recognition properties.
• Device: Enabling adaptation to brain context, particularly for wearable and wireless devices.
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3.1.2

Development Decisions

FRIEND aims to contribute to the problem of increasing human-computer
synergy with artificial intelligence. This synergy is based on implicit contextual reasoning from monitoring (here termed Human-aware Computing),
as opposed to explicit reasoning from behavioral simulation (here termed
Human-like Computing). FRIEND enables human awareness based on the
brain’s bio-signals by obtaining human context with feature acquisition and
state classification, and by managing human context in general-purpose applications. The FRIEND hypothesis is that a hybrid agent, based on beliefsdesires-intentions architectures and soft-computing, can obtain and manage
brain context in general-purpose applications. As such, based on the objectives of this work the requirements involve a flexible distributed systems
approach, an A.I. approach, a soft-computing approach, and a wearable computing approach.

3.2

Architectural Components

The FRIEND system involves the combination of technologies and domains
at design-time, run-time, and for specific scenarios. These are highlighted in
Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: The components of the architecture provide a methodology towards developing FRIEND, from
design-time to run-time and experiments.

3.2.1

Design-time

At Design-time the FRIEND architecture involves Context Specification,
Datasets, and the design of the Context Service itself. These are required
to set up the system, so as to accommodate varied applications and situations. The Context Specification component is included to define the kind
of cognitive context to be used in the system, as well as decisions regarding
the contextual models available for use in the system design. Datasets are
included as a component to specifically address the system’s data sources
associated with the specified context. The Context Service has both design
and run-time elements, and at design-time this component is used to define
elements of the context service and its requirements, as well as behavioral
logic specification.

3.2.2

Run-time

At Run-time the system architecture must incorporate multiple levels of activity, including the monitoring of data, the performance of the application
core functions, and the overall context service interactions which overlap
these two elements. The psycho-physiological monitoring component is used
to perform the task of acquiring the particular psychological state of the user
via the context and data specified at design time, and the access to the training datasets. The context-aware application component is used at run-time
to provide the user with adaptive interfaces and adaptive system functional-
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ity based on the deduction of context from the context management service,
in a distributed system. The nature of this distributed system is a result of
the run-time context service, which is used to perform the management of
context information for multiple applications making use of the service via its
relevant protocols and application programming interfaces. For instance, the
system could, at any point in its runtime, be managing the specific context
needs for several applications, and would need to make decisions based on
what is best for the user’s situation versus the simultaneous (and possibly
conflicting) needs of all applications subscribed to the service.

3.2.3

Scenarios

The particular domain of the system is represented in its own layer, in order
to highlight the multi-purpose dimension of the system, namely that a host of
scenarios may be considered, although for the purposes of this work a subset
of experimental applications are considered. While not specifically system
components, this grouping is used to provide examples and domains for the
architecture.

3.2.4

Component Modules

The components identified are expanded in detail based on the design considerations described above. Earlier variations of this architecture have been
published in previous work in [159] and [157].
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3.2.4.1

Context Specification

Context specification modules consist of design-time properties for brain,
body, and environment, and the selection of appropriate models and formulas
based on these elements.

3.2.4.2

Datasets

Datasets provide a module for the labelled training data that provides target
values for the classifier, based on the model selection. These could be either
aggregated datasets from generalized sources, or from user training sources.

3.2.4.3

Psycho-physiological Monitor

The modules involved in brain-computer interfacing are included in this component, namely signal acquisition, signal processing, feature extraction, and
classification modules. The signal acquisition module refers to the hardware
and software for acquiring EEG signals, and may include various headsets.
The signal processing module refers to the noise filtering elements and algorithms, while the feature extractor module makes use of the selected modelling information and formulas in order to convert the signal into features.
The classification module refers to the type of learning algorithm employed,
and its connection to the training datasets for initialization and setup. Lastly,
an overlapping logic controller module provides the final usage of this BCI
process, as part of the context service.
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3.2.4.4

Context Service

The modules for providing context services to applications involve control
rules for decision logic of the service, and application rules for action logic of
the application, both of which are design-time elements. The logic controller
module provides the instantiation and execution of each control rule, along
with the basic service middleware instructions. This controller may make
use of existing artificial intelligence paradigms, such as agent architectures.
The communication middleware itself is a module providing a channel for
decentralized interaction between the application and the logic controller.
The application controller itself is also a module, containing the particular instantiation and execution of the action logic identified at design-time.
Additionally, this controller performs the activities of the user interface.

3.2.4.5

Context-aware Application

Context-aware application modules within the system consist of the user’s
graphical user interface software and the (overlapping) application controller
discussed as part of the context service. Together these can allow for adaptive
systems behavior whereby the designs of the user interface are decoupled from
the application background control function, which becomes context-aware
as a result of its communication within the context service. The design of the
end user interfaces themselves need not be adjusted, and the user may not
even be aware of the underlying adaptation potential of the system, working
on their behalf.
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3.3

FRIEND Architecture

Based on the components identified previously, the detailed architecture
is presented in Figure 3.2, containing the modules required for each subcomponent. These core modules and their architectural design considerations
are explored below.
The design of the architecture, and its identified sub-components, is geared
towards providing a user of such systems with the passive assistance of an
AI architecture, particularly for brain cognitive contexts. As such, its design
encompasses user interaction, context-awareness, user-properties and modelling, psycho-physiological monitoring, classification of user states, and the
application of control rules and logic to user state context via a context
service.
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Figure 3.2: The FRIEND architecture.

3.3.1

User Interaction

From a user interaction perspective the design consideration is that users
of context-aware applications must interact through existing interfaces, as
opposed to requiring an extra interface for the user to learn.

3.3.2

Context-awareness

For context-awareness the design considerations are based on the notion that
the user’s interface will provide specialized access to application behaviors
and functionality, as is the norm in system designs. The application core
itself, including its logic, is decentralized in this model, meaning that the
user interface and application are separate modules, working in concert. The
notion is that these together may adapt as a result of the context service,
which interfaces only with the application core rather than directly with
the interface. This provides one level of decoupling within the system, with
a second being the communication between the application logic and the
FRIEND context service.

3.3.3

User Properties and Models

In terms of modelling user properties, these must be decided (designed) on
an application by application basis, according to what is needed for modelling the target user states. This involves a design-time specification of a
user from a multi-dimensional perspective, including potential states, goals,
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roles, and tasks. The brain, body, and environment of the user are all potential sources of user context to be considered in deducing a) the human
state context, and b) the situational state context. These selected properties
must be transferred into usable models that must be mapped to physical
signal sources, of the kind selected to deduce realtime user states. Biosignals sources, such as the electroencephalographic (EEG), electroocular
(EOG), electromyographic (EMG), or electrocardiographic (EKG/ECG), or
even blood pressure are some examples of these potential sources. Environmental signals may be those such as lighting, humidity, and temperature. A
further source, particularly for situational state context, may be based on
the application’s state signals, such as the performance level of the current
application, or its active task.
Together these may be used to provide concrete models for use by a real-time
context service, and may be in the form of formulae, or diagrams that can
be converted into formulae, such as system dynamics causal loop diagrams,
as in [154]. Once models are obtained they must be applied to the creation
of state classification features that can be used as input data to a learning
algorithm. The design of the model is important as it determines the kinds of
application and control logic appropriate for the context-aware application,
in the form of design-time rulesets and behaviors.
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3.3.4

Psycho-physiological Monitoring

Processing signals directly from the user with psycho-physiological monitoring requires a consideration of acquisition devices, pre-processing algorithms,
and feature translations. Acquisition devices provide the system with realtime user data, which is then pre-processed with algorithms that clean the
data, where necessary, providing a reduction in noise through filtering mechanisms that transform the signal into useful formats. These formatted signals
are then prepared for translation into features, which refer to the data which
will be used by the classification or learning algorithm, in order to partition
and deduce states based on the known dataset and the selected user model.
This general signal processing process is seen in Figure 3.3 below, and is
discussed in work like [250, 77].

3.3.5

Classification of User States

Once features are acquired from psycho-physiological monitoring they can be
classified, and to do so, a supervised learning approach is considered as inherent to the design (as opposed to an unsupervised learning approach). This
is due to the level of “fuzziness” or indeterminate variability in the kinds of
context models that may be selected, and to minimize the amount of training
that must be done by the user of the system. Hence the design considerations must include the selection of supervised training data for the algorithm.
As such, labelled data sources related to the selected context specification
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Figure 3.3: The process for psycho-physiological monitoring involves acquiring signals from a user, performing machine learning, and translating these
to device commands and feedback [250, 77].
and models are used to provide training to the classifiers of each model; a
required training that must be done before system operation. This use of
labelled data is based on the notion that, to have a general classification,
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the use of a collective supervised learning approach has benefits in terms
of minimizing the training requirements of new users. A more customized
approach is also possible, as opposed to the general classification, by using
solely labelled training data obtained from the user. Having accounted for
these elements, the run-time features from the psycho-physiological monitor
may be classified, providing realtime user state estimates.

3.3.6

Context Service Logic

Applying control rules and logic to user state context with a context service
is the final point of consideration for the architecture’s design. Once the
user state is obtained from the classifier, it can be used in a larger contextaware application. The application itself makes use of this human state
information and is also able to provide feedback on its internal performance,
or the current state of the user interface. These can be used for dynamic
feedback and adaptation of the classification algorithm.
There are reasons to justify having a decentralized context service, as opposed to having dedicated context modules in each application, for instance,
to allow the context acquisition (brain-cognitive state) to be shared across
multiple applications. A single context monitoring service could enable many
applications; also a single application could make use of many context monitoring services (for instance using separate muscle signal classification services in addition to a brain signals service); hence, it is possible that many
applications can use many monitoring services, and vice versa. This decen58

tralization enables a re-use of techniques, and maintains the learning algorithms in a single instance, where adaptations may be made or customized,
therein allowing for modifying the behaviors of different applications in a
single location. This highlights the potential for knowledge sharing between
applications, and promotes a shared standard application programming interface, towards having ubiquitous uses of the system.
As such, the decoupling of the processing of user state and application logic
requires a dedicated controller, and a communication medium between the
application and the controller. This communication middleware enables the
scalability of the architecture to multiple applications, users, and contextawareness scenarios.

3.4

Scenarios

A central consideration in FRIEND is the ability to be multi-purpose, and
hence it may be considered that the general uses are according to what is
expected of context-aware approaches. In particular these involve tasks such
as monitoring, notification, filtering, and even intervention. Figure 3.4 shows
these graphically, as in earlier work in [159].
The monitoring application refers to silently and unobtrusively keeping track
of the user and situation for later assessment by either the user or an analyst. The notification, or interruption, application refers to prompting a
user effectively when a known, or preset, user state or situation is reached.
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Figure 3.4: The general applications of the FRIEND architecture [159].
The filtering application refers to streamlining input displays or audio-visual
cues for the user, based on specified rules regarding the relationship between
user cognitive states, in order to balance cognitive overloading conditions.
The final intervention application refers to taking a direct action on behalf
of the user based on system goals, situation rules, the user state, and the
application condition and actions available.
Each scenario is considered to impact the user in terms of their interaction
with a specific graphical user interface, and for the purposes of this work only
two applications are selected in order to show the multi-purpose applicability
of the architecture, as applied in a specific framework instance. This minimizes the scope of the project, in order to be achievable, as a minimum set,
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although the architecture is designed to be general (for the four application
classes mentioned).

3.5

Chapter Summary

While architecture designs for context-aware systems have been proposed in
the field, as mentioned in the literature, the one presented in this work is
aimed towards providing a multi-purpose approach to brain and cognitive
context management. In particular it outlines a design architecture that is
multi-purpose, brain-context specific, real-time oriented, decentralized, and
adaptable. This chapter has highlighted considerations for this FRIEND
architecture and select scenarios for the use of the architecture have been
identified. The following chapter will put the architecture into a specific
instantiation as a detailed implementation framework. Therein each component will be discussed, along with the selected application scenarios, keeping
in line with the multi-purpose objective of the system.
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Chapter 4
FRIEND Implementation
Framework
“...In the next decades, by combining such a relativistic view of the
brain with our growing technological ability to listen and decode
even larger and more complex neural symphonies, neuroscience
will eventually push human reach way beyond the current constraints...” – Miguel Nicolelis, Beyond Boundaries, p.7 [170].

4.1

Overview

The architecture presented in the previous chapter provided an overview of an
essential structure for a multi-purpose brain-monitoring context-management
service. It highlighted the key components involved, as well as the intrinsic
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modules for each aspect of the system. The specific implementation details of these modules remain to be explored. In particular is the notion
that multiple approaches and techniques are possible for an implementation
of the architecture. These different approaches may leverage the tools and
technologies relevant to the kind of context specified for real-time monitoring, and may encompass a diverse range of measures, whether this is EEG,
fMRI, subjective metrics, EMG, EOG, face, camera or gesture recognition,
etc. Leveraging the approaches available for managing both the context and
situation information sources (as a service) is also a factor, in addition to the
kind of brain-state data sources.
This chapter explores the FRIEND use case in detail, and identifies an implementation framework, based on the FRIEND architecture, as a merger
of tools and techniques that can provide the kind of multi-purpose contextmanagement that is the aim of this work. It is organized according to the
key components in Chapter 3 and each element is explained in detail.

4.1.1

Use Case

The FRIEND architecture has been outlined in the previous chapter and the
general overview is seen in Figure 4.1, as in [157]. This consists of i) a user,
ii) a mobile EEG headset, iii) a mobile computer, iv) a FRIEND agent, and
v) an application or set of applications.
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Figure 4.1: An overview of the FRIEND brain context awareness agent system. A user of multiple applications has an intermediary to manage context, as in [159].

The use case for the system is presented in Figure 4.2, highlighting the main
interaction paradigm. In FRIEND, users are outfitted with an EEG acquisition device that harnesses brain information, in the form of electroencephalographic (EEG) signals that are transferred to a FRIEND server as
the main processor of this data into meaningful user state information. The
user interacts with application clients, which handle user interaction via interfaces, for general purposes, and also perform background interactions with
the FRIEND server, in order to a) register users and applications for BCI
services, b) handle updates from the server, and c) give feedback to the
FRIEND server about user or application performance.
This FRIEND server performs three main functions: i) it handles incoming
EEG from the recording headset, which involves the display of EEG, the
extraction of important and relevant features from the EEG, the run-time
classification of these features to determine active states, and the processing
and display of output measures, ii) it configures initial classifiers for use by the
system at start-up or prior to usage, providing training and testing of these,
and iii) it starts, stops, and handles the background BCI service, involving
the communication with applications, making decisions about intervention
actions, and making decisions about adapting the system based on feedback
from the applications.
The final element to the use case is the training data employed within the
system’s classification algorithm, which is obtained offline, and used as input
EEG to the classification’s feature pre-processing and training.
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Figure 4.2: The FRIEND use case for brain-monitoring agents.

The FRIEND framework instantiates the architecture for this use case and
is presented in Figure 4.3, showing the main technologies involved in each
component, as well as the relationship between these. The core sense-making
element of the framework, i.e., the context service manager, is also identified
in this chapter. Also, a context-aware user interface is described to perform application functionality for users (according to application designs),
along with an EEG headset for acquiring brain cognitive states and transferring them to a context service manager, which interfaces with the user’s
background application; enabling contextual adaptation of the application
functionality (according to the application designs).
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Figure 4.3: The FRIEND implementation framework, as an instantiation of the proposed architecture.

4.2

Implementation Framework

The FRIEND implementation framework, seen in Figure 4.3, presents the
primary components and modules from the architecture, overlaid by the specific framework module.
For Context Specification, the properties of brain, body, and environment
are targetted towards the cognitive psychological concepts of mood, emotion,
alertness, and load. Models selected are targetted towards the cognitive psychological Arousal-Valence model. For Datasets, the labelled training data
is addressed by the available DEAP training dataset, and also by, similarly
labelled, customized user training data (when this is available). For Psychophysiological Monitoring, the signal acquisition is addressed by a customized
EEG headset. The signal processing element is addressed by discrete wavelet
transform methods. The feature extraction aspect is addressed by the use
of EEG based frequency equations. Lastly, the classification module is addressed by neuro-fuzzy classification.
For Context-Services, a hybrid multi-agent system approach is applied. The
decision logic for control rules is addressed with logic for monitoring and
filtering. The decision logic for application rules is addressed with logic for
situation monitoring. The logic controller module is addressed by a hybrid
agent-based and soft-computing system, namely a belief-desires-intentions
agent with an internal fuzzy inference system. The communication middleware aspect is addressed with multi-agent protocols across existing network
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communication channels. The application controller element is addressed
with specific background agents for monitoring and filtering. For the Contextaware Application based on the user interface, these are addressed by scenario specific graphical user interface front-ends, dependent on the selected
application, two of which are discussed.
Each of these modules are explored specifically in the following subsections,
providing an overview and a discussion of the alternatives, selection criteria,
selected alternative (and justification for selection), relevant implementation
details, and briefly commenting on evaluating the particular framework module.

4.2.1

Context Specification

The context specification modules within the architecture include the selection of properties for the brain, body, and environment, and these are
instantiated in the framework as properties and models of cognitive context.

4.2.1.1

Properties: Brain, Body, or Environment

Context Specification translates from the general form of data from the architecture, to the specific cognitive factors of mood, emotion, alertness and
load. The primary issue centers on human state context, as achievable from
a number of dimensions and perspectives. In particular, the human brain (as
opposed to the body, or the environment) provides access to the Human Information Processing (HIP) domain [40], and the cognitive and neuroscience
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communities provide mechanisms to discuss and treat the states which are
options for contextual properties and measures. In this way any method
of eliciting a user’s state, goals, roles, or tasks that relate to brain state
assessments are relevant.
Although there are a variety of states possible for characterizing the user in
terms of their intention, behavior and cognitive state, those which are readily
applicable to context-aware situations are considered, as a starting point,
with brain-monitoring as the central theme. Brain regions, ascertained from
known data and studies, have been correlated to different functional states,
which are considered in developing context models.
Figure 4.4 presents a look at these brain regions particularly the frontal,
parietal, temporal, and occipital lobes, as they relate to cognitive functions,
according to brain-computer interface research [190]. Frontal EEG signals are
known to correlate with planning and motivation. Parietal signals correlate
with the integration of sensory information. Temporal signals correlate with
sound and verbal memory activity. Lastly, signals from the occipital region
correlate with sight and visual processing. These regions together provide
a natural map for investigating possible models. Other aspects of brain
physiology, such as the limbic system, cerebellum, and brain stem, are not
here considered in the context of emotion modelling, particularly as they are
not surface level structures, where scalp-based EEG may be recorded.
Based on the neuroscience community, as in [16], brain activity correlates
with a number of concise measures such as emotion, alertness, and cogni71

Figure 4.4: Neuroscience regions and correlated states, as in work like [190]
tive load, which identify important cognitive “states of mind” such as anger,
anxiety, tiredness, or overload. Hence emotion, alertness, and load are considered the context alternatives. Emotion measures, for example, cognitive
psychological states of anger, happiness, disgust, etc., are highlighted in work
such as [25]. Alertness, primarily tonic alertness (vigilance), is a measure of
attention, particularly dangerous levels of attentiveness, as described in [175].
Cognitive load is a third measure that is known as working memory versus
task demands and performance, and is correlated to workload, as highlighted
in [12].
The alternatives specified above may be selected based on whether they are
i) accessible using readily available, non-invasive techniques, and ii) useful in
socio-technical and context-awareness application scenarios in general. For
the accessibility, for instance, large fMRI scanning technologies would not be
useful in the context-aware scenarios, as the technology is not wearable or
portable. For the usefulness, or utility, for instance, the impact of emotion
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on users of various systems is a known issue and approaches that combine
to identify emotional states would be particularly relevant or useful for a
number of scenarios.
Emotional context is selected for context specification within the framework,
although each alternative type of context is equally applicable to a practical context-awareness application. The notion of core affect is particularly
relevant, namely the snapshot of current emotional levels at a given instant,
as seen in [205, 198] via Russell’s arousal-valence circumplex of emotion and
core affect (see Figure 4.5). The justification for selecting emotional measures for the framework implementation is primarily due to the large set of
potential metrics that can be combined to provide information about the
other two alternatives, namely alertness and load measures.
Using a dimensional approach to emotion, such as core affect [205], as well as
the dynamics of core affect, provides a mechanism that enables the targetting
and mapping of multiple emotions and how these emotions can transition over
time from a neutral state to multiple zones that are effectively mapped to
the common notions of emotions. As the context specification element is at
design-time only, it does not have a framework implementation, but instead
impacts the resulting model.
Evaluating the kind of context specification method is dependent on its ability to be used in models of a user, and subsequently in the implementation
and testing of those models in an actual system. This will be seen in the
following sections, and the relevant scenarios.
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Figure 4.5: Russell’s circumplex of emotion and core affect [204], as in [198].
4.2.1.2

Models

Model selection based on the selected emotional properties is here presented
as the final aspect of context specification. The issue at hand is to obtain a
method for determining emotions that covers the psychological and cognitive
perspectives. There are multiple definitions and discussions of emotion in the
literature [30, 205, 25]. The dimensional model of emotion, however, provides
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a method for describing and identifying emotional states as a combination of
independent variables, or dimensions, as in Figure 4.5.
The number of possible dimensions is varied, but a simple two-dimensional
model for core affect is useful in this regard, as identified in [205, 23]. In
this approach the two dimensions of arousal and valence are key factors for
delineating emotional quadrants. Arousal is a measure of readiness to act,
where high arousal indicates and correlates with excitement, and low arousal
indicates and correlates with relaxation. Valence is a measure of pleasure
and displeasure, where high valence indicates and correlates with pleasing
experiences, and low valence indicates and correlates with displeasing experiences.
The decision to focus on emotion, from a dimensional perspective, makes
the arousal-valence model a natural fit, based on its use in the literature
(see Chapter 2 and work like [33]). Additional dimensions are possible, and
some have made use of dominance, for instance, as a measure of the strength
of an emotion [136], however a two-dimensional approach is sufficient for a
categorization of emotional states [205]. Also, it is possible for weights to be
applied to the arousal-valence categorization based on the impact of other
methods (such as alertness calculations) to add to the arousal-valence space.
The models used for context specification have the added criteria that they
must be both readily translatable to bio-signal data domains, and must have
existing training data available, with sufficient EEG data (with subjective
labels for arousal and valence). This is required for effective training of the
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classifier.
Hence, a quadrant view of the arousal-valence model is seen to meet these criteria. A quadrant view can delineate at least four general core affect descriptions, as shown in Figure 4.5, plus a “neutral” affect about the origin. These
may be considered under general labels, such as excitement, distress, relaxation, and depression [143], although the literature provides various mappings
from core emotional theory (such as [205, 198, 33]) to regions within each
quadrant.
Neutral affect within this model indicates medium arousal and medium valence. Excitement within this model results from high arousal and high
valence. Distress within this model arises in cases of high arousal and low
valence. Relaxation within the model is delineated where there is low arousal
and high valence. Depression is evident in cases where there is low arousal
and low valence.
The quadrant view of the Arousal-Valence model is translatable to bio-signal
data directly in terms of EEG frequency equations related to activation
(arousal) and positive/negative attraction or withdrawal (valence). Also,
labelled training data for these calculations are available (or can be generated following existing experiment methods, such as [115]), which adds to
the justification for the use of this model.
The implementation for this model is described in the psycho-physiological
monitoring section below. Thus, the selected arousal-valence model is selected and may be evaluated based on applicability to the psycho-physiological
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monitoring component, and its effectiveness during training and classification.

4.2.2

Datasets

Labelled training data from existing EEG datasets are considered, although
other custom datasets can be acquired and applied as an alternative. Specific EEG data sources are needed for classifier training and testing. This is a
development consideration related to how much user training to require for a
context-aware system, and for the current framework a minimal approach is
a target. For both individualized, single person training sets, and collective
multi-person training sets, these must be appropriately recorded via reliable
EEG hardware and labelled based on clear state feedback elicitation methods, with a documented methodology to structure and align user subjective
response targets.

4.2.2.1

EEG-based Emotion State Dataset

While there are multiple data sets for EEG research that are available, not
all sources provide recordings based on emotion elicitation experiments. For
instance, labelled training datasets are available, such as the BCI competition datasets [191] or motor imagery datasets [127], which have labels for left
and right movement, as opposed to emotion. Also databases for P300 data
are available [253], among others. In terms of emotion, the DEAP dataset for
emotion analysis of physiological signals is a good representation, and pre77

scribes the dimensional model of emotion, as acquired from the recordings
of multiple users [115]. DEAP provides data from 32 users, each performing
subjective assessments of 40 online videos, rating these according to a known
scale (from 1 - 9); including arousal, valence, dominance, liking, and familiarity. Also, DEAP provides recording of 32 channels of EEG, along with other
peripheral signals, such as skin conductance (GSR), and face video. This
presents an overall structure for considering an EEG dataset for emotion
that could be used in the framework. The main consideration for selecting a
dataset involves the applicability of the dataset to the arousal-valence model,
and the need for a verifiable methodology in the recording of the EEG signals
and subjective emotional response labels. Hence, DEAP, or a similar custom
dataset with similarly labelled training data, can be considered to meet the
goals of this work, for the framework development.
The application of the selected dataset may be evaluated based on the ability
to train up classifiers adequately. In the event that the collective approach
to classification from multiple individuals is not reliable, it may be required
to conduct a single-person, individualized data collection instead, wherein
only one individual provides subjective labels, using a similar data collection
methodology rather than using data from different users.

4.2.3

Psycho-physiological Monitor

With the dataset module selected, the specific elements related to the monitoring of user states is presented, involving a signal acquisition headset, signal
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processor, feature extractor, and classifier.

4.2.3.1

Signal Acquisition with the Emotiv EPOC

EEG acquisition is the selected method for obtaining signals for the psychophysiological monitoring elements. EEG, as mentioned, are surface-based,
non-invasive, and have been applied in many research efforts [251, 77]. These
may be obtained from sites all across the scalp, which relates to cognitive
state activity by location. Additionally, commercial headsets are readily
available and inexpensive; also, wearable and wireless devices are available
that can produce research quality signals, as has been validated in work
such as [17]. While there are other signal acquisition monitoring technologies, such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), tomography
(CT/PT-scans), and functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS), these are
less of a fit due to the sheer size of the equipment (in the case of fMRI and
CT/PT-scans) or the availability of the hardware for wearable and wireless
uses (for fNIRS) [16].
Criteria for selecting EEG headsets are that the device must i) be inexpensive,
ii) be wearable and wireless, iii) have coverage of the sites that are useful for
the arousal-valence calculations, and iv) have appropriate tools and developer
resources.
The Emotiv EPOC, see Figure 4.6, provides all these, and is selected as the
signal acquisition device for the framework implementation. It is a 14-channel
headset that covers the regions needed for the arousal-valence calculations,
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with a montage in-line with the standard international 10-20 montage for sensor positions, as seen in Figure 4.7. It also provides research quality signals
that have been used in multiple research areas, such as [17, 54, 192]. Additionally, it is light-weight, unobtrusive, wearable, wireless, and has relevant
development tools.

Figure 4.6: The Emotiv EPOC is a wearable and wireless EEG acquisition
device [1], for use in the framework.
In terms of implementation and development for the EPOC, the PyEmotiv
library (for the Python programming language) provides access to the EEG
data stream from the hardware and is used for the framework runtime [4].
Thus the use of the EPOC as the signal acquisition device is a good fit,
and may be assessed for the framework primarily according to its ability to
provide the signals required for processing while being unobtrusive to a user.
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Figure 4.7: The sensor montage for the Emotiv EPOC (highlighted) as it
relates to the standard international 10-20 system (adapted from [250, 86]).
4.2.3.2

Signal Processing with Discrete Wavelet Transforms

The signal processing element of the framework provides the translation of
the EEG from raw data into a format that is useful for modelling.
EEG data is a challenge for signal processing, as the signals are low-frequency,
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dynamic, and non-stationary [250]. Also, EEG data is quite susceptible to
noise from other kinds of signals, such as EMG muscle signals. Most normal
EEG frequencies range from 0-60Hz [250], and hence signals must be sampled accordingly to distinguish EEG’s from the noise of larger frequencies.
This EEG frequency range is broken down into the following bands, shown
in Table 4.1; where i) delta frequencies range (approximately) from 0-4Hz,
ii) theta frequencies range (approximately) from 4-8Hz, iii) alpha frequencies range (approximately) from 8-12Hz, iv) beta frequencies range (approximately) from 12-30Hz, and v) gamma frequencies range (approximately)
above 30Hz. The Nyquist criterion and sampling size are important here,
namely that the sample size must be twice that of the highest frequency being used, in order to prevent aliasing in the data [250] and hence have useful
recordings. Additionally, the electrical activity of the brain, detected at the
surface of the scalp, is diffused from the area where it was generated, and
hence adds to the challenge of clarifying the signal.
To access the signals within the EEG frequency bands it is important to filter these to remove noise artifacts, and in some cases to increase the spatial
resolution of the signal (i.e., the cross-talk noise from other nearby channels detected by a particular sensor location). The processes involve the
use of bandpass filters, spatial filters, time-frequency filters, or hybrid filter
approaches. Bandpass filter approaches perform either high-pass, or lowpass limiting of signals, retaining information above or below set thresholds,
based on known approaches, such as Butterworth, or Chebyshev [250] based
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Table 4.1: Details of discrete wavelet (DWT) decomposition versus standard
frequency bands (see [250] for EEG frequencies).

filters. Spatial filters perform reductions of noise due to crosstalk among
sensors, and make use of blind-source separation (BSS) techniques, such as
independent component analysis (ICA) or common spatial patterns (CSP),
in order to estimate the signal at the sensor location as much as possible; see
[250] for more on these techniques. Time-frequency filters break down the
signal in terms of time domain and frequency domain, and two mainstream
approaches are the Fast-Fourier Transform (FFT, and its variants) and the
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). Both approaches have been used in EEG
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research to obtain the EEG frequencies for analysis. Although the FFT is
often used, issues can arise when the signals are non-stationary, which is a
known property of of EEG’s (unlike muscle EMG signals for instance), hence
the DWT is preferred (see [250]).
Discrete Wavelet Transforms capture the non-stationary elements of EEG’s
at very low resolutions, using a tree-based decomposition filter of the signal
at multiple levels in order to breakdown a signal to its smallest component
wave form (a wavelet) and subsequently reconstruct the signal at each frequency level, as a composition of wavelet forms. A description of the wavelet
transform algorithm, showing this decomposition is found in [230, 229]. The
choice of wavelet for use in signal decomposition and reconstruction is important, and in EEG research the Daubechies family of wavelet is often shown
to be useful, as in [113]. Hence, wavelet transforms map a signal to a specific
wave form, at successively smaller resolutions, and the discretized method
(DWT) (derived from the continuous wavelet transform) is applicable to signal processing at the scales needed for EEG. The decomposition approach
subdivides a signal into i) detail coefficients representing a particular frequency, and ii) approximate coefficients that are recursively filtered (to a
specified depth for each of the required frequencies). This results in a series
of detail and approximate coefficients for each frequency level wherein the
detail coefficients can be reconstructed into the appropriate EEG frequency
waveform. Figure 4.8 shows this process graphically.
The approach to selecting among filters involves their ability to provide ade84

Figure 4.8: Details of a discrete wavelet filter decomposition for two detail
levels, D1 and D2, as in [230].
quate noise filtering, and frequency processing, their use in existing literature,
and their ability to be applied in an automated system without requiring human intervention or expertise to distinguish noise artifacts.
The discrete wavelet transform has been shown to be effective in this regard,
for both the isolation of noise from EEG frequencies, along with being successfully applied in multiple studies [256, 230, 203], and not requiring direct
expert intervention at runtime.
The particular implementation details for the discrete wavelet transform
approach for the framework, involves the following considerations regard85

ing selection of a wavelet family, sampling frequency, and data sizes. The
Daubechies wavelet family is employed, particularly ‘db4’ as it has been
shown to have good results for EEG in the literature [230]. Sampling frequency is the same as the DEAP dataset and the Emotiv EPOC headset,
namely 128Hz, and the selected epoch size is roughly two minutes. The
selected depth of the wavelet transformation is a 5-level decomposition, allowing Noise, Gamma, Beta, Alpha, Theta, and Delta bands to be distinguished. The Python-based implementation of the wavelet algorithm within
the popular PyWavelets library has been selected [6]. Hence, once signals are
obtained, the DWT decomposition for a 5-level, ‘db4’ wavelet decomposition
is conducted, obtaining wavelet coefficients and signal reconstructions at each
level. These may also be bounded between a select amplitude threshold (e.g,
50 to -50) to cap any remaining noise values.
The discrete wavelet transform signal processing approach used within the
framework may be evaluated based on its ability to separate noisy EEG
signals into their respective frequencies, and the level of filtering may be
considered based on the impact it has on the classification results. It must
also be noted that the techniques at this level, for the signal processing
module itself, are adaptable as better techniques arise in the literature. The
objective is to prove the concept for a practical, realtime usage of a psychophysiological monitor, hence the target scope is a “good-enough” approach,
rather than an optimum solution.
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4.2.3.3

Feature Extraction with EEG Frequency Equations

Using the model and the processed data the features related to emotion must
be computed within the framework. Once EEG have been obtained, and preprocessed, or filtered into frequencies, the signals must be transformed into
appropriate features for use as inputs for automated classification of states,
or for training and testing of the classifier itself. Methods to make use of
EEG in the conversion to features, depend on the kind of application being
developed. These EEG assessment techniques are shown in Table 4.2, and are
based on literature and practices in brain-computer-interfaces, as discussed
in work like [250].
Table 4.2: EEG assessment techniques for BCI research (see [76, 61] for more
on these techniques).
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These include waveform detection, such as steady-state visually evoked potentials (SSVEP), P300 wave potentials, slow cortical potentials (SCP), event
related synchronization (ERS) and desynchronization (ERD) potentials, error potentials (ErrP), and also bandpower relationships (see [76, 61]).
Monitoring SSVEP can be used to determine user focus by discriminating visual frequency spikes in the EEG at the visual processing (occipital) regions
of the brain. These may be transferred to user commands depending on the
user’s gaze on a specialized frequency-based interface. Hence visual focus on
a section of an interface or button group can indicate a command. Monitoring P300 wave forms likewise can be used to indicate commands. These
are detected (approximately 300 milliseconds) following an event wherein the
user observes an irregular difference in an otherwise regular pattern (such as
a grid with randomly flashing lights across a fixed area). These wave forms
allow for discrimination of user focus by detecting when the brain realizes a
selection has occurred, as in BCI’s for P300 interface applications [54, 250].
Hence focus on an unlikely event results in a command. Slow cortical potentials are regularly occurring signals which the user learns to generate and
control (via operant conditioning). The learned signal, when generated by
a user is associated with a particular command. Further, ERD and ERS
signals are distinguished to indicate commands where synchronization signals preclude a motor action followed by a corresponding desynchronization
signal. These arise and are detectable when users perform or even imagine
a motor action (such as moving one’s left or right hand). The recognition
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of a synchronization and desynchronization wave pair indicates an action
has occurred, hence this pattern is used to indicate user commands (especially from imagined left and right movement of hands or feet) [250, 140].
Another potential-based approach, the error potential, or ErrP, waveform is
detectable in the brain when one realizes that a clear error has occurred in
the world. The detection of an error potential can be used to identify that
a state has occurred. Hence, this signal is also useful to indicate states that
may require system responses, as in [39, 37].
Amplitude and bandpower relationships from filtered EEG signals naturally
correlate to cognitive states, in addition to what is known about the relationship between brain region and cognition, as in [16] and other literature, as in
Chapter 2. When combined these frequencies can be indicators of user cognitive states. Relationships between these frequencies can be applied to states,
and when specified thresholds are met, can be used to trigger a command.
In particular (depending on the brain region being monitored), delta frequencies are known correlates of sleep states; theta frequencies are known
correlates of cognitive workloads; alpha frequencies are known correlates of
conscious relaxation; beta frequencies are known correlates of excitement
and focus; and gamma frequencies are known correlates of various cognitive
motor functioning signals [96, 192, 233, 140].
Each of these EEG assessment approaches is applied in brain computer interface applications, for active control commands by a user, and also for passive
monitoring of states of the user. Passive monitoring of users is the goal for
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context-aware systems, as opposed to direct user control based on BCI development. The system command and control elements are not directly within
the control of the user, and a decentralized context management service determines the kind and degree of response, as opposed to a user-directed action response. The arousal-valence model, selected for context specification,
guides the method selected for EEG analysis and feature generation, particularly the ability of the approach to map to both the arousal, and valence
models. Other approaches could be applied based on the context specification method (for instance alertness could correlate well with the use of error
potentials or P300 waveform detections). However, these are not targets for
the context specified.
Amplitude and bandpower relationships fit the arousal-valence model well,
using the key definitions as a guideline. Arousal levels, as a measure of readiness to act, can be approximated using excitement correlated frequencies and
relaxation correlated frequencies. Arousal is thus correlated with the

β
α

ratio

and beta power in the frontal regions, as well as beta power in the parietal
regions, as in [23]. Thus

excitement(β)
relaxation(α)

provides an arousal measure. Valence

levels, as measures of pleasure and displeasure, can be approximated using
known left-right brain hemispheric differentiation, at correlated frequencies.
Activation of brain hemispheres differs according to excitation levels associated with stimuli [49, 23]. Stronger left hemisphere activation correlates
with attraction to stimuli, particularly in the left frontal region, and is more
active with positive emotions. Hence a measure of this difference involves
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the right( αβ ) − lef t( αβ ) difference being negative. Stronger right hemisphere
activation correlates with withdrawal from stimuli, particularly in the right
frontal region, and is more active with negative emotions. Hence a measure
of this involves the right( αβ ) − lef t( αβ ) difference being positive.
Thus features for arousal and valence are computed using EEG frequencies
to compute bandpower for each frequency and then applying the arousal
and valence calculation for a single epoch (time-period of the data) based on
bandpower; in each case bandpower represents the square of the amplitude
of the signal at each frequency.
Hence, for arousal two features are calculated; the average

β
α

ratio is calcu-

lated for frontal channels F3 and F4, and the bandpower average of parietal
betas for channels P7 and P8, as seen in Figure 4.9. For valence, two features
are calculated: the average hemispheric difference (right( αβ ) − lef t( αβ )) of the
frontal regions (channels F3 and F4) and pre-frontal regions (AF3 and AF4),
in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: EEG channel locations used in calculation of arousal (left) and valence (right) measures. The
montage is as in the international 10-20 system (shading represents available channels from EEG headset)
[250, 86].

Therefore, bandpower features may be computed for the arousal-valence
model, and these, calculated for classification, may be evaluated based on
whether their results correlate well to the arousal-valence model, and hence
to user mental state. Also it is worth considering how well the classifier
can identify patterns using these features. The combined use of correlates
of brain region to mental state, with EEG frequency correlated to mental
state for formulas based on the arousal-valence model directly represents an
acceptable approach to feature extraction, as in similar studies [23, 192].

4.2.3.4

Classifying Emotional States with ANFIS

The final aspect of the psycho-physiological monitor addresses the classification mechanism for discriminating user states in real-time. Classification, in
the data analysis, machine learning, and signal processing domains refers to
the partitioning of input data into separable regions, wherein the recognition
of data points within each different region allows a system to label the data
as falling into a particular category, class, or state, as in [140]. Multiple
approaches for classification are available, and the selection of a fit version
depends on the application and the properties of the data being assessed,
such as how much regularity or randomness is in the data, or whether there
is clustering of data points around particular regions. Noise in the data due to
errors and outliers is also a factor in state classification. For brain-computer
interface applications there are numerous approaches, and hybrid techniques
are also applied [140, 250, 77].
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A taxonomy of classifier properties is presented in [140] which may be used
to understand the selection considerations for a classifier, or to assess groups
of classifiers. These include generative-discriminative, static-dynamic, stableunstable, and regularized approaches. Generative classifiers (such as Bayesian
classifiers) learn the underlying class models, while the discriminative classifiers (such as support vector machines) learn the class space discrimination.
Static classifiers (such as the multilayer perceptron) do not account for temporal changes, while the dynamic classifiers (such as hidden Markov models)
account for temporal changes. Stable classifiers (such as linear discriminant
analysis) are not affected by small changes in the data, while unstable classifiers (such as the multilayer perceptron) change according to even small
changes in the data. Lastly, regularized classifiers prevent overtraining. Although a variety of classifiers are available, they may be considered within
the groups identified in [140], with each group having properties of the taxonomy. This distinction between approaches is adopted for this work, and
alternatives include: i) linear classifiers, such as linear discriminant analysis,
ii) non-linear Bayesian classifiers, such as hidden Markov models, iii) nearest
neighbour classifiers, such as the K-nearest neighbour approach, iv) neural
networks, such as the multilayer perceptron, and v) hybrid classifiers, such
as neuro-fuzzy classifiers.
This work aims at using a soft-computing approach for pattern recognition to
provide an adaptive classification with learning, that is also well established
in EEG research. Soft-computing approaches combine fuzzy logic, artificial
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neural networks, and evolutionary algorithms to provide pattern recognition
and decision-making techniques that are based on lessons acquired from human reasoning (i.e., the brain’s approximation capacities) [177, 258].
In addition to being capable of adequately classifying arousal and valence
labels based on the input features, there are specific considerations for the
framework. These include: i) ease of implementation, ii) reliability, iii) computational costs, iv) learning and adaptation, and v) generalizability. In
terms of ease of implementation this is in order to maintain a reasonable
scope and minimum development costs. In terms of reliability, this refers to
the consistent “interpretability” of the results. In terms of computational
costs, this refers to the speed of classification (as real-time uses are a target), also memory requirements (as the potential target environments may
include mobile systems, and the hardware limits of the mobile environment
are important), and the amount of training required (as the availability of
training data and the quantity of that data is a factor since systems that
can classify with a minimum reasonable amount of training data are preferable). In terms of learning and adaptation this refers to the classifier having
the ability to update and adapt according to the data, without significant
interventions. In terms of generalizability this refers to the extensibility of
the classifier to different users once it is trained, and also to the sensitivity
of the classifier to changes in the user, or to having different users.
Based on the above criteria, a hybrid classification approach is used for realtime conversion of EEG bandpower related features. In particular, a soft95

computing, neuro-fuzzy classification paradigm is selected. The neuro-fuzzy
approach combines the benefits of fuzzy inference systems (FIS) with those
of artificial neural networks (ANN). These two domains have a rich literature, and clear advantages, as mentioned in [101, 102]. In particular, fuzzy
inference systems (FIS) have advantages such as being able to “utilize human expertise” via rule bases, and inference mechanisms. While powerful as
a mechanism, they have the disadvantage of lacking an automatic method
for transforming expert knowledge into rules. Also FIS approaches require
learning algorithms for fine-tuning. Neural networks have many of these
complementary properties. They have the advantage of not relying on human knowledge experts, and also employ learning from training data, which
equates to automatic fine-tuning. However, neural networks have disadvantages in terms of lacking clear mechanisms for initializing appropriate configurations. Also, the translation of human expert knowledge into the network
and reverse translating the outputs of the network into expert knowledge is
a challenge [101].
Neuro-fuzzy systems, as a result, have the benefits of both approaches,
namely the advantage of a “concise representation of structured knowledge,”
a “learning capability to identify parameters,” and a “clear mapping between
parameters and structured knowledge” [101]. They provide an approach that
has good results in signal pattern recognition and adaptive decision-making.
Also, the neurofuzzy approach has been employed in biosignals literature for
classifying signals like EEG, EMG, and ECG [229, 231, 41]. For EEG in
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particular it has been effective for studies such as epileptic seizure detection
[229], sleep stage monitoring [65], anaesthesia monitoring [57], visual imagined movement [114], among other brain-computer interface applications.
Hence, a neuro-fuzzy approach is considered a suitable classification mechanism for use in the framework. The conversion of bandpower features for
arousal and valence into the classes identified in the context model, based
on labelled training data, is the target. Also, based on the dataset selection,
the discrimination of class labels, from 1-9 where 1 is low and 9 is high (as
in the DEAP labelled training dataset [115]), is the classification objective.
The specific implementation of the neurofuzzy classifier for the framework
is the Adaptive-Network-Based Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS), of [102],
which provides the neurofuzzy benefits described previously, in addition to
being successfully used for EEG analysis in works like [229]. ANFIS, presented in Figure 4.10, is a multi-layer feedforward network, based on a fuzzy
inference system, where each layer corresponds to a particular aspect of fuzzy
reasoning. ANFIS provides the following layers, having fixed and adaptive
components that impact the learning of the classifier, as in Table 4.3.
In ANFIS, the structure of the network involves six feed-forward layers pertaining to input features, membership functions, product rules, normalized
firing strengths, a weighted linear function, and an output combination layer.
Layer 0 represents the set of input features to be classified. Layer 1 represents the set of feature membership functions, each having three premise
parameters, where these adaptive parameters are used to define a series of
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Figure 4.10: The ANFIS neurofuzzy classifier, adapted from [101], as a fuzzy
inference system, having two inputs, and three membership functions.
Gaussian membership curves that determine the possible memberships of
the input. Layer 2 represents a combination of product rules, in a fully connected fashion with the previous layer. Layer 3 represents a normalization
of each product rule in Layer 2 as the proportional firing strength of each
rule. Layer 4 represents the output firing rules, based on three adaptive
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Table 4.3: The layers of the ANFIS neurofuzzy classifier.

consequent parameters that define a linear equation used to determine the
output of the firing rule. Layer 5 presents the summation of the normalized outputs of Layer 4, as the final classification determined by the system.
The formulas for the nodes in each feed-forward layer of ANFIS, namely
the input, membership, combination, normalization, parameterization, and
weighted average output, are shown in the Appendix, as in [101].
The connections and weights between the layers delineate a fuzzy inference
system, with all rulesets learned through training of the system, based on
the labelled training data. This also refers to the fine-tuning of the final
control-action surface delineating the system’s responses, and how inputs
are partitioned into separable state spaces, as in [102], just as expert rules in
a fuzzy system are partitioned.
The training of the system is accomplished using a batch (offline) learning approach for the training dataset, with a two-phase hybrid learning algorithm,
as described in [102]. This hybrid training approach is conducted for each
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epoch in order to estimate the values of the adaptive premise and consequent
parameters that define the membership and state space output partitioning,
respectively. The hybrid customization of adaptive parameters allows the
ANFIS to fit the data appropriately and has two main benefits; it i) helps
ANFIS classification to avoid being trapped in local minima, and ii) allows
ANFIS to converge faster than a single (gradient descent) approach, due to
the reduction in the search space that arises from the forward-pass learning and the backward-pass adapted parameters. Each epoch of the learning
phase has a forward and backward pass, as in Table 4.4, from [102], where
the forward propagation pass provides adaptation for the consequent parameters (in Layer 4) using the least squares estimate method based on node
outputs. In this pass the premise parameters are held fixed. The backward
propagation pass provides adaptation of the premise parameters (in Layer 1)
based on the gradient descent method and the back-propagation of the error
rate derived from the labelled training data versus the classifier output. In
this pass the consequent parameters are fixed. Here, error is the derivative
of the error measure with respect to each node output.
The development-specific implementation of ANFIS for this work is based
directly on the work of [102], and is a Python translation of the original ANFIS source code (from C to Python) developed during this research. This
translation, PyANFIS, has the same configuration and outputs, and has been
verified to produce the same classifications as the original ANFIS implementation. See the Appendix for more on this Python version of ANFIS.
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Table 4.4: ANFIS two-phase learning approach, from [102], with forward and
backward propagation.

Hence, the classification mechanism selected for the framework has been considered and may be evaluated within the framework according to its ability to
adequately deduce labelled classifications from EEG features for arousal and
valence (within specified ranges). Additionally, the selection criteria provide
another perspective on how to consider this aspect, namely in terms of i)
ease of implementation, ii) reliability, iii) computational costs, iv) learning
and adaptation capability, and v) generalizability.

4.2.4

Context Service

The context service implementation within the framework aims to provide
a distributed, decentralized sense-making capability for the management of
user brain context, for multiple applications and scenarios.
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4.2.4.1

A Hybrid Multi-Agent System Context-Service

A hybrid approach for context management provides a merger between softcomputing and agent architectures, and encompasses the pattern-recognition
data from the classifier, and the situation data from applications, as input for
decision-making. In particular, the BDI (beliefs-desires-intentions) paradigm
of [194] is considered to provide the main benefits of agent systems as outlined
in [252] and Chapter 2, namely autonomous behavior (i.e., agents are able to
control when they will act, based on their internal goals and perceptions of the
world environment), reactiveness (i.e., agents are a part of an environment
that they can sense and control in some way through effectors, and are able to
respond to the environment dynamics as needed), proactiveness (i.e., agents
are directed and goal oriented, taking steps toward creating a world state
in which their goal is successful), and social behavior (i.e., agents are able
to communicate, through a channel, to other agents or actors in order to
coordinate tasks and objectives). The combined ANFIS neurofuzzy approach
is a part of the context service, hence a meta-level fuzzy inference system to
merge data, pattern-recognition, and decision-making is considered. These
are all combined into a service-oriented architectural approach for a contextaware manager that interfaces between applications and the FRIEND system.
The application manages the interfaces on behalf of the user, based on its interaction with the system framework. The system manages the sense-making
of the user’s contextual situation; a combination of both brain states and application states, based on its interaction with the application and its psycho102

physiological monitoring component. The service-oriented approach provides
decentralization as a key benefit, allowing for future extensions involving
combinations of applications and FRIEND, enabling pervasive uses and scenarios. In particular are potential setups involving FRIEND-to-application
combinations ranging from one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one, or even
many FRIENDs to many applications.
This context service component involves multiple controllers and control
rules, in addition to communication rules. These are placed in a multi-agent
systems implementation, based on five key agents (and actors), namely i)
a user, ii) application manager agent, iii) communication manager agent,
iv) logic manager agent, and v) EEG manager agent. The user represents
a person using the context-aware application and wearing the data acquisition device. The application manager agent is responsible for interacting
with the user and performing real-world tasks. The communication manager
agent is responsible for passing messages across the channel between applications and context logic components. The logic manager agent is responsible
for determining contextual responses and situation monitoring. The EEG
manager agent is responsible for determining the user state from bio-signal
data. These agents are shown in the context of the framework in Figure 4.11,
overlaying the relevant modules.
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Figure 4.11: The multi-agent view of the framework, showing the main decision-making and management
agents and actors.

The context use case for FRIEND is such that each agent acts as a gatekeeper
for the information of a particular component within the framework, and
shares this information via communication protocols in a distributed and
service-oriented fashion, as shown in the communication diagram in Figure
4.12.
In this model of information sharing and decision-making, the general use
case involves:
• Startup: On startup the framework components for psycho-physiological
monitoring are activated (by the user) and the communication channels
listen for application connections.
• Communication protocols: All communication between the application
and logic agents is done through a communication channel, maintaining
decentralization.
• Registering for context service: At start up a context-aware application
registers with the service for user brain-and-situation context monitoring, leveraging the FRIEND protocol.
• EEG Monitoring: EEG information that is passed through ANFIS is
classified for both Arousal and Valence models, and these are managed
by the EEG agent. The EEG agent informs the Logic management
agent of the user information whenever it is requested.
• Situation Monitoring: The application agent informs the logic agent of
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its current state, and any target states to monitor.
• Sense-making and Response Determination: The Logic agent combines
the information from the EEG agent with the current state of the application from the App agent manager, using a fuzzy inference systems
approach.
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Figure 4.12: The flow of communication designed for the context service, showing the main process of
startup, registering, monitoring, and sense-making.

These address the main use case for the context service, which is shown in
Figure 4.13 and has been extended as in Figure 4.14. The extended use case
presents the main goals, percepts and actions of each agent. This represents a
possible implementation design of a multi-agent system for a context service.

Figure 4.13: The overview of the context service as a multi-agent system,
showing the goals of each agent.
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Figure 4.14: The overview of the context service as a multi-agent system, highlighting the goals, percepts,
and actions of each agent.

Each agent is designed with unique goals, percepts and actions, as part of
a context-service ecosystem. For the User (an actor rather than an agent,
yet still an important consideration within the system), the goals involve
using applications and interacting with the system interfaces. The main user
actions involve wearing the bio-signal acquisition device, using the interface,
and starting the system. User percepts are not considered.
For the application manager agent the goals involve i) allowing the user to
engage the application functions, ii) interacting with the user via interfaces,
iii) performing application functions, iv) and handling messages with the
FRIEND service. Its percepts involve two beliefs about i) whether the user
context is within the application design thresholds, and ii) whether the application situation has changed. Its actions involve i) requesting the possible
user states from FRIEND, ii)sending target user states to FRIEND based on
what possible states are provided, iii) performing application functions and
activities, and iv) handling communication messages within the FRIEND
service.
For the communication manager agent the goals involve i) handling messages
for the application, ii) handling messages for the FRIEND logic manager, iii)
handling the service startup and setup processes. Its percepts involve beliefs
about i) whether there are messages for the application, ii) whether there
are messages for the logic agent, iii) whether there are new applications
to register for services, and iv) whether the FRIEND logic service needs
to be registered at startup. Its actions involve i) passing messages to the
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application controller, ii) passing messages to the FRIEND logic service, iii)
registering new applications for services, and iv) registering the FRIEND
logic service at startup.
For the logic manager agent the goals involve i) managing user context, ii)
managing application situation context, iii) handling messages going to the
application, acquiring EEG states from the EEG manager agent. Its percepts
involve beliefs pertaining to i) whether the user is online and wearing the
EEG acquisition device, ii) whether a new target state is received from an
application, iii) whether a state is determined to be over the target state
threshold for an application, iv) whether a state is determined to be under
the target state threshold, v) whether a new target state threshold is set by
an application, vi) whether the total application situation has changed, vii)
whether a new application has been added to the service, and viii) whether
a new EEG state is received from the EEG manager agent.
For the EEG manager agent the goals involve governing the EEG handling
processes related to i) capturing EEG from the headset, ii) processing EEG,
iii) storing and handling states from the classifier, and iv) sharing states with
the FRIEND logic agent. Its percepts involve beliefs about whether new EEG
input has been received, and whether a new state request has been received
from the logic manager agent. Its actions involve gathering EEG from the
headset at particular intervals, and responding to user state requests from
the logic agent.
Hence the multi-agent approach overlays the core elements of the frame111

work, as controllers. The modules within the framework pertaining to the
context-service, in general, are presented according to the agent managing
that module.

4.2.4.2

Decision Logic for Monitoring and Filtering

The decision logic within the framework involves generalizable control rules
for the selected scenarios, namely for monitoring and filtering, as mentioned
in Chapter 3.
To be effective at monitoring context the FRIEND framework must appropriately acquire, make sense of, and determine a response action for a particular
context-aware application scenario. In doing so the logic component must
have mechanisms for combining brain and situation context. Brain information from ANFIS classification provides the arousal and valence state of the
user while the application presents the situation of the user, which can be
formulated in terms of the application’s performance according to a known
function at time t, and in terms of the application’s current state (such as
whether it is in a potentially significant, or even perhaps dangerous, region
or not).
For example, if the application is a smart vehicle, and the user is about to
perform a passing maneuver, then the current state would be that the vehicle is accelerating (above a set limit, given good conditions) and the issue
would be to determine if the user is in an appropriate state to perform the
maneuver. An approach is needed for a multi-purpose, or extensible, combi112

nation of rules and determination of response. This approach must consider
information sharing between the application and FRIEND logic controllers
whereby the FRIEND logic has native (direct) access to information about:
i) whether an application has registered for services, ii) the user’s current
state levels for arousal and valence, iii) the combination of arousal and valence into emotional states, or zones such as excitement, or distress based
on the affective circumplex mentioned in Chapter 3, iv) basic kinds of response that an application controller could apply, such as alerting the user,
adapting the interface for the user, or assisting the user with significant system actions. Meanwhile, the application has (direct) access to information
about the user situation, such as i) the specific actions that it can perform,
including as a service to the user, ii) the application’s specific design goals
and target (planned) utility functions for determining its performance, iii)
the application’s current state, and current (active) utility function, and iv)
the actions that the application can perform but requires user-context input
in order to do so; i.e., the user-context needs of the application.
In order to perform generalizable decision-making, two approaches are considered, influenced by work on fuzzy multi-criteria analysis, as in [263] (Ch.
12). These involve both multi-attribute decision-making (MADM) and multiobjective decision-making (MODM), with the primary distinction being that
the MADM decides among discrete decision spaces while MODM decides
among continuous decision spaces. Both approaches can be considered in
a soft-computing paradigm, as part of a fuzzy inference system, as seen in
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Figure 4.15.

Figure 4.15: Two approaches for generalizable decision-making, involving multi-attribute (discrete-based) and multi-objective (continuous utilitybased) decision-making within the larger system.
In terms of a fuzzy multi-attribute decision-making (MADM) approach, the
logic manager, under this scenario, requires the application to provide a fuzzy
inference system ruleset identifying the situation-action rules that should be
in effect for a user state. This equates to each application passing in a set
of rules based on the current application’s performance variable (with fuzzy
membership, such as low, medium, or high). Other performance variables
could be used by the application, as long as they are provided to the FRIEND
logic manager as part of the communication process. The available FRIEND
human performance variables (with fuzzy membership, such as low, medium,
or high), and the current application’s final output variable are also a part
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of the ruleset. See Table 4.5 for a look at these variables and corresponding
rule outputs.
Table 4.5: Example properties for using a multi-attribute decision-making
fuzzy inference system for the framework.

This approach requires that the fuzzy inference system be configured at design time by the application designers (or selected from a repository), as a
pre-requisite for registering with the FRIEND service.
In terms of a multi-objective decision-making (MODM) approach, the logic
manager, under this scenario, requires the application to provide the application’s performance variable(s) (as well as a preset utility function for each
variable) and determines a core action based on a general-purpose fuzzy inference system ruleset specifying whether to alert, adapt, or assist the user.
The approach has the assumption that the application’s utility functions
specify the behavior of the performance variable under a neutral core affect
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for the user (i.e., arousal and valence are both at medium levels). Hence, by
monitoring the current value of the performance variable and comparing its
change with the utility function levels, it is possible to determine the severity
of the change, and apply rules for an appropriate response action. This approach aims to monitor the severity of drops in performance variables (versus
the utility function) wherein i) “alert” is indicated by a low negative change
(below utility), ii) “adapt” is indicated by a moderate negative change (below
utility), iii) “assist” is indicated by a severe negative change (below utility),
and also iv) “no action” is indicated by a positive change above utility. This
MODM approach is designed to not require a significant design-time effort
in terms of providing new situation-action rules or a fuzzy inference system,
but rather only the application’s performance variables and acceptable utility functions at the time of registration. The logic here assumes that only
changes in the utility variable are of interest to the application and that there
is no need for the application to have user state knowledge. Table 4.6 shows
an example of an approach combining properties for MODM.
The main criteria for applying this decision-making element, in the context
of the framework, are i) that the approach be multi-purpose or generalizable,
and ii) that the approach can handle the uncertainty element inherent in the
data of a generalizable system.
Both the specific fuzzy inference system approach of multi-attribute decisionmaking and the further generalized approach of multi-objective decisionmaking are considered as fit for the framework.
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Table 4.6: Example properties for using a multi-objective decision-making
fuzzy inference system for the framework.

An implementation of the fuzzy multi-attribute decision-making process involves the following protocol: i) The application registers with FRIEND for
context management services, ii) the FRIEND logic agent requests the application’s ruleset, iii) the application provides the ruleset and continues as normal, iv) the FRIEND logic agent periodically requests the application state
in terms of its specified performance variables, v) the application provides
the current state of its performance variables, vi) the FRIEND logic manager uses the fuzzy inference system to determine the next response action
according to knowledge of the user context, and lastly, vii) the application
makes use of the FRIEND response action messages in order to employ its
actual behaviors.
Similarly, an implementation of the fuzzy multi-objective decision-making
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process involves the following: i) the application registers with FRIEND for
context management services, ii) the FRIEND logic agent requests the application’s utility variables and their functions, iii) the application provides the
utility variables and their functions, iv) the FRIEND logic agent creates a
general fuzzy inference system based on the application’s performance variables and utility functions, v) the FRIEND logic agent periodically requests
the application state in terms of its specified performance variables, vi) the
application provides the current state of its performance variables, vii) the
FRIEND logic manager uses the general FIS approach to determine the next
response action according to the FIS using its knowledge of the user context,
and viii) the application makes use of the FRIEND response action messages
in order to determine its actual behaviors.
The control logic rules and approaches for the context service’s decisionmaking mechanism must be evaluated based on the ability of the approach
to produce an appropriate control decision surface for a given application
that accounts for both the application performance variable and the humanperformance variables associated with the model. The approaches may also
be considered in terms of their generality and the amount of design-time
effort required, as well as the flexibility of the system at run-time.

4.2.4.3

Action Logic for Situation Monitoring

The application rules within the framework for situation monitoring are here
only briefly discussed, as they vary depending on the application. The appli118

cation (within the context of the context service) must effectively determine
the action logic with which it will perform activities as part of the user’s
context-aware interface. The action logic must account for the interaction
with the logic agent controller in terms of registering for the service and making sense of the logic agent’s responses, according to the protocols defined.
For this component the application may implement any appropriate response
logic in order to interact within the system, and this is left out of the scope
of the framework description.
It may be considered that the application makes use of a direct implementation of the FRIEND protocol and process identified for control rules, namely
the registration with the service, providing either a FIS ruleset, or a set of
performance variables and utility functions, and the periodic updating of
these variables with the logic manager agent, and lastly, the final receipt of
response messages and actual response actions.
The application rules are scenario dependent, and may be evaluated based
on how often the actual response action determined by the application takes
into account the user context (from the logic manager agent) and, of course,
whether this contextual information is helpful in improving the application’s
utility.

4.2.4.4

Hybrid Soft-computing and BDI Agent Controller

The logic controller element within the framework provides decision-making
according to the specified approach in the previous sections. Figure 4.16
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provides a view of the communication middleware, showing how application
agents interact with the Logic agent, via the agent middleware. Hence, the
Logic agent provides access to the strategies, beliefs, actions, messages, and
decisions (based on an internal fuzzy inference system). Also shown is the
EEG Manager agent.

Figure 4.16: The context-service, showing main agents and middleware.
The logic controller integrates the control rules specified previously, via the
multi-agent paradigm and the communication protocols identified in the context service use case. The control rules and communication process have been
identified previously, in particular how to merge the user’s contextual information with the application’s performance variables and utility functions.
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Additionally the means of communication through a middleware approach
has been considered and an agent-oriented development for the logic controller is here presented based on the benefits identified in the overview to
the context service in this section.
In developing an agent-oriented controller module for the logic agent there
are numerous implementation paradigms and development frameworks, as
highlighted in [206]. Available development environments in agent literature
include approaches to provide a programming language and development
environment, an agent runtime environment, and communication protocols
management. These include development environments like JADE, JADEX,
AgentFactory, Repast, Agentscape, and Jason, among others, as discussed in
surveys like [119].
The main consideration for selecting an agent approach for the FRIEND
framework is that the approach must i) have a deliberative architecture based
on the belief-desires-intentions paradigm, ii) have an agent development language that incorporates goals, and reasoning plans, iii) have an implementation (in the Python language), fit for incorporation with other parts of
the framework, iv) be able to be combined with the fuzzy inference system
decision-making logic, v) be used with the selected communication protocols,
and vi) be compliant with known agent communication standards, namely
FIPA (described in work like [161]).
A hybrid approach is selected based on the Agentspeak agent language [193],
as incorporated within PROFETA, the Python RObotic Framework for dE121

signing sTrAtegies [62]. This represents a good fit with the framework,
wherein the Agentspeak logic is used to incorporate goals and intentions
related to message passing for the agents and the fuzzy decision-making approach. In particular, PROFETA provides a BDI reasoning engine with the
Agentspeak language constructs and interpreter for plans, events, goals, beliefs, and actions. Its core involves the setting of strategies for agent action
responses, goal setting and achievement, beliefs about current world states,
reactors to changes in belief state and world state, sensors for monitoring variable thresholds, and action task descriptions. The main flow of a PROFETA
agent involves basic setup, a series of interaction events over the lifetime of
the agent, execution of action tasks, and a shutdown procedure. These are
described more thoroughly in [62].
The fuzzy inference system details are incorporated in the Python-based
PyFuzzy framework of [5], which provides a core tool for fuzzy language descriptions, including the creation of a fuzzy system from a given ruleset, and
the calculation of fuzzy outputs from the system. This allows for embedding
fuzzy logic structures within the agent system.
The logic controller may be evaluated based on its ability to meet the identified protocols, combining the fuzzy inference system scenarios, and communicating with the application.
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4.2.4.5

Communication Agent Middleware

The communication middleware within the framework provides an approach
to bridge the FRIEND logic agent to other application controllers to provide brain context management services. The communication agent must
integrate the multi-agent paradigm along with the communication protocols
identified in the context service use case. Additionally, it must provide the
middleware frameworks for handling messages, registering and de-registering
agents as services. It must provide decentralization of connected components, and the overhead for agent systems. This component is essential for
the context service, as it provides the base layer wherein agents within the
system employ pre-requisite application programming interfaces.
Agent frameworks are well investigated in the literature, with multiple proposed environments and tools available, as surveyed in [119]. Agent development environments which fit the FRIEND context service are considered, and
in particular, a best fit platform would provide i) a communication channel,
ii) a means of embedding new agents into the system, iii) a server platform,
iv) an extensible communication protocol, and v) an agent programming interface. The communication channel allows for message passing in a standard
middleware which is not tightly coupled to particular environments, and allows for dynamic interfacing between agents as well as inspecting agent communications. The embedding of new custom user agents into the system,
and the use of a protocol for agent configuration allows the system to be decentralized and adaptive to multiple users and application controller agents.
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A server platform for the middleware allows for decentralization of agents,
using a registration and de-registration process for services. The extensible communication protocol allows for having a standardized communication
format for all messages, which adds to the future extensibility of the system,
ensuring a common protocol. Lastly, an agent library that is Python-based
in order to have ready integration with the existing FRIEND core components is essential, along with the agent model of communication, according
to the paradigm.
The SPADE (Smart Python Agent Development Environment) is a good
fit for the FRIEND communication middleware, and has been selected for
the framework implementation. The framework is described in [79], and is
FIPA compliant and provides an agent communication channel, an agent
management system, a directory facilitator, and a FIPA agent communication language. It also provides a communication middleware that is based
on instant messaging technology, namely XMPP (Extensible Messaging and
Presence Protocol) and Jabber, an open, asynchronous, decentralized, secure,
extensible, and flexible messaging system [79]. Additionally, the SPADE internal agent platform consists of a communication channel, allowing new
customized agents, and is server based, having an extensible communication protocol. The Python-based agent model allows agents to connect to
the platform and dispatch messages via a message dispatcher. Agent action behaviors within the SPADE middleware model have predefined types,
defined as cyclic, periodic, one-shot, time-out, finite state machine based,
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and event-driven behaviors. Additionally SPADE behaviors are based on
a message-passing template, wherein each Agent has a unique ID that is
used to pass messages when logged into the middleware environment. This
SPADE approach is selected to integrate with the multi-agent tools selected
for the logic and application controllers.
Hence, the general implementation of the SPADE-based communication middleware involves a set procedure that can integrate with PROFETA agents
(which contain PyFuzzy fuzzy inference systems and behavioral strategies).
More specifically, for the communication middleware, PROFETA agents provide a BDI reasoning engine and an Agentspeak language implementation.
It adds core strategies, goals, beliefs, reactors, sensors, actions, and strategies for setup, interaction, execution, and shutdown. The PyFuzzy element
is embedded within the SPADE agent, providing the creation of the fuzzy
system and the calculation of fuzzy decision outputs, also using the setup,
interaction, execution, and shutdown processes.
Within the SPADE system, the initialization and message protocols are defined, according to message templates and message behaviors. Three kinds
of message are within the system, namely, EEG messages (from the EEG
Agent to the Logic Agent), Logic messages (from the Logic Agent to the
Application), and Application messages (from the Application Agent to the
Logic Agent). On receipt of a message, each agent is able to update and
perform relevant actions. Each agent starts up via the SPADE communication middleware and the Logic Agent executes the PROFETA and PyFuzzy
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agent reasoners.
Hence, the communication framework bridges each agent, and also provides
an agent management service, resource directory, and other administrative
interfaces, via SPADE. The communication environment for FRIEND may be
evaluated based on the integration of agent frameworks, and the effectiveness
of their communication protocols.

4.2.4.6

Application Agent Controller(s)

The application controllers within the framework are considered according
to the scenarios selected for monitoring and filtering. The application agents
must integrate the multi-agent paradigm along with the communication protocols identified in the context service use case, for the specific application
scenarios selected. The precise determination of plans and response actions
will vary for each application, ranging from a simplistic application to a complex one. These correspond roughly to the two scenarios for which the logic
manager can provide decision-making, namely the MADM (fuzzy inference
system specification), and the MODM (utility-specification fuzzy inference
system) approaches. An application which uses the FIS specification will provide the set of outputs required from FRIEND beforehand, at design time,
and hence will be able to provide the specific actions for each output of the
fuzzy inference system. An application which uses the utility-specification
will provide the set utility variables and their functions to the logic manager, but will need to provide the specific response actions for the three
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Logic Manager responses (alert, adapt, or assist), and possibly the default
(no action).
It remains outside the scope of the work to define the specific decisions of
a developer to determine the kind of application controller to implement.
Also, it must be mentioned that applications for the framework need not
be of the same class of agent as the Logic manager, although it must make
use of the communication channel and the protocols for interaction with the
multi-agent system. This leads to three alternatives, primarily. The first is
that the SPADE agent environment may be used directly for the application
controller, handling the application’s interaction with the Logic agent, and
its own internal response actions. The second is that deliberative Agentspeak
architecture may also be considered, providing an added layer of BDI agency
constructs for the application, where it is determined that an agent-oriented
approach is effective. The third is that other imperative languages and techniques may be considered; however, these too must make use of the agent
communication middleware, which has wrappers for different agent language
instantiations and message passing protocols. For the purposes of the current framework development the approach for application control remains
agent-oriented, fitting with the selected communication middleware.
The SPADE agent approach is the target environment for application agent
controllers, which must interact with the logic and communication agents,
and also provide changes to the user interface appropriately. These controllers are considered according to the application scenarios selected for
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context-aware applications. Each consists of a SPADE agent, having message passing logic, and application specific behaviors that account for one of
the two decision-making scenarios mentioned (either MADM based FIS or
MODM based utility specification FIS). The application controller module
may be evaluated according to its ability to provide communication to and
from the FRIEND logic and communication agents, providing the appropriate performance variable information, and making use of the FRIEND action
determinations.

4.2.5

Context-aware Applications

The final component of the framework involves the development of contextaware applications with the tools available, for particular framework scenarios, as identified, along with relevant user interfaces that would be made
context-aware.

4.2.5.1

Scenario-specific Interfaces

The FRIEND framework enables a context-aware application to make adaptations that account for user cognitive contexts combined with the application situation and user interfaces. This is to highlight the multi-purpose
aspect of the framework, and to provide an exploration of the generalizability of the approach. Hence, several scenarios are considered, such as passive
monitoring of virtual reality (VR) scenes, and noise-filtering based on a cognitive model.
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For the first scenario, custom user interfaces for FRIEND scenarios are considered for the passive monitoring use case, and represent a simple affect
assessment system. As such the kind of application controller required needs
only to log the alerts from the FRIEND system, for instance for offline viewing of changes in user states.
Passive monitoring interfaces can be in multiple formats, and there is significant flexibility in how to make use of these, such as for tracking user
state while watching video clips, or audio media, or software-application specific interfaces that need passive monitoring, or for engagement devices, such
as virtual reality devices, or video game consoles. The selected approach
for passive monitoring must be audio-visual, similar to considering training
datasets (such as DEAP) selected for the arousal-valence model, to ensure
interpretability is maintained.
Virtual reality (described in the next chapter) provides a controlled user environment for monitoring, as it allows for control of the user’s visual field
during elicitation of states, and also allows for presenting users with multiple
different immersive scenarios, which may evoke varied responses. Additionally, the interaction with the context service is considered to be at the lowest
level, effectively unknown to the user, as is expected for passive monitoring.
These interfaces provide proof of concept for the ability of the framework to
log user brain context assessments (which could be applied to other purposes
in a more complex scenario); however, it may be evaluated primarily according to how well the system is able to track user emotional experiences during
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VR gameplay. In particular, the compelling nature of the VR medium as
an interface is a consideration, along with the unobtrusiveness of the system
when doing its assessment. An offline assessment of the user can also be
considered for passive monitoring, as an early phase of the approach.
For the second context-aware application scenario, the adaptive filtering of a
user interface based on the user and situation context information is considered. This requires more on the part of the application controller in terms
of its need for applying the FRIEND determinations appropriately, in a way
that presents different adapted views of information to a user via a specific
interface. The approaches to logic determination may be considered in this
case, namely the application specific MADM fuzzy inference system specification, or the MODM utility-based specification.
Selecting an interface for noise filtering includes the selection and design of a
graphical user interface, and the application model for noise filtering, which
is dependent on the choice of either an FIS or utility specification.
The contextual control model (COCOM) of [95, 73], is considered to provide a determination of the levels of filtering which can be assessed by the
FRIEND logic manager on behalf of the application controller, based on the
user’s arousal-valence states. The main implementation details pertaining to
both of these scenarios will be considered in the following chapter on experiments. However, in general, for the noise-filtering scenario, this involves an
interface design (and a filtering mechanism). For COCOM this will involve
the specification of a fuzzy inference ruleset to account for the arousal-valence
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possibilities, or an equivalent utility function. This adaptive noise-filtering
scenario and interface may be evaluated as a context-aware scenario according to its ability to provide a contextually relevant filtering level for a user.

4.3

Chapter Summary

The FRIEND use case and implementation framework has been presented in
detail, towards instantiating the architecture in Chapter 3, including a focus
on application scenarios. The overall notions of distributed A.I. for shared
sense-making has been a core theme, along with the hybrid uses of approaches
from soft-computing and agent-oriented software engineering towards a flexible, context-aware application environment. Each component and module
of the architecture has been described, along with relevant alternatives, selection criteria, and implementation details. These are also briefly discussed
in terms of potential evaluation perspectives. The implemented framework
may be considered according to the use of the full architecture, along with its
effectiveness in the selected scenarios. The following chapter will investigate
the application uses of the framework in each scenario identified.
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Chapter 5
FRIEND Applications
“There is a difference between knowing the path and walking the
path.” – Morpheus, The Matrix [243]

5.1

Overview

The FRIEND architecture and framework, as presented in the previous chapters, have been used to develop an application, showing the specific usefulness of the methodology for developing a multi-purpose agent system. This
chapter provides a description of this development process, presenting the
functional design of a brain-monitoring context service, and the design of
its multi-agent and psycho-physiological monitoring components. The final
working system is then discussed, according to a representative application
scenario, which incorporates the facets of passive monitoring, filtering, and
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response adaptations. The main outputs of the system are presented and
discussed. Lastly, these are considered in terms of potential improvements
to the approach.

5.1.1

Application Scope

The objective of this work is to show a multi-purpose approach to brainmonitoring that applies a hybrid agent-oriented and soft-computing framework to the problem of brain-context management for adaptive systems. As
brain context acquisition is already shown in the literature (see Chapter 2),
this work looks ahead to the less-studied multi-purpose application of the
technology. In doing so it distinguishes between context acquisition and context management. While the research does incorporate techniques to obtain
adequate representations of brain context, it does not aim to examine the
context acquisition mechanism in depth. This is a matter of scoping, as the
fine-tuning required for obtaining optimum classifications for a given brain
model is a significant, but separate, research target with a growing number of studies, as mentioned. Hence this chapter assumes that contextual
sources currently obtained and used by the system are modules that will be
iteratively improved by further brain-context acquisition research.
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5.2

Context Management System

The use of the FRIEND approach in developing a context management system based on EEG context is shown below in Figure 5.1 and discussed in the
following sections. This system design leverages the implementation framework of Chapter 4 to produce a multi-purpose practical system, involving a
user and interacting components based on EEG Sources, EEG handlers, an
Agent Service, and an Application.

Figure 5.1: The context service system overview, applying the FRIEND implementation framework.
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EEG sources are either live from the EEG headset of an existing user, or
stored previously, as EEG recordings. EEG handlers provide the online
or offline manipulation of EEG raw data, including core aspects of braincomputer interface processing. The agent service is a multi-agent approach
consisting of three FRIEND agents and an interaction protocol to provide
multiple applications, as external agents, with access to user brain context
information on demand, thereby allowing the FRIEND agents to specialize
in the logic for situational assessment of states, as described.
This agent service is based on the SPADE framework identified, and hence
is inherently scalable and distributed for network-based communication. An
EEG agent provides the expertise on the user’s current states of arousal and
valence, using learned classifications (which are kept abstracted from external applications). A logic agent provides access to the decision-making logic
for determining context based on parameters such as user state, application
state, and expert-based decision logic deduced from an internal fuzzy inference engine. A selection of fuzzy inference system (FIS) rulesets provides
an extensible library of possible decision-making strategies for use by the
logic agent, for a given application, wherein each application registered to
the service may indicate which ruleset to apply. The communication agent
provides handling of message passing protocols between the logic agent and
application agents making use of the service.
Lastly, each application agent contains detailed application-specific logic for
determining interface adaptations and, in this instantiation, involves pushing
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current state adaptations to the specific interfaces via a shared file subsystem
dedicated to the adaptive interface front-end.
The interaction between these components involves a sequence of behaviors,
as in Figure 5.2, where the core involves the following task structure:

Figure 5.2: The context service sequence diagram, showing the main interaction path within the framework.
First, ServiceMain provides the main setup of the SPADE server and registers
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the agents in steps 1, 2, 4, and 5, as operators on the SPADE framework
(additionally it registers each App Agent being used in the scenario). The
startup process allows the Logic Agent, in step 3, to create instantiations of its
internal PyFuzzy system libraries for later decision-making. The EEG Agent
startup process starts timers for its internal EEG Handler, which fetches new
EEG epochs from its source (whether online or offline) during each timer
event, and also makes use of its internal pre-processing wavelet transform,
and pre-trained PyANFIS classifiers for arousal and valence (steps 8, 10, 12).
Following startup, each application agent is registered with the FRIEND
service via the Comm Agent (step 11). When context is needed, applications
(App Agents) send requests for services to the Logic Agent, via the Comm
Agent, and may specify details pertaining to an internal FIS, such as MODM
(step 13, 14). Upon receipt of a request for service, the Logic Agent obtains
the current states of arousal and valence from the EEG Agent and makes
decisions using its internal FIS before returning this decision information to
the requesting application (steps 15, 16, 17, 17.1, 18), via the Comm Agent.
The Application, according to its custom logic, uses the decision information
to determine response actions, which are then pushed to the user’s adaptive
Interface which enacts the response (steps 19, 20, 21).
These core protocols allow the hybrid multi-agent system, along with its internal psycho-physiological monitor system to monitor and respond to braincontext changes on behalf of multiple applications. The following sections
explore these aspects further.
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5.2.1

Hybrid Multi-Agent System

The agent system in the previous section leverages the design detail in Tables 5.1 and 5.2, highlighting the main definition of each agent, its overall
goal, percepts, actions, and messages sent or received. These, along with the
sequence diagram outlined previously, have set the main agent system design
foundations. It is noted, as in Chapter 4, that the Logic agent is a deliberative beliefs-desires-intentions based agent, applying PROFETA’s Agentspeak
instantiation, while the other agents are reactive, SPADE-based agents performing behavioral event based actions, such as timed-behaviors, incoming
message behaviors, and outgoing message behaviors. The advantages and
selection rationale for deliberative agents is as discussed previously.
The details regarding the Logic Agent are as seen in Table 5.3, wherein the
BDI aspects involve the PROFETA methodology, having goals, strategies,
beliefs, actions, and sensors. Additionally this agent accesses fuzzy inference
logic via PyFuzzy. Other aspects of the multi-agent system are related to
SPADE messages and behaviors, as shown in Table 5.4.
While the Logic Agent is built on top of SPADE, for message passing, it
executes the PROFETA Agentspeak and BDI engine, where it has the main
goals of managing user context, and managing application context. These
lead to the general strategies of managing user context and application context, through actions involving requesting user state or application state, determining response actions, and publishing these response actions. Additionally, the agent provides two kinds of message sensors, wherein it constantly
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Table 5.1: The multi-agent system design overview, defining the main agent
features of goals, percepts, and actions.
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Table 5.2: The multi-agent system design overview, defining the main agent
features, of messages sent and received.
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Table 5.3: The hybrid agent system design for BDI agency and fuzzy inferencing in the Logic Agent.
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Table 5.4: The multi-agent system design highlighting the SPADE behaviors
and communications for each agent.
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listens for and reacts to incoming EEG messages, from the EEG Agent, and
incoming COMM messages, from the Comm Agent. These strategies are of
the form shown in the PROFETA-based Agentspeak excerpt below, where
‘+’ indicates the addition of a belief to the agent’s belief-base, while ‘context’
indicates the current system goal, and ‘>>’ indicates the actions to satisfy
the goal, given a particular belief:
def strategy(self):
self.start_agent() >> [ set_context("cmanage_user_context") ]
context("cmanage_user_context")
+self.manage_user_context() >> [self.request_user_state(),
set_context("cmanage_application_context")]

+self.user_online() >> [self.manage_user_context()]
+self.new_target_state() >> [self.manage_user_context()]
+self.user_state_received() >> [self.determine_response_action()]
+self.target_over_threshold() >> [self.determine_response_action(),
self.publish_response_action()]
+self.target_under_threshold() >> [self.determine_response_action(),
self.publish_response_action()]
+self.new_threshold() >> [self.determine_response_action()]
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context("cmanage_application_context")
+self.manage_application_context() >> [self.request_application_state(),
self.determine_response_action(),
self.publish_response_action()]

+self.application_online() >> [self.manage_application_context()]
+self.application_state_received() >> [self.request_user_state(),
self.determine_response_action()]
+self.total_situation_changed() >> [self.request_application_state()]
+self.new_application() >> [+self.application_online()]

This outlines the primary behaviors of the Logic Agent, which aims to achieve
its goals, in communication with its Comm and EEG agents, on behalf of
registered application agents. Each action specifies the core functional logic
employed when the action is initiated. The remaining agents, based on the
SPADE platform exclusively, leverage only the use of the message handling
framework, and the reactive behaviors for receiving a message, in addition
to periodic behaviors, such as requesting the user’s state periodically, or
updating the EEG (in the case of the EEG Agent).
The above subsection has provided a discussion of one aspect of the internal
agent logic; the following subsection delves into the hybrid agent decision
logic in more detail.
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5.2.1.1

Fuzzy Decision Logic (MADM, MODM)

While the multi-agent approach provides decentralization, and management
of the interactions between the FRIEND agent service and its subscriber applications, the core of the decisions, the expert knowledge aspect, is provided
by the hybrid fuzzy inference system (with potential for being updated by
future experts). In the context service, both multi-attribute decision-making
(MADM) and multi-objective decision-making (MODM) FIS designs are considered. The MADM based FIS is conceptualized and parameterized for a
noise filter, while the MODM approach targets a general response situation
based on the notion of application performance variation.
For MADM, the core scenario involves considering Time-to-Event and system
responses, filtering based on the known levels of the contextual control model
(COCOM) of [95], as in Figure 5.3. This adapts previous work in [156];
determining whether to apply scrambled, opportunistic, tactical, or strategic
level filtering. This COCOM approach is here applied to the arousal-valence
circumplex model using the grid structure in Figure 5.4, similar to the one
used in [143], to guide the development of the fuzzy inference logic.
Using the COCOM approach, a person is considered to be in one of four
dynamic states, with ranges based on the amount of time remaining to make
a decision. These states are supported in human supervisory control literature such as [224, 215] and are often described as follows. Persons with a
sufficiently high amount of time remaining are considered to be in a strategic operation state, wherein they may be more goal-directed and focused on
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Figure 5.3: The contextual control model, of [95, 73], can be applied to an
adaptive system as in [156], thus providing a method for use in this research.
long-term preparations for an event. Persons with a medium-high amount of
time remaining are considered to be in a tactical operation mode, wherein
they are able to focus on procedural responses and policies. Persons with
a medium-low amount of time remaining are considered to be in an opportunistic operational state, wherein they are known to experience excitement
and frustration while prioritizing responses, and performing trial-and-error
approaches. Lastly, a person with a low time remaining is considered to be
in a scrambled operational state, wherein they experience excitement, frustration, stress, pressure, and panic, leading to often random and irrational
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Figure 5.4: Applying the arousal-valence model to COCOM states using a
grid format, as in [143], to delineate zones where a player may be in each
state.
responses. Hence, the COCOM filter states and system decision states provide a time-based filter for applications, and may make use of performance
measures in developing rulesets and decision surfaces, as described in this
chapter. These filtering decisions may either be applied directly to an interface, or at specific intervention points, based on cases such as alert level,
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adaptation level, or assistance level; ascertained from performance measures
of the application. The logic of the noise filter is considered according to the
COCOM description previously described. Figure 5.5 shows this COCOM
approach when conceptualized for virtual reality game trials (which are outlined in the next sections) and used as custom scenarios for data collection
and developing FIS rulesets.

Figure 5.5: The COCOM approach, applied to virtual reality trials for filter
levels, highlighting time remaining and the intensity of experiences.
When developing the FIS rulesets, arousal and valence are considered as
either low, medium, or high, along with the trial intensity, while the time
remaining in each trial is considered as either short, medium, or long. These
fuzzy sets, shown in Figure 5.6, are set using subjective expert knowledge,
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and allow for using the resulting ruleset to produce the fuzzy expert system.
The resulting decision surfaces for the COCOM-based FIS are dependent on
time remaining, and to a lesser extent on the trial intensity, as shown in
Figures 5.7 and 5.8.
The MADM ruleset, based on trial intensities (low, medium, or high) and
time remaining (short, medium, and long), results in 81 rules, of the form
shown below:
RULE 1: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal
IS high AND valence IS high THEN cocom_state IS scrambled;
RULE 2: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal
IS high AND valence IS medium THEN cocom_state IS scrambled;
RULE 3: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal
IS high AND valence IS low THEN cocom_state IS scrambled;

RULE 4: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal
IS medium AND valence IS high THEN cocom_state IS opportunistic;
RULE 5: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal
IS medium AND valence IS medium THEN cocom_state IS opportunistic;
RULE 6: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal
IS medium AND valence IS low THEN cocom_state IS opportunistic;
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RULE 7: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal
IS low AND valence IS high THEN cocom_state IS tactical;
RULE 8: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal
IS low AND valence IS medium THEN cocom_state IS tactical;
RULE 9: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal
IS low AND valence IS low THEN cocom_state IS tactical;

This specifies fuzzy spaces for each combination, such as Low Intensity and
Short Time, through to High Intensity and Long Time, producing the fuzzy
decision surfaces presented in this section for MADM.
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Figure 5.6: Membership functions for the MADM based COCOM filter, involving time remaining, trial
intensity, and also arousal and valence.

Figure 5.7: COCOM filter decision surfaces resulting from the system’s
MADM fuzzy inference engine. These present the expert system specification of effects of arousal, valence, and time-remaining on COCOM state,
given low and medium trial intensity.
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Figure 5.8: COCOM filter decision surfaces resulting from the system’s
MADM fuzzy inference engine. These present the expert system specification of effects of arousal, valence, and time-remaining on COCOM state,
given high trial intensity.
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For the MODM based decision controller, arousal and valence are considered
as either low, medium, or high, along with the system’s current performance
level, as determined by the application, and the computed change in performance at a given time. The memberships for these factors are shown in
Figure 5.9.
In terms of performance variation, Figure 5.10 shows a causal loop diagram
developed for presenting the interrelationships between core concepts and
variables within the filter (see [154] for more on causal loop diagrams for
human-factor representations), providing one possible representation of application performance, based loosely on the user’s current states. This centers
on how variables, such as valence and arousal, can positively impact alertness, and how alertness, in turn, can positively impact performance. The
figure also shows how load and alertness are related (conceptually), wherein
increases in load have the effect of decreasing alertness. However, increases
in alertness may lead to increased load as well. Also, the impact of time on
trial intensity is depicted, and how the intensity of the trial may increase load
as well. This relationship between variables is used to construct a measure
of performance, for use in the MODM-based FIS.
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Figure 5.9: Membership functions for arousal, valence, and performance factors used for MODM fuzzy
decision-making.

Figure 5.10: The performance measure considered as part of the MADM and
MODM logic, and its interrelationships with key variables as a causal loop
diagram; ‘+’ and ‘-’ indicate positive and negative impacts.
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The MODM based ruleset is based on neutral core affect, and uses the performance variable from the application (in this case a ratio of known

Alertness
),
Load

as a means of assessing the impact of changes in the performance variable
over time and converting these into one of four actions, either alert, adapt,
assist, or no action. It results in 108 rules, for measuring good performance,
given the arousal and valence level, as well as acceptable and poor performance. The ruleset that delineates the decision surface presented for this
system is of the form shown in the excerpt below:

RULE 100: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND
arousal IS high AND valence IS high THEN decision_state IS alert;
RULE 101: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND
arousal IS high AND valence IS medium THEN decision_state IS alert;
RULE 102: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND
arousal IS high AND valence IS low THEN decision_state IS alert;

RULE 103: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND
arousal IS medium AND valence IS high THEN decision_state IS adapt;
RULE 104: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND
arousal IS medium AND valence IS medium THEN decision_state IS adapt;
RULE 105: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND
arousal IS medium AND valence IS low THEN decision_state IS adapt;
RULE 106: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND
arousal IS low AND valence IS high THEN decision_state IS adapt;
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RULE 107: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND
arousal IS low AND valence IS medium THEN decision_state IS assist;
RULE 108: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND
arousal IS low AND valence IS low THEN decision_state IS assist;

The resulting decision surfaces for the controller are shown in figure 5.11,
presenting the merger of these variables on the system’s determination of
alert, adaptation, or assistance.
Together these MADM and MODM approaches provide a foundation library
of expert-based decision-making logic for applying emotional state data, for
a variety of potential applications, in a format that is extensible. The details
pertaining to each full ruleset are highlighted in the Appendix. The next
subsection presents the details regarding the acquisition of real-time custom
training data, in lieu of discussing the psycho-physiological monitor.
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Figure 5.11: Decision surfaces resulting from the MODM FIS for applying
alert, adaptation, or assistance based on arousal, valence, and performance
variation. These show the expert system specification of these factors and
their resulting impact on response decision state.
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5.2.2

Recording EEG Training Data with Virtual Reality

In developing the FRIEND application, a custom EEG training dataset has
been acquired, leveraging the advances in virtual reality (VR) headsets to
present users with immersive scenarios while recording EEG’s. Virtual reality
provides a platform for immersing users in situations and experiences that
would be similar to an actual application scenario, and hence should have
relative levels of cognitive states such as arousal, valence, alertness, and
cognitive load. To passively monitor these states the system presents users
with a range of VR experiences, from low interaction to high interaction, as
these different perspectives represent three distinct user situations.
Hence VR recording is aimed at the use of immersion and presence to elicit
EEG states both for a passive monitoring application, as well as for acquiring
further training data. It provides an acquisition of labelled training data
for classification uses and testing the error accuracy of the selected ANFIS
classification approach along with the EEG signal processing toolchain, for
the arousal and valence measures, in particular. Lastly, it also serves to
demonstrate a suitable use of virtual reality in the elicitation of cognitive
user states. This is as opposed to the use of only audio-visual movie clips, as
found in the DEAP dataset.
In terms of the virtual reality domain, as it relates to brain computer interfaces, it has been presented in studies, such as [140, 125, 68], particularly
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for active BCI control, as opposed to passive monitoring. These make use
of EEG under VR situations as a test domain that also minimizes hardware
development. In this work the passive monitoring approach also benefits
from VR technology, by controlling the user experience, as opposed to simply monitoring users while watching visual or audio inputs (such as in the
DEAP study [115]).
The implementation for the recording involves the following technologies: i)
a virtual reality headset capable of immersive experiences, ii) a light-weight,
and wireless EEG headset capable of providing EEG data for the arousalvalence measures, as described in Chapter 4, and iii) a graphically capable
computer to enable fluid rendering of VR scenarios and EEG classification.
The recording setup is seen in the Figure 5.12.
For the VR headset, the Oculus Rift Development Kit 2 (DK2) [3] provides
an immersive visualization environment for players that has reduced the costs
of virtual reality, while advancing its designs and best practices [255, 201].
This device provides an immersive experience based on the properties of lowlatency headtracking, a high field-of-view with stereoscopy (depth of field),
and a high-end display. Additionally, the headset provides camera-based
positional tracking, allowing the player to move the torso within a specified
region from the camera. These all translate into a comfortable VR experience
while avoiding most causes of simulator-sickness that can impact users during
VR gameplay.
For the EEG recording headset, the Emotiv EPOC [1] provides wireless EEG,
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Figure 5.12: The hardware setup for passive monitoring of participants during immersive virtual reality gameplay.
and does not impact the VR display positioning, or vice-versa, which is
an essential criterion. For the computer hardware, a portable system is
used, namely a gaming laptop with (circa) 2013 hardware specifications. The
VR scenarios used to elicit user states are selected from available VR game
sources and demos, based on their level of user interaction. Off-the-shelf
scenarios are used, as the development of content is outside the scope of the
project. The only requirements for selection were that experiences meet a
particular level of interaction, and that all participants are presented with
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the same scenarios. Experiences were subjectively selected based on low,
medium, and high interaction levels.
In the low interaction VR scenario, the player is engaged as a passenger on
a tour of a solar system, representing a passive experience, with no specific
goal. The player operates a single hand control, and a single button on the
controller to advance the scene. Also, the player uses head turns for viewing
the scene. In the medium interaction VR scenario, the player is engaged as
a pilot in a VR scene. This represents an active experience where the goal
is to take-off and land a virtual spaceship successfully. The player operates
two hand controls using a ‘hands-on-throttle and stick’ (HOTAS) controller.
The player uses head turns for viewing the scene. In the high interaction
VR scenario, the player is engaged in an open-world platforming experience
involving movements such as jumping across platforms, and swinging. This
represents an active experience where the goal is to reach the end of a short,
but challenging, level. The player operates four hand controls simultaneously, namely the four buttons on the gamepad controller along with two
standard navigation analog-thumbstick controls. The player uses head turns
for actively changing direction.
The use of three interaction levels for the experiment allows for acquisition
of a wide range of data for training and analysis of the classifier, as players
are expected to have different levels of arousal and valence in each different
scenario, varying with the levels of activity. Subjective questions for participants were recorded verbally by the conductor of the recording session, and
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were based on the core cognitive and emotional measures for use in the scenario, namely arousal and valence (alertness and load are further metrics).
These measures were based on a linear scale from 1 to 9, where 1 is lowest
and 9 is highest in intensity, in order to maintain comparable labels with
the DEAP dataset and study, mentioned in Chapter 4. The format for these
questions for participants, and their descriptions used in the recording, are
as follows:
1. How ready are you to act right now (from 1-9)? This question is a
measure of Arousal, which is a state of activation, or being energized.
A high state of arousal is when one is excited (i.e., just won the lottery).
A low state of arousal is when one is relaxed (i.e., just about to sleep).
2. How appealing is the scene to you right now (from 1-9)? This question
is a measure of Valence, which is the amount of pleasure or displeasure
one experiences from an event, object, or situation. A high state of
valence is when one experiences happiness, joy, or ecstacy (i.e., during
a comedy). A low state of valence is when one experiences sadness,
agony, or distress (i.e., during a tragedy).
3. How much attention are you paying to the scene right now (from 1-9)?
This question is a measure of Alertness, which is the state of active
sustained attention. A high state of alertness is when one is actively
monitoring a situation (i.e., catching a tossed object). A low state of
alertness is when one is passively aware of a situation or have divided
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attention (i.e., being drowsy in class).
4. How much mental effort are you using right now (from 1-9)? This
question is a measure of Load, which is the amount of mental effort
while performing a given task. A high state of load is when one is
performing demanding tasks (i.e., driving a car through a busy intersection). A low state of load is when one is performing tasks that are
not demanding (i.e., as the passenger in a car).
The length of the VR-EEG recording session was approximately 90 minutes,
consisting of setup time and three 15 minute recording trials, with 5 minute
rest breaks between each. The experiment procedure involved a briefing, an
EEG setup, VR setup, and the three VR trials, each followed by feedback
questions, in addition to the questions during each trial.
The briefing involved an overview of the procedure and definitions of key
measures of interest for self-reporting of mental states. In particular the
questions above were reviewed along with the example situations, highlighting what a high and low level of each measure would entail. Participants
were asked to confirm their subjective understanding of these measures.
The EEG setup involved seating the participant and attaching the wireless
neuro-headset, followed by a short sensor conductivity test (monitoring the
sensor levels via the headset’s software, and subjective monitoring of incoming EEG signals for the presence of noise artifacts from eyeblinks, and jaw
muscle clenches) to confirm that signal recordings are useful (as in [70]). The
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EEG recording was then started along with a synchronized experiment timer.
The VR setup involved placing the headset on the participant (while minimizing the amount of movement of the EEG headset or re-adjusting its
position if moved) and starting up the trial content.
The participant was then provided a standard game controller and asked
to advance through each 15 minute VR trial, wherein before, during (i.e.,
every two minutes), and after the gameplay the investigator requested the
participant’s subjective levels of each measure (on a scale from 1-9). Participants were given a five-minute break following each trial, during which the
investigator obtained other verbal feedback about their experience.
For the demographics of the recording sessions, 22 volunteers participated,
mainly from the University of New Brunswick population. Criteria for participation were that participants were over 18 years of age and were not prone
to motion sickness or negative effects when playing first person 3D video
games.
Using this recorded data, EEG analysis and classification within the FRIEND
framework has been considered, with focus on an offline assessment and use
of the data rather than a second set of real-time experiments. These are
discussed in the following subsection, with the use of a real-time instantiation
(applying the trained classifications) considered as an avenue for future work.
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5.2.3

Psycho-physiological Monitor

This subsection details the design decisions related to the development of the
EEG psycho-physiological monitoring component of the system, and involves
an offline approach to using the VR-EEG data collected. Hence the EEG
Handler element of the system emulates realtime activity based on appropriate fetching of data epochs per second. This enables the system to be
reusable for testing purposes. This offline EEG process is shown in Figure
5.13 below, and is further highlighted in Figure 5.14, with specific parameters, as identified in Chapter 4. The setup process involves the generation of
training and testing raw data and training labels, before the subsequent steps
of noise removal, wavelet transforms, feature calculation, and the generation
of feature training and testing sets that are used for ANFIS training.
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Figure 5.13: The BCI process and the parameters used in deducing state information from EEG raw data. The optional noise removal step is included to
highlight where further approaches could be used, in addition to the discrete
wavelet transform (DWT).
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Figure 5.14: The process and the parameters used in deducing state information from EEG raw data.

The details regarding this process involves data acquisition settings and classifier training and testing settings. Data acquisition makes use of the Emotiv
EPOC hardware. Subject EEG recording was done with a sampling frequency of 128Hz, and epoch sizes are approximately 15000 points of data
per 1 second epoch. A high pass filter with a minimum frequency of 0.16Hz
is applied, using a Butterworth 5th order filter setting. A discrete wavelet
transform (DWT) is then conducted using the Daubechies 4 (db4) wavelet
family of filters, to a depth of 5 to produce the required frequency bands
per channel. Figure 5.15 shows this DWT for a single channel, while Figures
5.16, 5.17, and 5.18 show the resulting power spectra and ranges for each
frequency level. Amplitudes are also hard-thresholded at a limiting max and
min value to provide a further measure for noise removal. Bandpower is
computed using the average of squared amplitudes for each band obtained
from the DWT, and are used in the feature equations for both Arousal (two
features) and Valence (two features), as discussed in Chapter 4, and are
represented in the feature Equations 5.1 and 5.2, for Arousal;

ArousalF rontal =

F 3β
F 4β
1
∗(
+
)
2
F 3α F 4α

(5.1)

P 7β + P 8β
2

(5.2)

ArousalP arietal =

wherein α and β represent bandpower frequencies, for particular channels at
the Pre-Frontal, Frontal, or Parietal regions. Likewise, formulas for Valence
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are as seen in Equations 5.3 and 5.4 below.

V alenceP ref rontal =

V alenceF rontal =
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AF 4α AF 3α
−
AF 4β
AF 3β

(5.3)

F 4α F 3α
−
F 4β
F 3β

(5.4)
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Figure 5.15: DWT when applied to a single channel (reconstructed detail frequencies on right-hand side).

Figure 5.16: Frequencies and power spectral densities after discrete wavelet
transform, applied to a single channel (boxes highlight frequency range).
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Figure 5.17: Frequencies and power spectral densities after discrete wavelet
transform, applied to a single channel (boxes highlight frequency range).
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Figure 5.18: Frequencies and power spectral densities after discrete wavelet
transform, applied to a single channel (boxes highlight frequency range).
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Finally, classification using ANFIS is conducted, using a 2-input, 3-membership
function setup, for both arousal and valence, resulting in two trained ANFIS
classifiers. The classifier training results for either is as presented in Figures
5.19 and 5.20. For a comparative validation, similar results were obtained
using a feedforward artificial neural network with 2-input, 3-hidden layers, 1
output parameters, shown in the Appendix.

Figure 5.19: ANFIS training and testing for arousal, using VR EEG data.
The training results are represented using the root mean squared error (RMSE)
metric, of [102], in Equation 5.5 below,
v
u
N
u1 X
RM SE = t ∗
(Ti − Oi )2
N i=1

(5.5)

where N represents the total number of training data entries, i represents
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Figure 5.20: ANFIS training and testing for valence, using VR EEG data.
the current data epoch, Ti refers to the target value from the training data,
and Oi represents the output value from the classifier.
The objective of the classifier training and testing in this case is towards a
functional classifier based on the input VR-EEG data, for both arousal and
valence, as opposed to an optimized classifier. The training levels currently
achieved are not optimized, hence, the classification accuracies may be improved with further adjustments to the parameters, as well as the feature
equations used as input to the classifier. See the appendix for more on the
classifier training, and the parameters of stepsize and its increase and decrease levels, which have been set subjectively. The training algorithm has
been described in Chapter 4.
The following section applies the designs of both the multi-agent system and
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the psycho-physiological monitor to an experimental application scenario to
show the core uses of the FRIEND service.

5.3

Experimental Applications

The primary use-case of the FRIEND service is to provide access to brain
context and decision-making (based on both brain-context and application
context) for multiple applications, particularly for cases of passive monitoring
and filtering, among other kinds of adaptive responses. Hence, the requirement for an application of the system is to i) act as a behind-the-scenes
operational dashboard for monitoring arousal and valence emotional states
from actual EEG brainwaves, whether online or offline, and ii) to provide an
adaptive response system, presenting the filtering levels and responses in a
single interface. The passive monitor tracks arousal and valence, as well as
subjective core affect. The noise filter tracks MADM-based COCOM levels
associated with the system filter and the level of filtering to be applied based
on system decision logic, while other response decisions use a MODM based
strategy. The actual implementation of detailed user interface adaptations
are not considered as part of the experiment, as these may be arbitrarily
complex (and do not directly impact the hypothesis), such as for the actual
design details regarding list contents, etc. The system decisions pertaining to
the levels of filtering, and other decision states, represent a sufficient example
to indicate when adaptation occurs. The following subsections describe the
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system in a more realistic scenario, and discuss its output behaviors.

5.3.1

Emotional State Dashboard Scenario

The concept of an emotional state dashboard provides a testbed for both test
applications, while scoping the project focus. The possibilities for each application could involve different technologies, and customized user interfaces;
however, as the results from passive monitoring apply to the noise-filtering
scenario by default, as well as for making other adaptations, it is possible to
use the same general interface for each application.
For the passive monitor, the primary interface for the user is selected based
on the need to display the variety of states elicited from users in a simple and
consistent format. The virtual reality paradigm is selected, as mentioned in
the previous section, in order to streamline the presentation of experiences
and emotional stimuli to users.
For the noise filter and decision, the primary interface for the user is selected
based on the VR trials, which increase in difficulty or activity, and which
have a fixed interval. The dashboard provides a back-end perspective on
the system filter level during the trial, and assumes that time remaining is
an important factor for participants, which is the main requirement for a
COCOM based approach.
These behaviors may be used in multiple kinds of applications, such as the
ambient intelligent vehicle cabin in Figure 5.21, where the FRIEND service
(on a user’s mobile device) interacts with a vehicle’s ambient intelligent con179

troller via the emotional state dashboard, which regulates example response
actuators. For instance, given a driver’s core affect being in a negative state
(such as ‘jittery’ or ‘sluggish’, or even ‘neutral’) the ambient control response
could aim to either adjust the levels of music volume, or change the level of
ventilation in the cabin, or its amount of lighting; this depends on appropriate expert designs of responses, but is a readily applicable scenario. Further,
in such situations the ambient system may also tune the number of notifications being presented to the user, based on an appropriate method, such as
by notification priority.
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Figure 5.21: The FRIEND Service may be considered as part of a larger application, such as a fictionalized
ambient intelligent vehicle cabin. Emotional states serviced by FRIEND (on a mobile device) allow the vehicle application to adapt to brain contexts via an emotional state dashboard controlling response actuators
such as notifications, music volume, ventilation, or lighting.

Figure 5.22 presents the emotional state dashboard interface developed for
this scenario, showing a passive monitor with core affect states, a noise filter,
and decision states in a single interface.

Figure 5.22: The emotional state dashboard interface, showing passive monitor with core affect, noise filter, and decision states in a single interface.
Additionally, the core FRIEND infrastructure behind this interface is shown
in operation in Figure 5.23, highlighting the agent system, running on the
SPADE server, and its runtime interactions which influence the dashboard
application interface via its application agents. It is noted that this emotional
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state dashboard is an application interface design that may be adapted to
more complicated scenarios, and distributed applications.
The decisions at the level of interface adaptation, based on the applications of
passive monitoring, MADM filtering of COCOM states, and MODM output
of performance-based decisions, are used together to determine the levels of
adaptation actuators, i.e., the notifications, music volume, ventilation, and
lighting. These states are presented in Tables 5.5 and 5.6, below. Here, the
MODM response decision is used as a modulating factor; hence if the MODM
response is ‘No Action’ the response levels for the actuator are not applied,
and are otherwise multiplied by the level of MODM decision required.
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Figure 5.23: The FRIEND system at runtime involves the startup of the
system agents and application agents, running on the SPADE server, and the
subsequent interactions between them, with the application agents adapting
the emotional state dashboard interface.
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Table 5.5: The states used in the emotional dashboard scenario, for adaptive responses based on the agent
feedback make use of both average core affect, and MADM-COCOM states, modulated by the MODM
response factor. Asterisk indicates states useful for intervention.
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Table 5.6: The states used in the emotional dashboard scenario (continued), for adaptive responses based
on the agent feedback make use of both average core affect, and MADM-COCOM states, modulated by the
MODM response factor. Asterisk indicates states useful for intervention.
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5.4

Experimental Results

The operation of the system interface, as well as its agents, is explored in this
section, particularly the outputs related to each agent, and to the adaptive
interface itself. These are described below, based on classification performance across participants of the VR-EEG trial, and system performance for
one representative participant.
The outcomes of the system, i.e., its adaptive functions, applied consistently,
are expected to be highly user dependent, as they are based on both raw
EEG classification for a single user, and also the derivative applications from
this information. The passive monitor is expected to present the core affect states in a functioning circumplex showing the user’s core-affect at a
specific time interval. For the MADM-based COCOM filter, the goal is to
show the outcomes of the agent for users, moving from Strategic, to Tactical, to Opportunistic, to Scrambled states over the course of the VR trial,
with the dynamic system-based modification of this state impacted by the
user’s arousal and valence state. Hence, while a smooth-stepped curve would
display the user moving linearly through the state space, the impact of the
arousal and valence will vary this significantly. This means that the system
takes into account the level of emotional intensity of the user as opposed
to simply the trial intensity. However, as the trial intensity increases, it is
expected that the user would more likely be considered in line with the sequential progression through these states. The application of this COCOM
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filter to a message paradigm involves the level of messages filtered, which is
based on the core affect and the COCOM level; it is expected that this will
vary with trial intensity and COCOM. More messages should be allowed at
higher COCOM states, and fewer messages at lower COCOM states.
For the MODM-based response decision, the expected behavior involves a
progression from alert, to adapt, and in rare cases, assist, depending on the
change in performance variable and the current arousal and valence. This is
expected to be primarily in a neutral state, until particular intervention zones
are reached. It is also expected that the behavior of this application will show
variation during each trial. Also, the application (actuator) behavior, based
on this information, is expected to turn on or off in line with this measure.
The emotion dashboard system encompasses both passive monitoring and
noise filtering application scenarios, and the system may be used on EEG
sources from varied users, as designed.

5.4.1

Classifier Performance Across Participants

To validate the classifier performance a leave one out cross validation was
performed to assess the behavioral accuracy of the classifier for each participant’s EEG data. This involved training the classifier using all data, while
holding out only a single participant’s data for testing. When done for all
data participants this approach identifies the impact of each participant’s
data on the classfier, as is seen in Figure 5.24 below.
The error metric for training and testing is represented using the Equation
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Figure 5.24: ANFIS training and testing errors for all participants used in the
leave-one-out cross validation, for arousal and valence, using the VR-EEG
dataset.
5.6 below:
N

1 X |Ti − Oi |
avg error =
∗
N i=1 max error

(5.6)

where N represents the total number of training data epochs, i represents
the current data epoch, Ti refers to the target value from the training data,
Oi represents the output value from the classifier, and max error is the
largest error for the classification range calculated as the absolute value of
the highest target minus the lowest target.
The outcomes of the cross-validation show that there is an average error of
18% for arousal and 17% for valence, across all participant data. The figure
also indicates that some participants have high error, such as participant
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1, at 42% for arousal and 27% for valence. It is likely that this error is
due to inter-subject variation in EEG data, but also in terms of subjectivity
between the user experiences for each VR trial. It is expected that this can
be improved in further studies by classifier optimization, and by gathering
more data and applying varied classification approaches.

5.4.2

System Results for Representative Participant

The emotional state dashboard outputs for the representative participant are
discussed below, including the determination of core affect from arousal and
valence, and the overall behaviors derived from COCOM state and degree of
response estimate during each of the three virtual reality trials.

5.4.2.1

Core Affect

Outputs from the passive monitoring component of the system are emotional
states, and the resulting error or accuracy level of state classification (as obtained over all trial epochs of the data) emulate a real-time usage of the
system. These outputs are shown for participant A in Figure 5.25, encompassing data from the three VR trials previously discussed.
It is seen that the participant reported only two states (Neutral 21% of
the time, and Peppy/Enthusiastic states 79% of the time) while the system classified four states (Neutral 27%, Peppy/Enthusiastic states 19%, Active/Aroused 27%, and Happy/Pleased 27%).
The discrepancies between the subjective and classified states are dependent
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Figure 5.25: The classified core affect states versus subjectively obtained
states of participant A during all VR trials.
on both the potential for error obtained by participants not accurately scoring
subjective emotional states, as well as the internal training error levels of the
two classifiers for arousal and valence. Also, it must be noted that, as the
participant had no previous experience with virtual reality technology, it
is likely that they may have rated excitement and enthusiasm higher due
to novelty. Further, the outputs of the trained classifiers incorporate the
subjective scores of multiple participants, and may be considered as training
towards the average for each state. Lastly, it is possible that insufficient
training and testing data was obtained to achieve an optimized accuracy
level.
The average percentage errors for both classifiers is shown in Figure 5.26,
along with the variance and standard deviation. This is also shown for the
participant’s subjective average assessment of arousal and valence.
The error for both classifiers is as shown, for all three trials, as in Figure
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Figure 5.26: Average percentage errors for participant A.
5.27, as calculated via Equation 5.6. In this it is seen that arousal error
can increase substantially across the three trials, whereas valence error is
relatively consistent.

Figure 5.27: Arousal and valence errors for participant A across all trials.
Additionally, these errors have been shown for arousal and valence, according
to the participant’s overall subjective average experience of the entire trial,
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and is seen in Figure 5.28. In general, this shows a measure of how the
classifier performs with respect to the user’s experience after being able to
reflect upon their state, as opposed to their realtime experience. Here, a
more consistent behavior of the classifier is seen.

Figure 5.28: Arousal and valence errors for participant A’s subjective overall
average rating of each trial.

Classification outputs per epoch, for arousal and valence, are shown in Figures 5.29, and 5.30, providing a perspective on the actual output of the
trained systems for the participant.
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Figure 5.29: Classified versus actual subjective arousal versus subjective average arousal per epoch for participant A (for all three trials).

Figure 5.30: Classified versus actual subjective valence versus subjective average valence per epoch for participant A (for all three trials).
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5.4.2.2

Interface Outputs for Virtual Reality Trials

The behavior of the emotional state dashboard for the selected participant
is shown in this section, representing a realtime usage of the system. This
results in the outputs of the dashboard system for the three VR trials, as
discussed below.
For Trial 1, the system outputs are shown in Figure 5.31, below. In terms
of Core Affect for participant A the system classified the user in 4 states
(PeppyEnthusiastic 29%, ActiveArousal 43%, HappyPleased 14%, and Neutral 14%).
For COCOM, the participant was considered, on average, to be in the Tactical
state, with some variation between Strategic and Opportunistic. Although
briefly in the Scrambled states, this was averaged out over the time remaining
in the trial. Message filtering remained set for displaying messages at state 4
(meaning all: Low, Medium, and High priority messages allowed). Variations
from state 4 are relevant (state 3 means high messages only, and state 5
means Medium and High only). States 1 (low messages only) or 2 (medium
messages only) are not reported. At intervals the system adapts to state 5
(meaning only Medium and High priority messages allowed). Occasionally
the system enters state 3 (meaning only allow High priority messages).
In terms of MODM response decision states, on average, the system considered the participant to be in states that required little action, although
at various points the system did determine that adaptation (state 2) should
occur. This occurred for three adaptation phases. Adaptation phases range
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here from no action to alert, and adapt, returning to no action on completion. This occurs from time epoch 900 to 2000. Also, as with the response
decision state, few instances of adaptation are employed. State 0 indicates
no further actions applied. For music level the system sets adaptation by
turning music volume to state 2 (medium). As with the response decision
state, few instances of adaptation are employed. For ventilation level the
system sets adaptation by turning ventilation level to state 3 (high). For
lighting level the system sets adaptation by turning lighting volume to state
2 (medium).
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Figure 5.31: The emotional state dashboard outputs for VR participant A for VR trial 1.

For Trial 2, the system outputs are shown in Figure 5.32, below. In terms
of Core Affect, the system classified 4 states (PeppyEnthusiastic 6%, ActiveArousal 11%, HappyPleased 39%, and Neutral 44%). For COCOM, the
participant was considered, on average, to be in the Tactical state, with some
variation between Strategic (state 4) and Opportunistic (state 2). Although
users were in the Scrambled states, this had less of an overall effect on the
average. Message filtering for remained in state 4 (allowing Low, Medium,
and High priority messages to be displayed). There were instances where
state 5 (Medium and High priority messages) is set . In two instances the
system set message priority to state 3 (High priority messages only). No
states 1 or 2 are part of the system. These coincide with COCOM moving
into the highest intensity segment with least time remaining.
In terms of response decision state, based on entering the target states of the
fuzzy controller as designed (see Figure 5.11), for participant A the system
entered a single adaptation phase. Adaptation phases range from no action
to alert, and adapt, returning to no action on completion. The adaptation
phase takes place from time 2200 to 2600, approximately. For music level,
adaptations take place, changing from Low to Medium, to High and back
to Medium before returning to state 0 (no action). Also, as the adaptation
decision governs behavior, ventilation level changes from state 0 (no action)
to Medium and back to state 0. Similarly, the adaptation decision governs
behavior for lighting level, changing from Low to Medium, before returning
to state 0.
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Figure 5.32: The emotional state dashboard outputs for VR participant A for VR trial 2.

For Trial 3, the system outputs are shown in Figure 5.33, below. Core Affect
for participant A classified the user in 4 states (PeppyEnthusiastic 25%, ActiveArousal 31%, HappyPleased 25%, and Neutral 19%). For the participant
there is less variation in the impact of arousal and valence on the change
in COCOM, as the third trial has highest intensity, moving more smoothly
between Strategic, to Scrambled states. Message filtering adjusts with the
trial COCOM state, moving from state 4 (Low, Medium, and High messages
allowed), to state 5 (Medium and High messages allowed), to state 3 (only
High messages allowed), before returning to state 4, at the end of the trial.
In terms of response decision state, no adaptation response events were decided on by the system, according to the internal FIS logic of the MODMbased expert system logic in Figure 5.11. As no adaptation response events
are in effect the system does not take actions throughout the trial for either
music, lighting, or ventilation. This indicates that, in future, additional rules
may be required in the MODM FIS logic to capture this behavior.
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Figure 5.33: The emotional state dashboard outputs for VR participant A for VR trial 3.

5.4.2.3

Results Summary

The adaptive system behavior has been shown for the three trials, using the
emotional state dashboard as a representative application. Brain context is
acquired by the system, via EEG recorded from virtual reality trials, and
used to obtain both arousal and valence measures. The FRIEND system has
been able to apply this information to its internal rulesets for MADM based
on COCOM state, and MODM based on performance variables for alertness
and load, and dynamically provide these to multiple custom applications
represented within the context of the dashboard. In particular these are: the
passive core affect display, the COCOM-based notifications filter, and the
adaptive response levels for music, ventilation, and lighting actuators; each
representing general uses of the system. These have been shown for a sample
user’s EEG to present the general behavior of the emotional state dashboard
system leveraging the FRIEND service. These have shown the possible usage
of the architecture and framework for applications, but may be improved, as
discussed in the remainder of this chapter.
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5.5

Potential Improvements

While the system shown in this chapter is one path to brain-monitoring
agents, it has its positives and negatives. These will be highlighted in the
following chapter; however, the main points about how to improve the system
via its internal multi-agent system, and its psycho-physiological monitoring
system are here discussed. In terms of the potential for improvement of the
context system application, the focus is towards understanding what was
achieved, for the multi-agent system, psycho-physiological monitor, and also
the adaptive interface itself, along with what is missing, or requires further
development.

5.5.1

Improving the Multi-Agent System

The development of the MAS has resulted in three main achievements, namely
a multi-application service approach to managing brain context, along with
an exploration of the system for multiple users (not simultaneous), and the
core development of a multi-agent backend for context management. While
these are a step forward, they do not investigate several interesting avenues.
These include i) validating the fuzzy expert system logic or applying other
kinds of FIS logic, ii) exploring more complicated applications, as only several applications were explored, iii) detailing a protocol for application communications, such as negotiations, or privacy and security, iv) exploring a
multi-FRIEND system linking the service to other FRIEND services for a
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shared or team application, and also v) testing robustness and scalability to
many applications.
As such these indicate the potential improvement avenues for the MAS, which
includes i) improving FIS logic by validated experts, ii) improving the FIS library by adding new custom logic, iii) improving application instantiations by
adding actual interface adaptation and HCI behaviors, iv) improving application examples by extending to new domains, v) improving communication
protocols by investigating privacy and security of brain-context, vi) improving application feasibility by investigating how the system may be used in a
situation with many FRIEND services, supporting a team or partnership of
users, and vii) improving the system concepts via more application examples.

5.5.2

Improving the Psycho-physiological Monitor

The development of the psycho-physiological monitor has resulted in the
following achievements, namely i) a system design for online and offline EEG
Handlers and a tool-chain for EEG classification, ii) the use of a neurofuzzy classification approach and features for Arousal and Valence, and iii)
acquisition and incorporation of training data based on VR acquired EEG, as
opposed to only audiovisual sources. However, the system does not address
several directions, including: i) producing highly accurate classification and
validation of classifications compared rigorously against other approaches
and optimized as such, ii) conducting a detailed validation of VR training
data on other kinds of classification model (such as Alertness or Load), iii)
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exploring different signal montages, with different hardware, to determine
the impact of sites such as the occipital lobe on visual attention and load, in
addition to arousal and valence measures.
Hence this component of the system may benefit from the following improvements: i) improving the classification accuracy by exploring the training
parameters, and by validating against a wide array of existing classifiers, ii)
improving the validity of the EEG training data acquired through VR by
exploring other kinds of classification targets, such as alertness, attention, or
load, iii) improving the model in use by exploring the impact of the occipital
lobe on visual attention and load, and how these impact arousal and valence,
and also improving the verification of the features being used by exploring
different sensor montages and hardware.

5.5.3

Improving the Adaptive Interface

For the adaptive interface, the development has resulted in a system with
features such as i) a real-time applicable Core Affect monitoring interface,
ii) a logic for applying MADM based COCOM states to filtering levels, iii) a
logic for applying MODM based decision states to adaptive response actions,
and iv) an emotional state dashboard for presenting adaptive behaviors in an
AM-I car cabin scenario. However, the work does not provide the following
aspects: i) human-computer interface (HCI) implementations of each component, such as actual adaptive lists, and adaptive instantiations in hardware
and software, ii) an HCI assessment of each component to isolate the value of
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system adaptations on users, or iii) user-based studies related to the cognitive
impact of interface adaptations on users, such as their stress level.
As such, the adaptive interface system may be improved by future work
focusing on either i) improving the user interface adaptation by verifying with
actual human-computer interaction elements instantiated in actual graphical
user interfaces, as opposed to graph based representation of control behavior,
ii) improving the HCI assessment of the impact of system adaptations on user
effectiveness and performance, or iii) improving the number of user studies
related to the cognitive impact of interface adaptations.

5.6

Chapter Summary

This chapter has presented an experimental system developed using the
FRIEND architecture and framework, and has also explored the usefulness of
the approach to brain-context adaptive applications. The selected scenario
provided a test of these notions, through the development of an emotional
state dashboard acting as the control state indicator for adaptive components. It is envisioned that the FRIEND approach will lend itself to further
scenarios, leveraging the architecture development, and the current framework, as presented in Chapter 4.
This work has also shown that a multi-agent service-oriented architecture
based on the FRIEND system proposed in this work, by incorporating both
soft-computing and deliberative agents, is indeed capable of obtaining and
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managing brain contexts for multiple applications, despite potential improvements being needed for classification. It has demonstrated a deliberative
BDI agent architecture, a distributed system for passive brain-computer interfacing, a method for deducing core affect and emotional states from EEG
brainwaves, and a means to act as a service for multiple applications. It has
highlighted the potential to acquire these states from EEG data obtained
from virtual reality based state elicitation, as opposed to traditional audiovisual media. In terms of management of brain context the classification
mechanisms have been shown to provide some access to brain emotional context, yet must be optimized if such systems are to be actively applied and
adopted. In terms of the management of situation context, the presentation
in this chapter provides an early perspective on how hybrid soft-computing
agent systems can adapt to situation context, including brain contexts, and
how these can be developed.
The following chapter provides an assessment and evaluative discussion of the
FRIEND approach, highlighting its benefits, limitations, and comparative
research.
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Chapter 6
Discussion & Evaluation
“The goal of behavioral-science research is truth. The goal of
design-science research is utility...truth and utility are inseparable.” – Alan Hevner [93].

6.1

Overview

The preceding chapters have outlined the FRIEND approach to providing a
bridge to socio-technical gaps, through effective brain-monitoring and brain
context management, based on a specific architecture and framework. The
current chapter provides a discussion and evaluation of the core concepts,
namely the architecture, framework, and their use in selected experiments.
It outlines and evaluates these, and highlights the strengths, benefits, and
limitations of the approach. It also describes the architecture in the light of
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comparative approaches in the field. Together, this discussion addresses the
utility and novelty aspects of the proposed solution.
The design science methodology of [93] provides an appropriate model and
approach to assess systems like the FRIEND work, which, as opposed to
generating new theories, explores the development and production of technological artifacts and infrastructures. This approach consists of a core model
based on establishing the relevance and rigor of the produced system artifacts,
as well as the assessment of these artifacts and any potential refinements. It
guides the discussion of the system outcomes as both an application to the
target environment and the addition of knowledge to existing foundation theories and components. This core model is shown in Figure 6.1, highlighting
the relevance of the system designs, and in Figure 6.2 with a focus on the
rigor of the FRIEND approach.
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Figure 6.1: The design science methodology of [93] applies to works like FRIEND which aim to produce
design system artifacts and implementations as relevant solutions to core problems.
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Figure 6.2: The design science methodology of [93] applies to works like FRIEND which aim to produce
design system artifacts and implementations as rigorous solutions to core problems.

6.2

Design Science Evaluation of FRIEND

The design science evaluation approach is established in the information systems field [94] as a means to formulating objective assessments of systems
and architectural projects, like FRIEND. The design science guidelines in
[93] propose seven areas of focus for assessing systems. These include: i) the
design as artifact, ii) the problem relevance, iii) the design evaluation, iv)
the research contributions, v) the research rigor involved, vi) the design as
a search process, and vii) the communication of the research. Each of these
have been considered for FRIEND, as presented below.

6.2.1

Design as an Artifact

In terms of design as an artifact, the guidelines state that “design-science
research must produce a viable artifact in the form of a construct, a model,
a method, or an instantiation. FRIEND addresses this guideline in that
it proposes multiple viable artifacts; the architecture, its implementation
framework, and its application implementations. Also, the FRIEND approach and its core components may be considered as a new methodology
for providing brain-monitoring context-awareness. Additionally the designs
of each component present a unique set of artifacts, particularly the contextservice which produces a unique hybrid BDI and soft-computing approach
to arousal-valence monitoring.
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6.2.2

Problem Relevance

In terms of Problem Relevance, the guidelines state that “The objective of
design-science research is to develop technology-based solutions to important
and relevant business problems” [93]. To this point FRIEND provides a
solution to human cognitive overload problems by monitoring and managing
brain context for adaptive system applications, for providing access to this
context and situation appropriate decision mechanisms.

6.2.3

Design Evaluation

In terms of design evaluation the guidelines state that “The utility, quality,
and efficacy of a design artifact must be rigorously demonstrated via wellexecuted evaluation methods” [93]. In this the FRIEND system as a whole
may be considered as to the key points of functionality, completeness, consistency, accuracy, performance, reliability, usability, and organizational fit
[93].
• Functionality: FRIEND agents as implemented acquire and manage
brain states of arousal and valence, as well as application states and
determine both context (emotions) and decisions. It also allows for
multiple applications to be accommodated. This is the full main use
case for the system, and has been achieved.
• Completeness: FRIEND answers the main design questions of how
to measure brain context, infer cognitive patterns, combine brain and
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situation context, use brain context in practical applications, and also
evaluate such a system (via the design-science approach). In this sense
it is complete, although refinements and optimizations remain to be
addressed.
• Consistency: FRIEND as an architecture and framework adopts and
applies the consistency of existing methods in forming its components,
where possible. Hence it builds on top of established features such
as applying the Arousal-Valence model, using evaluated hardware like
the Emotiv headset, Discrete Wavelet Transforms, known feature equations, ANFIS, the SPADE agent framework, PROFETA and Agentspeak based BDI agency, and PyFuzzy for FIS, all working in concert
as a service.
• Accuracy: FRIEND depends on the appropriate input, pre-processing,
training and classification of EEG data in order to accurately determine the users state with its hybrid soft-computing approach. In the
current iteration this process has been implemented but has not produced optimized state classification results, as presented in Chapter 5.
This would need to be improved in order for the system to be used in
practical settings.
• Performance: FRIEND, as a framework, is instantiated on a laptop
computer (circa 2013 specs, with a 2.4GHz CPU, 750M GPU, and 8GB
RAM), which runs the SPADE service host containing all agents and
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their message passing protocols and memory stacks, along with the full
EEG processing toolchain, and runs the realtime, or offline, data analysis simultaneously with the adaptive interface of the applications in
Chapter 5. A delay occurs in this instantiation due to signal processing,
message passing, and deliberation between agents, approximately 2.5
seconds, per two minute EEG data epoch (as currently implemented,
with EEG signal processing updates set for every 1 second, including
offline file access latency of 20ms up to 400ms – depending on operating
system activity, and with multi-agent system message passing intervals
set for every 3 seconds, by default). These latency factors are arbitrarily configured, hence their optimization is likely to considerably reduce
their impact on overall performance.
• Reliability: FRIEND as a framework implementation is reliable in
terms of its computation and classification of context, and the passage
of context through the system (i.e., running the system on the same
data inputs multiple times produces the same classification outputs,
which are evaluated by the hybrid agent and soft-computing service,
producing the same results in each case). Variation in the system comes
at the level of inputs (variation in EEG and application performance
measures) and the decisions based on messages/knowledge available
for deliberation at the same time as the input. However, this does not
account for poor classification rates.
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• Usability: FRIEND has been shown in multiple applications, which
demonstrates its usability as an architecture and framework. Adapting
to new applications requiring context management services is a matter
of defining a basic application agent, deciding on a soft-computing decision logic, either a ruleset already in the framework, or by adding a
new ruleset to the framework, and providing any performance variables
from the application along with requests for service at a given time.
• Organizational Fit: FRIEND is multi-purpose, hence this aspect is
not applicable, although inherently multiple possible organizations are
supported.
The detail evaluation based on the evaluation methods from [93] are also considered, although some of the methods are outside the scope of the FRIEND
research.
In terms of observational approaches, these are outside the scope of potential evaluation. Case studies and field studies are infeasible due to limited
resources and access to environments of practice and projects.
In terms of analytical approaches two of these are of potential use, namely
architecture analysis and dynamic analysis. For Architecture Analysis (i.e.,
“Study fit of artifact into technical IS architecture”) FRIEND aims to fit
into multiple applications, by acting as a service for brain-monitoring. The
potential for integrating with existing infrastructures is considered. For Dynamic Analysis (i.e., “Study artifact in use for dynamic qualities (e.g., Per216

formance)”) the FRIEND framework is considered, in Chapter 5, for three
applications, in terms of applying brain states to these applications. This
work does not consider the optimization of these states, but some performance is discussed. The main focus is on the use of the context data in
applications, although performance of the learning components are shown,
but has not been optimized. Other forms of analytical approaches are not
applicable. Static analysis is not applicable, as the focus is on development
of a brain-monitoring agent capability at present (however this is viable for
future work). Optimization is also not applicable, as the primary focus is
on initial development, rather than improvement at present (however this is
viable for future work).
In terms of experimental approaches these are potentially applicable. For
Controlled Experiments (i.e., “Study artifact in controlled environment for
qualities (e.g., Usability)”) FRIEND, as a project, uses the VR experiment to
gather EEG in a controlled setting, and applies this offline for applications.
For Simulation (i.e., “Execute artifact with artificial data.”) FRIEND applications make use of VR EEG data for arousal and valence, as a simulation
of an actual real-time user in a situation. As a replacement for an actual
situation this data is considered as a simulation of a possible input scenarios
context.
In terms of testing approaches, these are not applicable. For Functional
(Black Box) Testing (i.e., “Execute artifact interfaces to discover failures and
identify defects.”) this is outside the scope, and is expected to be optimized
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in future work in terms of defects and failure modes. Also, core methods
and tools used in the development of the system are already tested elements,
although these are used as black-boxes, as in PyFuzzy or SPADE, or PyANFIS. For Structural (White Box) Testing (i.e.,“Perform coverage testing of
all execution paths in the artifact.”) this is outside of scope, as FRIEND
explores a prototype system, hence only successful paths are considered, by
execution and design. Future work may assess this point further.
In terms of descriptive approaches, these are applicable. For Informed Argument (i.e.,“Use information from the knowledge base (e.g. relevant research)
to build a convincing argument for the artifact’s utility.” FRIEND fills in the
gap in the literature for a brain-monitoring agent that manages and monitors
both brain and situation contexts in a service architecture. The related work
shows the relevance of the problem, and only few approaches have been proposed with these feature sets. It is useful in advancing in this direction for future researchers, who may adopt the architecture and its methodology, as well
as the proposed framework and applications. For Scenarios (i.e.,“Construct
detailed scenarios around the artifact to demonstrate its utility.”) FRIEND
targets the core scenarios for adaptive brain-monitoring agents in terms of
passive monitoring, and noise-filtering. These are considered in the core applications of the implementation, and show the multi-purpose usage of the
framework, and its extensibility to future problems, future users and use
cases. The use of the hybrid soft-computing and BDI agent facilitates the
re-purposing of the systems internal logic towards providing a library of pos218

sible context-aware uses. The applications in this work help to prove this
concept.

6.2.4

Research Contribution

In terms of research contribution the guidelines state that “Effective designscience research must provide clear and verifiable contributions in the areas
of the design artifact, design foundations, and/or design methodologies” [93].
In this, the artifact, foundation, and methodology contributions are central.
For artifact contributions FRIEND provides an architecture for developing
context-aware agent-based brain-computer adaptive interfaces. It also applies tools from the knowledge base to produce an implementation framework
for constructing such a system. The applications and scenarios used in the
system and the communication protocols between agents also provide an artifact contribution to the field of adaptive interfaces that use brain cognitive
context. Also, the FRIEND research provides a foray into the use of EEG
and Virtual Reality for attaining measures of arousal, valence, alertness, and
load, resulting in a dataset for future studies. For foundation contributions
FRIEND provides a new approach to brain-computer interfaces with a focus
on adaptive context awareness in such systems, in general. Foundationally,
it is one of the first systems to provide a multi-purpose application of brain
context and cognitive models, especially COCOM, with hybrid BDI agents
and soft-computing in a single service oriented architecture. For methodology contributions FRIEND, both as an architecture and framework, extends
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the existing approaches in the field and can be used as a new methodology
for future researchers to develop similar systems.

6.2.5

Research Rigor

In terms of research rigor the guidelines state that “Design-science research
relies upon the application of rigorous methods in both the construction and
evaluation of the design artifact,” and both rigor and relevance are considered, as in [93]. For rigor, in terms of the core components this may be
considered; for context specification, cognitive modelling and context theories have been assessed and the arousal-valence model selected is based on
foundational models, shown in the literature. Brain datasets, such as the
DEAP dataset [115], were surveyed along with metrics used, and feature
set equations that could be deduced from EEG data. Psycho-physiological
monitoring from the brain-computer interface community provided the core
workflow for signal processing and classification methods selected have been
used successfully in literature prior to being incorporated, particularly discrete wavelet transforms and ANFIS.
The Context service component results from selecting an agent system based
on FIPA compliance, and communication protocols that are readily extensible, such as SPADE and XMPP, that also provide service-oriented architecture features and the publish-subscribe model. This was combined with a
rigorous BDI engine, based on the foundational Agentspeak language of [193],
as implemented in PROFETA. The foundations of fuzzy inference systems
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were also considered to provide flexible decision-making, and are proven in
multiple projects. Lastly, the service-oriented methodology has been shown
in ambient intelligence research, and has been incorporated. The FRIEND
approach is considered relevant, as is evident by the focus of multiple related
work projects with similar concepts and methods, seen in Table 6.1, and
discussed in the following sections.
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Table 6.1: Core related work extracted from the literature as most relevant to FRIEND, shown by FRIEND
component.
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6.2.6

Design as a Search Process

In terms of design as a search process the guidelines state that “the search for
an effective artifact requires utilizing available means to reach desired ends
while satisfying laws in the problem environment” [93]. This search process
may be considered according to the comparative approaches in literature, and
the need to address clear criteria related to the brain-monitoring context
service domain. FRIEND represents an approach to cognitive monitoring
that has become more of a research target by the community. The literature
shows approaches that aim to provide ambient intelligence through sensing
architectures and adaptive system responses.
When considering these, related approaches are shown based on those which
i) present similar architectural components, and ii) fulfill the following requirements related to the problem of providing adaptive brain-monitoring
agents. In particular these include the need to: a) propose a new contextaware system architecture; b) implement a new context-aware system
framework; c) support multiple applications or can be designed for multiple
applications; d) support multiple users (can incorporate multiple users); e)
support human psycho-physiological context sources; f) support situational
environment context sources, specific feedback, etc.; g) apply agent-oriented
and multi-agent system behaviors; h) apply deliberative architectures, with
belief-desires-intentions (BDI) agency; i) apply soft-computing, with fuzzy
inferencing; j) provide mechanisms for decision-making; k) propose a serviceoriented architecture; l) propose a distributed system approach via network223

ing (including WSN,WBAN, etc); m) present applications of adaptive interfaces or be applicable to adaptive interfaces; n) specify a communication
protocol between components; and o) provide or address user cognitive models.
While FRIEND provides a solution which incorporates these elements, it is
seen to be rare in the literature, with the most highly related approaches
having a narrower focus, as shown in Table 6.2. Other works of medium and
lesser relevance to FRIEND are those which either center on non-architecture
solutions, or theoretical solutions, or those that primarily explore the concept of a single component. This emphasizes the uniqueness of the FRIEND
approach, and also shows that significant research has trended in this direction. Much of the foundational work that FRIEND is built on has been
addressed in Chapter 2, highlighting the advances in each component area,
which allows for showing that FRIEND is an overlapping architecture and
framework that merges these areas successfully.
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Table 6.2: Core related work extracted from the literature as most relevant to FRIEND, shown by key
criteria.
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6.2.7

Communication of Research

In terms of communication of the research the guidelines state that “Designscience research must be presented effectively both to technology-oriented as
well as management-oriented audiences” [93]. In this respect the FRIEND research has had multiple peer reviewed publications, particularly in [157, 159,
158], and has also been instrumental in RECON [202, 156] which highlighted
these core problems and components from the perspective of intelligence analysts, towards addressing the cognitive overload problem.

6.3

Related Work

Essential properties for managing brain and situation contexts for multiple applications are considered, and a discussion of the literature that most
meets these is presented. These are identified in the previous section, namely
architecture focus, implementation framework, multi-user design, psychophysiological focus, situational context, agent-based and multi-agent system
focus, deliberative agents, fuzzy soft-computing, service-oriented focus, distributed system focus, adaptive interfaces focus, communications protocols,
and cognitive models focus. Surveying the related work pertaining to context awareness, ambient intelligence architectures and frameworks, braincomputer interfaces, and adaptive interfaces reveals few recent approaches
(between 2005 and 2015) that have a high correlation with FRIEND, and
are similar in vision and scope. These are as shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2
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according the criteria presented in the previous section. These highly related
systems are described in the following subsections.

6.3.1

Augmented Cognition: AMI and CLIP

AMI [103], is an AUGmented COGnition framework that uses agents as the
platform for integrating cognitive models that monitor cognitive state for applications, as part of a DARPA/Honeywell initiative. It involves a cognitive
workload assessor that does include EEG along with other biosignals. The
architecture focuses on a data provider, manipulator, calibrator, and user
interface components; however, it is more about a means for gauging users
than for adaptation.
It is highly related as a proof of concept of merging agents for Augmented
Cognition with multiple biosensors and a four layer architecture focused on
models. As such it is of high importance to the FRIEND work as it includes
cognitive state detection and a simple architecture although it also does not
use BDI or soft-computing hybrid approaches.
In a related vein, the work of [53] presents a further AugCog work, which resulted in the Honeywell closed loop integrated prototype architecture (CLIP),
which combined EEG and ECG sensing into cognitive workload assessment
for passive monitoring of soldiers for a command display. This approach
provides a further proof of concept, particularly for its EEG classification,
and example application of user-monitoring in field testing military scenarios.
However, it does not provide a multi-purpose or multi-application approach,
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nor does it involve hybrid AI.

6.3.2

Agent Sensing Adaptive Interfaces: DEIR

The work of [245] and similar research [244] present the distributed embedded intelligence room (DEIR), an ambient intelligent platform based on four
layers of Environment, Middleware, JADE MAS, and Applications. It uses
a communication framework for plug and play between network devices and
agents. Also, it applies interface agents, control agents, and learning agents
(including a fuzzy inference agent and a decision tree agent) and interface
agents project to application interfaces. As such it has significant similarities,
but its primary focus is on smart homes and devices.
As such it is highly related as an architecture applying agents (hybrid fuzzy
and decision tree) for interfaces with an approach for using multiple sensors.
Also, the work uses virtual reality as a test of interface adaptation. The
importance of this is as a comparable architecture, but differs in that it
does not use BDI, or focus on cognitive models or brain computer interfaces,
however it is useful in that it demonstrates both fuzzy agents and decisiontree agents.

6.3.3

Agent BCI Services: ABE and NORA

In terms of agent based brain-computer interfaces, two approaches are highlighted. The work of [71] presents an agent-based software (ABE) for multi-
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modal emotion recognition framework. The work is highly related in terms of
vision and the use of Agents, EEG monitoring, and other sensor monitoring
agents as a federation for providing a service as well as its experiment for an
intelligent tutoring system as an example. It is of importance as a proof of
concept architecture incorporating multiple sensors and agents, but does not
investigate arousal-valence, or use hybrid soft-computing approach or BDI
deliberative approaches.
The second approach, NORA [91], and similar work [107], uses JADE agents
and predicts emotional attributes from EEG measures during learning episodes.
NORA is a primarily passive monitor agent for an intelligent tutoring application. This work is based on earlier work of a stress prediction agent
and MAS for predicting learners brainwaves. It is highly related in terms of
emotion monitoring with an agent platform, based on JADE, and a definite
focus on the arousal-valence model. Its importance is as a proof of concept
for using agents for arousal-valence systems, but only for intelligent tutoring, as it is not inherently multipurpose; also it does not leverage a hybrid
approach or have a service-oriented focus.

6.3.4

Agent Context Services: FUSION@

The FUSION@-MAS framework (Flexible User and Services Oriented Multiagent Architecture) of [44] and similar work [234] provides a hybrid multiagent and service-oriented approach to the ambient intelligence problem. The
system is a flexible platform based on the core blocks of applications, agent
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platforms, services, and communication protocols, whereby agents within the
platform communicate with real-world sources and remote services in order to
make contextual decisions. These decisions involve deliberative agents, combined with case-based planning and case-based reasoning mechanisms. The
system platform is tested in the development of the the ALZ-MAS multiagent system for health care monitoring of patients, for nurses; involving patient agents, nursing agents, manager agents and mobile and device agents,
all working to provide nurses with feedback and alerts on patient status.
This work is highly related to FRIEND as an architecture that uses agents for
case-based reasoning for location-based context, such as Alzheimer’s monitoring. However, it does not have a BCI focus, and is geared toward distributed
service oriented applications generally. It is of high importance as a proof of
concept of agent approaches to hybrid service oriented architectures, as well
as for providing a similar perspective on the architecture and framework.

6.3.5

Context-Aware BCI: Brainable

The Brainable work of [59, 166], is a European Commission project aimed at
improving quality of life for patients of severe rehabilitative states through a
combination of technologies that include ambient intelligence, brain-computer
interfaces, social networking, and virtual reality. The focus of the system is
on interactions between a user and the real world environment. Contextbased adaptation and facilitation is a key focus, and this work proposes an
architecture and implementation in this direction. The framework provides
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primary access to devices and online services. Its architecture is based on
a user interface with active and monitoring inputs, an ambient intelligence
core for system and environmental state, as well as a series of remote systems
and sensors available to a user for monitoring a data source.
This work is highly related in its focus on providing a brain-monitoring
approach that passively monitors users, although it also acts as an active
command-based brain-computer interface system. However, the approach
does not focus on healthy, or non-disabled users, and presents a highly centralized system. Additionally, it does not investigate the use of multi-agent
systems, or deliberative agents and hybrid decision-making approaches are
not central. This work is important as a proof of concept architecture for
context awareness that accounts specifically for brain-monitoring.

6.3.6

Comparative Summary of Related Work

Based on the above selection of highly related works it can be seen that the
FRIEND approach presents novelty in meeting all of the comparison criteria
while the majority of approaches lack multiple elements. The majority of
approaches do provide a high-level architecture and framework. These also
target a multipurpose and multiuser centered system. Additionally, psychophysiological sensing monitoring is considered across multiple systems, as
well as the need to monitor the environment situation. Further, the works
show a consistency in selecting multi-agent systems as an approach for intelligent monitoring. Decision-making logic is a central consideration, as well as
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having a distributed and service-oriented focus. Adaptive interfaces and communications protocols are partial considerations across the systems. Also,
the need for cognitive models and contextual models are evenly recognized.
However, the majority of the approaches are not focused on the potential for
deliberative agent systems or hybrid soft-computing (fuzzy) systems. Hence
it may be seen that while there are similarities with the FRIEND research
there is little that addresses the same scope, which has been presented as
important for brain-monitoring agent systems.
Other kinds of related work which do not meet these requirements are considered to have low to medium comparison with FRIEND and as such are not
fully discussed but are summarized below. These especially include the bulk
of work in brain-monitoring that is not architecture focused, or multipurpose,
as these are mainly experiment-focused, (see Chapter 2 for some BCI work in
this category). These are related in that they are brain-based applications,
but differ primarily in not being multipurpose, non scalable to different users
or situations. They stand as proofs of concept of brain-monitoring’s potential.
Embedded WBAN work, such as PANGEA, is partially relevant in that it
uses agents on top of embedded systems hardware and as a potential architecture. However it doesn’t focus on psycho-physiological context, but it
does provide a notification system [241]. WBAN BCI work such as HILCPS
is also partially relevant as an approach to building BCI’s across WBAN’s,
accounting for embedded logic. However, this is related only in vision, as it
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differs from a typical BCI by being multi-purpose, but is mainly focused on
providing active BCI capability, such as for control of a wheelchair, etc., as
opposed to passive BCI’s. Such works are considered to be related mainly as
centralized controllers for multiple applications [208].
Agent BCI work, such as [38], are also related, and provide BCI-focused
approaches to context-aware interfaces, but these differ in their focus on a
single application. Agent WBAN work, such as [64] present related WBAN
and Agent research efforts that could incorporate EEG sensing, among other
sensing modalities, using body sensor networks and agents as part of a service; but these do not explore BCI or focus on arousal-valence, or hybrid
approaches, but rather only the transmission of sensor data. Other augmented cognition work such as [168] is related through the similar augmented
cognition vision of using human-aware and work task agents, but is more
model based. Location-awareness work like [222] is related as a service architecture using agents for location-awareness, but is not biosignal focused.
Other agent context services work like [219] is related in terms of applying
an agent approach to context awareness, primarily architecturally. Other
context foundation work like [50, 51] is related as early work on context and
context widgets
Other related work with a lower impact on FRIEND involves work in several domains. Web applications, as in [58], show a context web browser for
showing on task content but are related only in terms of potentially similar
application scenarios. Agent context services such as [178], are not highly
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related, although they do show an agent-oriented service approach, using
goals, but have a much different focus. Agent hierarchies for context decisions such as [98], have a low relation, besides having a similar vision, but
do present a hierarchy of agents for adaptive interfaces. Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) for context, such as [195], are only related as a WSN focused
on context aware applications. Lastly, location-aware approaches like [36] are
of low relation, but represent a context-awareness layer between application
and data monitoring although this is centralized.
Overall the summary of comparative work shows that FRIEND is unique in
targeting a full set of criteria for brain monitoring agents, despite mounting
interest in this area as evidenced by the literature; as such, it represents a
new path for investigation.

6.4

Chapter Summary

The current chapter has presented a discussion and evaluation for the FRIEND
system, according to a specific design-science methodology. It has identified the main strengths and benefits and limitations of the approach, and
highlighted these in light of comparative literature. The following evaluation points are also considered in order to discuss the resulting architecture
methodology, framework, and experiments.
In terms of hypothesis: FRIEND is considered to have met the hypothesis,
as shown in the previous chapters. In terms of accuracy and validity: The
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accuracy and validity of the approach is relevant for the approach towards
gathering brain-state information and applying this information towards different application scenarios. Although this work does not aim to produce the
most optimum solution to the problem of brain-state assessment, but rather
to provide a holistic architecture and framework for making use of such information towards practical applications, it is proposed as a reasonable and
“good-enough” solution, knowing that the brain-state assessment component
may be improved on in future studies.
In terms of increasing knowledge: The degree to which the approach has
extended the state of the art in the relevant domains related to the system
allows for evaluating the potential contributions of the approach, particularly
in terms of new knowledge learned or new techniques established or tested
during the project. In terms of innovation: Similar to adding to knowledge,
the project may be considered according to its innovation on the state of the
art, particularly in how it applies existing techniques and methodologies to
achieve goals, which may be useful to other practitioners/the field in general.
In terms of practicality or utility: The practical uses of the techniques used
in the project, and their potential for use in various domains and contexts
(whether in academia, industry, or government) is a strong consideration,
and an indicator of the level of contribution of the approach. In terms of
extensibility: The modularity and extensibility of the approach to other research avenues and projects is also a key contribution to be evaluated, as a
measure of the level of foundational work resulting from the approach.
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Paving the way for future research is a key consideration, and it is shown in
this chapter that the FRIEND approach does provide novelty, and is both
general enough to be applied to multiple future uses significantly, and should
prove useful to future research. The following chapter presents the final
conclusions of the work in more detail.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions & Future Work
“The focus needs to be on a different kind of technology, one that
has affinity with the human nature of the people who will be using
it.” – Kim Vicente, The Human Factor, p299. [240]

7.1

Overview

This chapter presents the overall conclusions of the FRIEND research into
brain-monitoring agent systems, highlighting the key issues, contributions,
and the implications of the work, along with directions for future studies.
The research has aimed to address the high-level problem of mitigating sociotechnical gaps in human-machine systems that arise due to mismatches between technological software system designs and the inherent dynamics of the
situational contexts in which such systems are deployed. Although the means
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for supporting users of such systems involves a multi-dimensional perspective (i.e., through prediction, prevention, or protection of unwanted system
states), this work has centered on an approach to provide systems with an
internal understanding of individual users, from a psycho-physiological level.
This involves the application of advances in brain-computer interfaces for cognitive monitoring to deduce states from EEG signals, and the management
of these signals, along with situational context, by a brain-context-aware
application. The methodology for developing this system involves: the creation of a new architecture that accounts for the scale and scope of such
systems, both from design time to run-time; the investigation of a possible
implementation framework based on the system architecture (to highlight the
core techniques and address the main problems in the creation of such systems); and the exploration of possible applications (for the specific scenarios
of passive monitoring and noise-filtering adaptations).
The research domains involved in this work include the ambient-intelligence
community, the context-awareness community, the brain-computer interfaces
community, and the artificial intelligence (particularly multi-agent systems
and soft-computing) community. The main contribution is the proposal of a
new approach to adaptive systems that includes cognitive models and a hybrid AI and soft-computing context management service that can be applied
to multiple application scenarios.
The core hypothesis is predicated on the notion that a hybrid agent based
on the belief-desires-intentions model and soft-computing fuzzy logic is able
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to both monitor and manage personalized brain and situational contexts for
multiple applications. In support of this hypothesis, an approach has been
considered, leveraging a system architecture, implementation framework, and
applications to show the functionality of such systems. In particular, the
incorporation of cognitive modelling, EEG analysis techniques for signal acquisition, preprocessing, neurofuzzy classification, and agent system services
with fuzzy logic, along with a basic communication protocol forms the basis
of addressing the hypothesis.

7.2

Results and Contributions

The results of the work include the system design artifacts as well as their
implementation and testing. In Chapter 3 the FRIEND architecture is proposed with multiple layers across design and run-time, including ContextSpecification, Dataset selection, Psycho-physiological Monitoring, Context
Service, Context-aware Applications and Scenarios. The implications of a
new architecture are geared towards investigators and developers, providing a tool to conceptualize brain-monitoring agent system components and
presenting a view that is multi-dimensional with sufficient breadth to be
general-purpose.
Chapter 4 explored the implementation of the framework, as instantiated by
appropriate tools and technologies. This framework provides an exploration
and integration of a unique set of modules, leveraging proven works, towards
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the FRIEND configuration. This has implications for researchers looking
to improve the fit between psycho-physiological monitoring, cognitive models, and context services, as it presents a crucial overlap that decentralizes
the context-aware application interface from the context behavior logic processing, and the psycho-physiological monitoring approach used, particularly
the discrete wavelet transform, feature equations for arousal and valence
measures from EEG, and neurofuzzy classification based on these. Also, this
approach provides a further application of agents and multi-agent systems research as practical controllers and decision actuators of realtime user states in
a context service. It also identifies a means for generalizable decision-making
through the use of fuzzy logic libraries.
In Chapter 5 the selection of techniques and assumptions made are tested
with multiple applications, for passive monitoring and noise filtering scenarios. These applications provide a basis for adequately assessing user state
in practice, along with adequately monitoring states in a service. Virtual
reality was selected as a fitting mechanism for eliciting user states, and a
new EEG dataset was collected from subjects immersed in three virtual reality situations. The use of a new dataset contributes to those interested
in applying VR to eliciting emotions for experiments, and also acts as the
simulated scenario for each application. The context management system
service implementation, based on the framework, is presented by simultaneously handling application agents for each scenario, with an offline approach
to handle the VR based EEG sources.
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Together this contributes a working multi-application approach for brainmonitoring and context management. Passive monitoring results show that
the system provides access to the current contextual state of the user, while
noise filtering results shows that system level adaptive filtering, based on a
cognitive model, can provide adaptive results that factor in brain and application situation states in decision-making. Implications of these applications
to research involves proving the concept that real-time brain-computer interface services can be applied in a flexible system that is general and multipurpose, which is proposed as one of the main limitations and opportunities
for research.
Lastly, Chapter 6 applied the design-science methodology for evaluating such
systems, which may prove useful to future investigators looking to assess
similar systems.

7.3

Limiting Factors

While the FRIEND research has aimed to produce a complete investigation
of the means to make use of brain cognitive context in applications, and has
resulted in a unique approach to do so that is readily multipurpose, it can
be improved in multiple ways. Each core artifact can be considered by its
components. In terms of the architecture, its conceptual components are
not considered as limitations, as these are tested in the instantiations of the
implementation framework.
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Multiple instantiations of the FRIEND framework are possible, each presenting its own assumptions and limitations; however, for the techniques
investigated in this work, the following limitations are present. In terms of
the dataset component, EEG (DEAP or custom) datasets are dependent on
recording accuracy and labelling subjectivity, which affect training rates. The
dataset used also depends on the recording method and use of appropriate
media as stimuli. Also subjectivity in labelling cognitive factors is present.
Additionally there are not many training datasets available. In terms of the
psycho-physiological monitor, several points are to be made regarding the
signal-processing and classification toolchain. In particular, hardware limitations are not considered, as the selected hardware is shown to correlate
well with high-end equipment. However, the specific set of feature equations
could benefit from improving input selection to find the ones that correlate
most with states.
Also, ANFIS classification is not optimized; this is primarily due to scoping
and resources. While FRIEND depends on effective classification of states,
the core focus is on proving the complete system as a concept. In this work
optimized classification rates have not been achieved successfully with the
current implementation of ANFIS. This is not a core limitation of the framework, however, as the approach has been shown in similar classification efforts (see Chapter 2). These have not held for this work, but point to future
modifications. In terms of the context service, as a hybrid system, the limiting factors involve the design of application logic agents and FIS; these are
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available to the system application designers, who are also responsible for
selecting a fuzzy decision library specific for the application, providing a new
FIS entry. In this sense some of the generalization can be considered to be
centralized in the logic agent of the service, whereas decentralization is an
important design goal.
From the perspective of application implementations using the framework,
there are general limitations related to the datasets, psycho-physiological
monitor, and context service. For the dataset obtained in this work using VRbased EEG, these VR-EEG data recordings could potentially be susceptible
to significant noise impacts from muscle signals (EMGs), as participants were
allowed to turn their head and torso to some extent, and were not required
to remain completely still. Also, subjective mislabelling of some cognitive
states is quite possible, and may have taken place. Improving on these could
have a positive impact on classification rates.
For the psycho-physiological monitor applied to the application scenario, the
work also has caveats in terms of the VR-EEG data not being a direct 1:1
simulation of actual behaviors and states for adaptation, as functionality
was the overall objective. Also, the training conducted in the approach used
multiple participants’ data for training, which has the effect of introducing
averaging into the classification, which needs to be refined. For the context
service in the application scenarios, the development of the fuzzy system’s
membership functions have subjective settings in lieu of expert validated
parameters, as the focus is on core functionality and mechanism, but these
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could be optimized further with expert information.

7.4

Directions for Future Work

The FRIEND brain-monitoring agent service can be improved by addressing the limitations above, leading to the following potential future research
directions. In terms of the framework specifically there are a number of possibilities. For context specification, models for alertness and cognitive load are
good next step measures to consider, in addition to arousal-valence applied
in this work as these would combine to provide a clearer contextual picture.
For the psycho-physiological monitor, different data pre-processing frameworks could be attempted to investigate the improvement of the correlations
between EEG signals and the selected models; this would include targeting
different kinds of classifiers to compare against ANFIS (or ANN) approaches.
Improvements and optimizations of the classifiers applied in this work are also
useful. Additionally, variations to the frequency equations should be tested
for arousal and valence. This should also be done for new models like alertness or load. Also, future researchers should consider the use of other brain
recording site montages for frequency equations.
For the context service itself, further advances could be achieved by investigating the impact of performance feedback on the classifier for adaptive
learning from situations, and the dynamic update of this mechanism. Also,
it is of value to consider ways to incorporate wireless sensor networking or
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body area network data for other kinds of sensing such as muscular (EMG),
skin response (GSR), heart rate (ECG), gestures, or camera tracked face expression. Lastly, for the context-aware application at the framework level,
there are interesting potential research avenues involving the incorporation
of privacy and security elements.
From the perspective of applications, future research should explore the implications of the core components in a detailed case study which could leverage the VR-EEG data collected in this work. In this vein, for the VR based
datasets used, more recordings with more subjects is needed, and a real-time
experiment using the full system to track subjective and classified states and
intervention actions or adaptations. For the psycho-physiological monitor in
these applications future experiments should consider aligning VR stimuli
with tasks and expected responses in order to improve the use of VR as a
sandbox for state elicitation. Such work may also investigate the impact of
the system on human performance, using methods such as the NASA Task
Load Index (TLX) [87]. For the context service there is a need to focus
on optimizing the fuzzy membership systems in the hybrid decision-making
approach (this could involve an expert validation of parameters). Also it
is useful to investigate the overall efficiency of the BDI-based agent system
in more conclusive detail, in terms of loads that are practical (number of
agents, response times, etc). Realtime online uses of the system in test environments would also be valuable in terms of field testing brain-monitoring
hybrid agent systems. Lastly, for such context-aware applications, the inves245

tigation of context interactions with multiple new application interfaces, such
as augmented reality heads up displays for adaptive information visualization
based on cognitive states, and also multiple FRIEND context services interoperating for multiple users; each represents interesting avenues for future
researchers, thereby extending FRIEND towards newer applications.

7.5

Final Remarks

Agents for brain-monitoring are on the horizon, and the agent paradigm, as
a robust framework for autonomous control based on dynamic brain-context
information, is worthwhile for many situations. The FRIEND research has
provided the groundwork for exploring the design and development of hybrid
deliberative and soft-computing multi-agent frameworks that provide access
to brain cognitive states and situational contexts in multiple applications
simultaneously.
While this represents a new technique to develop context management applications, there is some overhead cost to consider in deploying a deliberative
approach for situational reasoning and distributed service-oriented communication between applications. However, this cost is considered to be worthwhile, as the benefits of application flexibility and expandability in terms of
scope, breadth, and domain cannot be ignored. Furthermore, the potential
to apply concurrent strategies and context-related decisions for applications
in parallel provides a useful basis for sense-making derived from the oper-
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ating environment as deduced from each application situation. Likewise,
by leveraging reasoning modules that allow for incorporating both cognitive
and situational states, these applied systems can be readily designed to take
proactive and predictive actions on behalf of users over time, across application domains. This surpasses the system design limitations that come with
attempting to engineer static functionality for inherently dynamic situations.
It is hoped that this hybrid, deliberative, approach will minimize the development effort needed to add new application behaviors. Hence, brain-computer
interaction practitioners, as well as other context developers, are encouraged
to adopt, apply, and expand the FRIEND architectural framework as a context management platform and methodology.
Enabled by this research, the adoption of human-aware approaches in existing system infrastructures could potentially lead to improved adaptive
system behavior and streamlined software responsiveness. It is envisioned
that with continued advancement, the autonomic adaptation to cognitive
context by brain-monitoring agent assistants will eventually become a standard in human-machine systems and result in better synergy between smart
technologies and the people depending on them everyday.
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Appendix A
Classifier Development
This appendix presents additional implementation details related to the ANFIS classifier used in this study, including its implementation algorithm, formulas, and training parameters. Also, the testing of the classifier is discussed,
in terms of comparisons and performance.

A.1

C-ANFIS Algorithm and Translation to
PyANFIS

This work translates the available version of the original ANFIS [101], written
in C, into a Python equivalent version, PyANFIS, for use in the implementation framework. The algorithm is as seen in Figure A.1 below. It begins
with basic parameters used for delineating the network, and the building of
the ANFIS network configuration.
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Figure A.1: ANFIS algorithm, based on [102, 101].

Although there are multiple steps in the algorithm, the main ones are as
highlighted, namely: i) building the ANFIS based on the input properties
and parameters, ii) the calculation of output for all node layers from 1 to
layer 3, iii) the use of a Kalman filter approach for the epoch training data, to
obtain parameters for layer 4 adaptive nodes, iv) the calculation of outputs
of layer 4 and 5, v) the use of final outputs in each layer for back-propagation
calculation of derivatives (error versus output) of each adaptive parameter
using the mean square error, and lastly vi) the calculation and storage of
minimum error and adjustment of the step size for remaining epochs.

A.2

ANFIS Layers and Formulas

The feed-forward layers of ANFIS are as described in Chapter 4, namely
the input, membership, combination, normalization, parameterization, and
weighted average output layers. These are as proposed in the original work
of [101].
• L0: Input features
Oi1 = µAi (x)

(A.1)

• L1: Membership functions

µAi (x) =

1
1+

OR
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i 2 bi
(( x−c
))
ai

(A.2)

µAi (x) = exp(−(

x − ci 2
))
ai

(A.3)

WHERE ai , bi , ci is the parameter set, having parameters a, b, and c. c
determines the center of the membership function. b and a control the
slope at crossover points (ais the half width).
• L2: AND Combination operation

wi = µAi (x) ∗ µBi (y), i = 1, 2

(A.4)

• L3: Normalization

w̄i =

wi
, i = 1, 2
w1 + w2

(A.5)

• L4: Weighted linear parameterization

Oi4 = w̄i fi = w̄i (pi x + qi y + ri )

(A.6)

WHERE w̄i is the output of layer 3, and {pi , qi , ri } is the parameter
set, or consequent parameters.
• L5: Weighted average of outputs

O15

= overalloutput =

X
i
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P
wi fi
w̄i fi = Pi
i wi

(A.7)

A.3

ANFIS Parameters for Training and Testing

This section highlights the backend training and testing interface for PyANFIS, for a brief presentation of the inputs to the ANFIS. These conform to
the original ANFIS of [101] and include:
• Stepsize: The initial stepsize for the ANFIS for use between epochs.
• Stepsize increase: The amount to increase the stepsize during the
epochs of the training phase.
• Stepsize decrease: The amount to decrease the stepsize during the
epochs of the training phase.
• Num Inputs: The number of features being input to the ANFIS.
• Num MFs: The number of membership functions being used in the
ANFIS (Layer 1); dictates the node size of the network, and the delineation of the state space of ANFIS, as in [101].
• Num Epochs: The number of training and testing epochs used by
the system.
• Train Size: The number of training data in (feature, target) form.
• Test Size: The number of testing data in (feature, target) form.
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Figures A.2 and A.3 show the interface used for setting these training and
testing parameters.
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Figure A.2: Training and testing interface set for arousal, using a 2-input, 2-membership function ANFIS.
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Figure A.3: Training and testing interface set for valence, using a 2-input, 2-membership function ANFIS.

A.4

PyANFIS Validation

In order to validate the functioning of the Python version of ANFIS, two
methods are shown, namely: a) the relation of outputs from the orginal C
ANFIS versus the PyANFIS translation on a known problem space, and b)
the outputs of an ANN on the Arousal and Valence dataset used in Chapter
5.

A.4.1

Original ANFIS versus PyANFIS

The converted implementation of ANFIS is shown to be the same as the
original, by using the same input features to produce the same output. In
particular, the sample problem (“Example 2: Modeling a Three-Input Nonlinear Function”) of [101] is used, producing the outputs in Figure A.4 below.
This is sufficient to show that the PyANFIS is functioning accurately.
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Figure A.4: Validating the PyANFIS implementation versus the original C
ANFIS of [101], using the example problem of the original work. Results
show that both versions produce the same outputs.
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A.4.2

ANN Training on VR-EEG Dataset

The second validation involves the use of a feed-forward Multi-Layer Perceptron Artificial Neural Network, having 2 inputs, 3 hidden layers, and 1
output layer, to train and test for both Arousal, and Valence data. This
ANN uses the same custom VR-EEG dataset obtained in Chapter 5, and
shows a comparable training root mean square error (RMSE) error rate, as
compared to Chapter 5 training outputs of PyANFIS, for both Arousal and
Valence data labels. See Figures A.5 and A.6 below.

Figure A.5: RMSE for Artificial Neural Network (feed-forward MLP with 2
inputs, 3 hidden layers, 1 output) for arousal training. Similar training error
with PyANFIS in Chapter 5.
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Figure A.6: RMSE for Artificial Neural Network (feed-forward MLP with 2
inputs, 3 hidden layers, 1 output) for valence training. Similar training error
with PyANFIS in Chapter 5.
The use of both validation methods shows that the ANFIS implementation
used is an accurate representation of the ANFIS paradigm, while the comparison to outputs from an ANN provides an indicator as to the overall
classification results. It suggests that more investigation may be needed for
either the derivation of features from the raw EEG dataset, or further assessment of the training data set and its subjective training labels, including
potentially acquiring more training data may be essential.
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Appendix B
Fuzzy Decision Rulesets
This appendix highlights the actual fuzzy decision ruleset used for the two
fuzzy expert decision logic methods presented in Chapter 4 pertaining to
MADM and MODM strategies. Both are the result of subjectively assessing
the rulespace for the COCOM filter and the system’s response determination.

B.1

MADM-based Ruleset

For the MADM based ruleset, there are the following 81 rules, resulting in
the decision surface in Chapter 5. These address the level of intensity of a
trial versus the time remaining in the trial, and the influence on COCOM
state.
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(**--------LOW INTENSITY------------------------**)

(**Low intensity and short time...**)

RULE 1: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal IS high AND valence IS high
THEN cocom_state IS scrambled;
RULE 2: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal IS high AND valence IS medium
THEN cocom_state IS scrambled;
RULE 3: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal IS high AND valence IS low
THEN cocom_state IS scrambled;

RULE 4: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS high
THEN cocom_state IS opportunistic;
RULE 5: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS medium
THEN cocom_state IS opportunistic;
RULE 6: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS low
THEN cocom_state IS opportunistic;

RULE 7: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal IS low AND valence IS high
THEN cocom_state IS tactical;
RULE 8: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal IS low AND valence IS medium
THEN cocom_state IS tactical;
RULE 9: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal IS low AND valence IS low
THEN cocom_state IS tactical;

(**Low intensity and medium time...**)

RULE 10: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS medium AND arousal IS high AND valence IS high
THEN cocom_state IS opportunistic;
RULE 11: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS medium AND arousal IS high AND valence IS medium
THEN cocom_state IS opportunistic;
RULE 12: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS medium AND arousal IS high AND valence IS low
THEN cocom_state IS opportunistic;

RULE 13: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS medium AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS high
THEN cocom_state IS tactical;
RULE 14: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS medium AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS medium
THEN cocom_state IS tactical;
RULE 15: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS medium AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS low
THEN cocom_state IS tactical;

RULE 16: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS medium AND arousal IS low AND valence IS high
THEN cocom_state IS strategic;
RULE 17: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS medium AND arousal IS low AND valence IS medium
THEN cocom_state IS strategic;
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RULE 18: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS medium AND arousal IS low AND valence IS low
THEN cocom_state IS strategic;

(**Low intensity and long time...**)

RULE 19: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS long AND arousal IS high AND valence IS high
THEN cocom_state IS tactical;
RULE 20: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS long AND arousal IS high AND valence IS medium
THEN cocom_state IS tactical;
RULE 21: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS long AND arousal IS high AND valence IS low
THEN cocom_state IS tactical;

RULE 22: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS long AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS high
THEN cocom_state IS strategic;
RULE 23: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS long AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS medium
THEN cocom_state IS strategic;
RULE 24: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS long AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS low
THEN cocom_state IS strategic;

RULE 25: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS long AND arousal IS low AND valence IS high
THEN cocom_state IS strategic;
RULE 26: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS long AND arousal IS low AND valence IS medium
THEN cocom_state IS strategic;
RULE 27: IF trial_intensity IS low AND time_remaining IS long AND arousal IS low AND valence IS low
THEN cocom_state IS strategic;

(**--------MED INTENSITY------------------------**)

(**Med intensity and short time...**)

RULE 28: IF trial_intensity IS medium AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal IS high AND valence IS high
THEN cocom_state IS scrambled;
RULE 29: IF trial_intensity IS medium AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal IS high AND valence IS medium
THEN cocom_state IS scrambled;
RULE 30: IF trial_intensity IS medium AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal IS high AND valence IS low
THEN cocom_state IS scrambled;

RULE 31: IF trial_intensity IS medium AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS high
THEN cocom_state IS opportunistic;
RULE 32: IF trial_intensity IS medium AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS medium
THEN cocom_state IS opportunistic;
RULE 33: IF trial_intensity IS medium AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS low
THEN cocom_state IS opportunistic;

RULE 34: IF trial_intensity IS medium AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal IS low AND valence IS high
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THEN cocom_state IS tactical;
RULE 35: IF trial_intensity IS medium AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal IS low AND valence IS medium
THEN cocom_state IS tactical;
RULE 36: IF trial_intensity IS medium AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal IS low AND valence IS low
THEN cocom_state IS tactical;

(**Med intensity and medium time...**)

RULE 37: IF trial_intensity IS medium AND time_remaining IS medium AND arousal IS high AND valence IS high
THEN cocom_state IS opportunistic;
RULE 38: IF trial_intensity IS medium AND time_remaining IS medium AND arousal IS high AND valence IS medium
THEN cocom_state IS opportunistic;
RULE 39: IF trial_intensity IS medium AND time_remaining IS medium AND arousal IS high AND valence IS low
THEN cocom_state IS opportunistic;

RULE 40: IF trial_intensity IS medium AND time_remaining IS medium AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS high
THEN cocom_state IS tactical;
RULE 41: IF trial_intensity IS medium AND time_remaining IS medium AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS medium
THEN cocom_state IS tactical;
RULE 42: IF trial_intensity IS medium AND time_remaining IS medium AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS low
THEN cocom_state IS tactical;

RULE 43: IF trial_intensity IS medium AND time_remaining IS medium AND arousal IS low AND valence IS high
THEN cocom_state IS strategic;
RULE 44: IF trial_intensity IS medium AND time_remaining IS medium AND arousal IS low AND valence IS medium
THEN cocom_state IS strategic;
RULE 45: IF trial_intensity IS medium AND time_remaining IS medium AND arousal IS low AND valence IS low
THEN cocom_state IS strategic;

(**Med intensity and long time...**)

RULE 46: IF trial_intensity IS medium AND time_remaining IS long AND arousal IS high AND valence IS high
THEN cocom_state IS tactical;
RULE 47: IF trial_intensity IS medium AND time_remaining IS long AND arousal IS high AND valence IS medium
THEN cocom_state IS tactical;
RULE 48: IF trial_intensity IS medium AND time_remaining IS long AND arousal IS high AND valence IS low
THEN cocom_state IS tactical;

RULE 49: IF trial_intensity IS medium AND time_remaining IS long AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS high
THEN cocom_state IS strategic;
RULE 50: IF trial_intensity IS medium AND time_remaining IS long AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS medium
THEN cocom_state IS strategic;
RULE 51: IF trial_intensity IS medium AND time_remaining IS long AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS low
THEN cocom_state IS strategic;
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RULE 52: IF trial_intensity IS medium AND time_remaining IS long AND arousal IS low AND valence IS high
THEN cocom_state IS strategic;
RULE 53: IF trial_intensity IS medium AND time_remaining IS long AND arousal IS low AND valence IS medium
THEN cocom_state IS strategic;
RULE 54: IF trial_intensity IS medium AND time_remaining IS long AND arousal IS low AND valence IS low
THEN cocom_state IS strategic;

(**--------HIGH INTENSITY------------------------**)

(**High intensity and short time...**)

RULE 55: IF trial_intensity IS high AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal IS high AND valence IS high
THEN cocom_state IS scrambled;
RULE 56: IF trial_intensity IS high AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal IS high AND valence IS medium
THEN cocom_state IS scrambled;
RULE 57: IF trial_intensity IS high AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal IS high AND valence IS low
THEN cocom_state IS scrambled;

RULE 58: IF trial_intensity IS high AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS high
THEN cocom_state IS scrambled;
RULE 59: IF trial_intensity IS high AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS medium
THEN cocom_state IS scrambled;
RULE 60: IF trial_intensity IS high AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS low
THEN cocom_state IS scrambled;

RULE 61: IF trial_intensity IS high AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal IS low AND valence IS high
THEN cocom_state IS opportunistic;
RULE 62: IF trial_intensity IS high AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal IS low AND valence IS medium
THEN cocom_state IS opportunistic;
RULE 63: IF trial_intensity IS high AND time_remaining IS short AND arousal IS low AND valence IS low
THEN cocom_state IS opportunistic;

(**High intensity and medium time...**)

RULE 64: IF trial_intensity IS high AND time_remaining IS medium AND arousal IS high AND valence IS high
THEN cocom_state IS opportunistic;
RULE 65: IF trial_intensity IS high AND time_remaining IS medium AND arousal IS high AND valence IS medium
THEN cocom_state IS opportunistic;
RULE 66: IF trial_intensity IS high AND time_remaining IS medium AND arousal IS high AND valence IS low
THEN cocom_state IS opportunistic;

RULE 67: IF trial_intensity IS high AND time_remaining IS medium AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS high
THEN cocom_state IS opportunistic;
RULE 68: IF trial_intensity IS high AND time_remaining IS medium AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS medium
THEN cocom_state IS opportunistic;
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RULE 69: IF trial_intensity IS high AND time_remaining IS medium AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS low
THEN cocom_state IS opportunistic;

RULE 70: IF trial_intensity IS high AND time_remaining IS medium AND arousal IS low AND valence IS high
THEN cocom_state IS tactical;
RULE 71: IF trial_intensity IS high AND time_remaining IS medium AND arousal IS low AND valence IS medium
THEN cocom_state IS tactical;
RULE 72: IF trial_intensity IS high AND time_remaining IS medium AND arousal IS low AND valence IS low
THEN cocom_state IS tactical;

(**High intensity and long time...**)

RULE 73: IF trial_intensity IS high AND time_remaining IS long AND arousal IS high AND valence IS high
THEN cocom_state IS tactical;
RULE 74: IF trial_intensity IS high AND time_remaining IS long AND arousal IS high AND valence IS medium
THEN cocom_state IS tactical;
RULE 75: IF trial_intensity IS high AND time_remaining IS long AND arousal IS high AND valence IS low
THEN cocom_state IS tactical;

RULE 76: IF trial_intensity IS high AND time_remaining IS long AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS high
THEN cocom_state IS tactical;
RULE 77: IF trial_intensity IS high AND time_remaining IS long AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS medium
THEN cocom_state IS tactical;
RULE 78: IF trial_intensity IS high AND time_remaining IS long AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS low
THEN cocom_state IS tactical;

RULE 79: IF trial_intensity IS high AND time_remaining IS long AND arousal IS low AND valence IS high
THEN cocom_state IS strategic;
RULE 80: IF trial_intensity IS high AND time_remaining IS long AND arousal IS low AND valence IS medium
THEN cocom_state IS strategic;
RULE 81: IF trial_intensity IS high AND time_remaining IS long AND arousal IS low AND valence IS low
THEN cocom_state IS strategic;
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B.2

MODM-based Ruleset

For the MODM based ruleset, there are the following 108 rules, resulting
in the decision surface in Chapter 5. These address the performance level
of the application, and the change in performance versus the known arousal
and valence levels, showing its influence on response action states.
(*--------GOOD PERFORMANCE-----------------------------*)

RULE 1: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS positive AND arousal IS high AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 2: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS positive AND arousal IS high AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 3: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS positive AND arousal IS high AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 4: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS positive AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 5: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS positive AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 6: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS positive AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 7: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS positive AND arousal IS low AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 8: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS positive AND arousal IS low AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 9: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS positive AND arousal IS low AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS no_action;

RULE 10: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS small_negative AND arousal IS high AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 11: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS small_negative AND arousal IS high AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 12: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS small_negative AND arousal IS high AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 13: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS small_negative AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 14: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS small_negative AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 15: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS small_negative AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 16: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS small_negative AND arousal IS low AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
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RULE 17: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS small_negative AND arousal IS low AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS alert;
RULE 18: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS small_negative AND arousal IS low AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS alert;

RULE 19: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS medium_negative AND arousal IS high AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 20: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS medium_negative AND arousal IS high AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 21: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS medium_negative AND arousal IS high AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 22: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS medium_negative AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 23: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS medium_negative AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS alert;
RULE 24: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS medium_negative AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS alert;
RULE 25: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS medium_negative AND arousal IS low AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 26: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS medium_negative AND arousal IS low AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 27: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS medium_negative AND arousal IS low AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS alert;

RULE 28: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND arousal IS high AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 29: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND arousal IS high AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 30: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND arousal IS high AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 31: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 32: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS alert;
RULE 33: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS alert;
RULE 34: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND arousal IS low AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS alert;
RULE 35: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND arousal IS low AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS alert;
RULE 36: IF performance IS good AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND arousal IS low AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS alert;

(*------ACCEPTABLE PERFORMANCE-------------------------------*)
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RULE 37: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS positive AND arousal IS high AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 38: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS positive AND arousal IS high AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 39: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS positive AND arousal IS high AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 40: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS positive AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 41: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS positive AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 42: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS positive AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 43: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS positive AND arousal IS low AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 44: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS positive AND arousal IS low AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 45: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS positive AND arousal IS low AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS no_action;

RULE 46: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS small_negative AND arousal IS high AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 47: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS small_negative AND arousal IS high AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 48: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS small_negative AND arousal IS high AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 49: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS small_negative AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 50: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS small_negative AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 51: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS small_negative AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS alert;
RULE 52: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS small_negative AND arousal IS low AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 53: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS small_negative AND arousal IS low AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS alert;
RULE 54: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS small_negative AND arousal IS low AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS alert;

RULE 55: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS medium_negative AND arousal IS high AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 56: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS medium_negative AND arousal IS high AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 57: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS medium_negative AND arousal IS high AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 58: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS medium_negative AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS high
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THEN decision_state IS alert;
RULE 59: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS medium_negative AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS alert;
RULE 60: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS medium_negative AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS adapt;
RULE 61: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS medium_negative AND arousal IS low AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS alert;
RULE 62: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS medium_negative AND arousal IS low AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS adapt;
RULE 63: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS medium_negative AND arousal IS low AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS adapt;

RULE 64: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND arousal IS high AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 65: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND arousal IS high AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS alert;
RULE 66: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND arousal IS high AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS alert;
RULE 67: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS alert;
RULE 68: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS alert;
RULE 69: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS alert;
RULE 70: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND arousal IS low AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS alert;
RULE 71: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND arousal IS low AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS adapt;
RULE 72: IF performance IS acceptable AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND arousal IS low AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS adapt;

(*#-------POOR PERFORMANCE------------------------------*)

RULE 73: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS positive AND arousal IS high AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 74: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS positive AND arousal IS high AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 75: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS positive AND arousal IS high AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 76: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS positive AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS alert;
RULE 77: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS positive AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS alert;
RULE 78: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS positive AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS alert;
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RULE 79: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS positive AND arousal IS low AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS alert;
RULE 80: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS positive AND arousal IS low AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS adapt;
RULE 81: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS positive AND arousal IS low AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS adapt;

RULE 82: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS small_negative AND arousal IS high AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 83: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS small_negative AND arousal IS high AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 84: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS small_negative AND arousal IS high AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 85: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS small_negative AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 86: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS small_negative AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS no_action;
RULE 87: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS small_negative AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS alert;
RULE 88: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS small_negative AND arousal IS low AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS alert;
RULE 89: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS small_negative AND arousal IS low AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS adapt;
RULE 90: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS small_negative AND arousal IS low AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS adapt;

RULE 91: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS medium_negative AND arousal IS high AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS alert;
RULE 92: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS medium_negative AND arousal IS high AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS alert;
RULE 93: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS medium_negative AND arousal IS high AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS alert;
RULE 94: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS medium_negative AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS adapt;
RULE 95: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS medium_negative AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS adapt;
RULE 96: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS medium_negative AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS adapt;
RULE 97: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS medium_negative AND arousal IS low AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS adapt;
RULE 98: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS medium_negative AND arousal IS low AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS adapt;
RULE 99: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS medium_negative AND arousal IS low AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS adapt;
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RULE 100: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND arousal IS high AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS alert;
RULE 101: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND arousal IS high AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS alert;
RULE 102: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND arousal IS high AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS alert;
RULE 103: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS adapt;
RULE 104: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS adapt;
RULE 105: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND arousal IS medium AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS adapt;
RULE 106: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND arousal IS low AND valence IS high
THEN decision_state IS adapt;
RULE 107: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND arousal IS low AND valence IS medium
THEN decision_state IS assist;
RULE 108: IF performance IS poor AND performance_delta IS big_negative AND arousal IS low AND valence IS low
THEN decision_state IS assist;

Both the MADM and MODM datasets presented are relevant as they determine the response decision surfaces used in the Logic Manager Agent, and
as such may be modified in future research.
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Appendix C
Supplementary Information for
VR-EEG Dataset
This appendix presents a perspective on the experiment description from
Chapter 5, and is based on the supporting document presented to participants, as in Figures C.1, C.2, and C.3 below.
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Figure C.1: Informed consent form (pg.1) for the VR-EEG data acquisition
experiment.
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Figure C.2: Informed consent form (pg.2) for the VR-EEG data acquisition
experiment.
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Figure C.3: Informed consent form (pg.3) for the VR-EEG data acquisition
experiment.
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